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We are always in these days endeavoring to separate intellect

and manual labor; we want tuie man to be alw’ays thinking, and
another to be always workijig, and we call one a gentleman, and

the other an operative; whereas the workman ought often to }>e

thinking, and the thinker often to be working, and both sliould

be gentlemen in the best senses As it is, we make both ungentle,

the one envying, the other desj>ising, his brother; and the mass

of society is made up of morbid thinkers and miserable workers,

— doiix Husk IN.





PEEFACE

The increased popaiarity cl‘ manual training as a

part (jf the curriculum of the public schools and the

demand for a text-book that can be put into the hands

of pupils so that they may be held responsible for

important subject-matter in connection with wood-

work are the two main reasons which have led to the

publication of this volume. The book, for convenience,

is divided into parts, but it is not intended tliat Part I

shall be completed before Part II is taken up. On the

other hand, work sliould he given from the different

paits from the beginning, and pupils should be held

responsible for the work given just as tliey are held

responsible for work in arithmetic or geography.

The book is intejided to be used under the direction

of a skilled instructor who has sufficient technical

knowledge and teaching ability to lead his pupils to

become capable in tliis line of work. Many illustra-

tions of positions wliile at work are therefore omitted,

because the instructor sliould sliow correct positions

in the use of tools and should insist that the pupils

acquire correct habits in their use.

The “ Schedule of Work” (page 14) gives in a general

way the plan of tlie work. In some scliools it may be

necessary to make a few changes in tliis schedule, owing

to local conditions, but as far as povssible it should be

followed. The work under “Topics for Study,”
vii
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‘^Teclmical Operations,” and ‘‘Tools” should be given

ill tlie form of n^gular recitation work, having both

oral aiul written work. Pupils should have sufficient

work with the ‘‘Key’' so that they may he able to know

the names and characteristics of common woods. The

work in all of its phases should be vigorous and full

ol weW-dvYected activity

.

T\\e w^rlter wishes to acknowledge his gratitude lor

helps given in the preparation of this volume, aside

from the various sources which are given in the foot-

notes, to the following :
—

Herbert IL Smith, Editor Forest Service Publica-

tions, for ])i*rmission to use tlie key given in Appendix A

;

President C-ree T. Work, College of Industrial Arts,

Denton, Tt^xas, for the cuts given in Ajipeiidix B, also

for tlie cuts shown under Figs. 148 and 263, all of

whicli were taken from his San Francisco “Outlines of

Miimuil Training ”
; Professor C. IL liichards, Dean

of EngiiK^ering, the University of Nebraska, Lincoln,

Nebraska, for the cuts showui in Figs. 208, 210, 211,

2U), 214, 215, 224, and 225, which were taken from

his “ A Manual of Wood Turning.”

The writer is also deeply indebted to the following

])e(>j)le, wlio so kindly sent to him for publication in
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ing, Altoona, Pennsylvania; Mr, Louis C. Butler and
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The manuscript has been read by Ur. William C.
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of whom have offered valuable criticdsnis, for which

the writer wishes to express his gratitude.

The writer is also indebted to the following manu-

facturers for cuts used in this publication and for
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The tables given under Wood (Part III) are taken
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Some of the matter given in the Introduction, and
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the working out of experiments in manual training
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this volume.
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EDUCATIONAL WOODWOEKING FOR
HOME AND SCHOOL

INTRODUCTION

Manual Training: What it 18 and its Place in

Education

Manual Training is a term used extensively by edu-

cators in defining a part of a vsystern of general education.

One would infer from the term ^Mnanual/^ meaning hand,

that this branch of education is the training of the hand,

but it is more than this. Not all that is done with the

hand is manual training in the school s(mse of the term.

In laboratory work in physics and chemistry the hand is

trained to use apparatus in a skillful way, but this is

not considered as manual training. Manual training is a

general term which signifies the expressing of ideas in

things by means of tools in working with such materials

as paper, cardboard, clay, wood, iron, brass, copper,

tin, etc. Manual training does not include work with

apparatus, neither is its purpose to ti^ach a trade.

Man is by nature a tool-using animal and has been

so from remote periods of antic^uity. J^et us stop to

consider briefly how much of the history of mankind is

written in the tools that have come down to us. We
look at the pens made of reeds which were used by the

R 1
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anci(^nt Egyptians and a series of facts are revealed

by means of those tools which were used by man more

than four thousand years ago. Axes made of stone,

copper, bronze, etc., are dug out of the earth, and each

tells a different story of the life of savage peoples of

antiquity. The story of man’s development is written in

his tools just as plainly as the history of our earth is

written in the rocks.

It is almost impossible to conceive of man without

tools, yet in the beginning of human (existence he had po

tools. He was naked and without food and fire, living

in caves and hollow tn^es, s(‘arching for fallen nuts under

thetr(‘es and for fish and game in the streams and moun-

tains. He was ever hiding from stronger animals and

always se(jking an opportunity to attack weakc'r ones.

Some one luis wisely said that human culture^ bc‘gan

with fire, but no one has said when fire \vas first used by

man. Doubtless some rud(^ tools w^c're inv('nt(‘(l before

fire was discovered, and th(\so tools probably 1 (m 1 to tlie,

discovery of fire. With fire came prot(*ct ion and comfort."

It drove away the. fierce animals, which mnv afraid of

fire; it protectcnl man from cold. The wT‘aker members

of the family were left by the fireside wdtile the stronger

ones went out in search of food.

But man needed more than fire for his protection, for

he was one of the weakest of animals. In expressing the

weakness of man in this early period, Katharine Elizabeth

Dopp * says :
‘‘ He could not run as fast as the horse, swim

as well as the fish, fly as the eagle, crawl as the serpent, or

^ “ The Place of Industries in Elementary Education,” p. 19

The University of Chicago Press.
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render himself inconspicuous Iqr changing his color to cor-

respond with the natural objects with which he habitually

came in contact, or by maintaining such a control of his

muscles as the wild v;alf and other animals do when ihey

remain motionless in order to be uiif;bserved. He \v^as

not protect(Ml with armor as the turtle is, with a thick

skin as the rhinoceros, with a licavy coat as the mam-
moth, or with feathers and fur as the birds and boasts'

of prey, Tii his conflicts he could not strike as the

cave beai\ kick as th(‘ horse, crush as the rhinoceros, gore

as the urus, or pierce and rend as the tiger. In the

exercise of his sens(\s and in muscuiar force he was sur-

passed by many of them.^^ What man needed most in

his weak condition was tools, and being endowed with

intelligence he was abl(i to construct thorn, although

ver>' crude mies, out of the materials at his command.

At first his hands and teeth were substitutes for tools.

His first eonstructcul tool was the hammer. This he

may have used in ofiening the shells of oysters, nuts,

etc. Ill combat lu' fought at elos(‘ i*ang(' and therefore

his blows were W(‘ak Later he found that by using a

club as a hammer he could strike a harder blow and thus

slay even much stronger animals than himself. Still

later it became necessary for man to fight at long range,

and out of this necessity grew the need of, and therefore

the invention of, tlu' bow and arrow— tools of great

utility among prirnitivt* peiiple.

The development of the bow and arrow was a great

step in man’s advancement, for at long range ho could kill

large animals, which furnished materials for food and

clothing. In making and operating the bow and arrow
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man developed physically and mentally. Many problems

came up in the construction and use of these tools, the

solution of which demanded the activity of reason. In

making the bow there was the kind of wood to be con-

sidered, when it should be cut, the seasoning of the

timber, the shape and length of the bow. In making

the string for the bow and in making the arrows other

problems arose, all of which were carefully worked out in

the course of tim(i.

Among some of the Indian tribes of to-day certain

rules regarding the bow and arrow which were worked

out centuries ago are still in us(\ Of course, a boy

could not use a bow that was made for a man, and two

men differing in physical strength could not well use the

same bow; so a difference in the size and strength of the

individual led to modifications of these tools so that they

could meet the requirt^ments of each individual. Each

individual made his own bow and arrow, and in making

them certain units of measurement were and are still

employed. The Indian hunter in making his bow' does

not use a standard length; the bow must b(‘ exactly

eight times the span from the thumb to the little fitiger

of the hunter using it, and the length of the arrow must

be exactly the distance from the armpit to the end of

the thumb, measuring on the inside' of the extended

arm. Similar mc'thods w(Te ('m[)loy(‘d in the making

of all tools. In writing of the bow and arrow, Thomas
Wilson * says : The bow and arrow was the greatest of all

human inventions— greatest in that it marked man^s first

step in mechanics, greatest in adaptation of means to the

* Smithsonian Report, 1894, p. 980.
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end, and as an invented machine it manifeste(» in the most

practical and marked manner the intcllec.tual and reason-

ing power of man, and his superiori cy ovei* th« • brute crea-

tion. It, more than any other weapon, ciemonstrates .he

triumph of man over th(' brutv*, recogni :ing thcdimitations

of human phyKsical capacity in contests with his enemies

and th(i capture of his gaiiK^. ' His necessity demanded

the bow and arrow, and this led to its eonstrtiction and

use. As man increased his tarieiy ot iools^ he was grad-

ually lifted to a higher plane of civilization.

Economists have classified tin' a(diviti(\s of the race

into thre(^ main divisions, as follows: First, the house

industries, or the pc'riod of domestic economy, which

lasted from the earliest times until tin* beginning of

towns in the tenth century. Second, the freriod of town

economy, or th(' pei’iod of haridiei’afts, extending from the

tenth century to the Ix'ginning of modern times. Third,

the period of national economy, or the ago of machinery

and the factory, in which wc now live. In passing

through these activities many stages are la^presented.

W(! not(^ the hunting stage, the fishing stage, the pastoral

stage, the agricultural stage, the age of metals, the stage

of trade, travel, and transportation, the city state, the feu-

dal system, the handicraft system, and th(^ factory syst(‘m.

It is believed that the child in the course of its dev('lof)-

ment passes througli practically all of th(; stages that

the race has passed through, and manual training in the

home and in the school helps to sup[)ly the needs of the

child in passing thr*ough thf^ diff(T(‘nt stages of his dev(jl-

opment. Manual training not only helps the child to

appreciate th(‘ activities of life* of to-day, but it also shows
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the relation bet ween the activities of the past and the

present. Manual training deals with life, and is one of

the serious considerations in the history of child develop-

ment. In Carl Bucher’s ^'Industrial Evolution^' ^ he

writes: “After all, the comforting result of every serious

consideration of history is, that no single element of

culture which has once entered into the life of men is

lost, that even after the hour of its predominance has

expired it continues in some more modest position to

cooperate in the realization of the great end in which we

all believe, th(^ helping of mankind toward more and

more perfect, forms of existence.’^

The rough highway between the aboriginal and

man has been paved by means of the seven hand tools —
the hammer, the axe, the saw, the plane, the square,

the chisel, and the file. The influence of tools upon

civilization is expr(>sscd most graphically by Carlyle in

these words: “Man is a tool-using animal. He can use

tools, can devise tools; with these the granite mountains

melt into light dust before him; he kneads iron as if it

were soft paste; seas are his smooth highways, winds and

fire his imweaiying steeds.

“ Nowhere do we find him without tools; without

tools he is nothing, with tools he is all.''

In early times, before the institutions of society be-

came so complex and so far reaching in their demands

and influences, the home was one of the most potent

factors in education. In rural communities to-day and

in the best regulated homes wherever they may be this

institution is still a powerful infliUTice in the cause of

* Pag<‘ 184.
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education. The homos of rur ancestors were made by

men and worruMi of great practical (‘tticiene.y anil this

efficiency was imparted to the rising ge!ieration largely

through the iDflui^nees of the home. In speaking of i he

influence and efficiency of men and women in earl}^ times,

^

Henry Turner Bailey, in The Arts and Crafts in the

Public Scho(3ls/^ ^ says:—
The Man. — Cleared land, cut wood, made rails and

posts, built stone walls; built tarns and sheds, made

simple furniture and farm utensils, involving carpentry,

blacksmithing, and painting; cared for bees, poultry,

sheep, cattle, horses
;
could break colts and steers

;
milk,

shear sheep, butcher; could plow, plant, cultivate and

harvest vegetables; sow, mow, reap, thresh, and winnow

grain: could read the sky, tell birds, wild animals,

insects, and common plants and trees at sight
;
could

plant, prune, and graft trees; make maple sirup and

vinegar, cure ham and bacon; fish, trap, and hunt

successfully; make shoes, harnesses, and simple tools;

weave baskets; make kites, bow guns, darts, whistles,

etc., for the childreu; repair anything; shave himself;

make a t (filing speech at town meeting.

The Woman. — Understood all phases of house-

w’^ork, sweeping, dusting, washing, ironing; could cook,

make yeast, soap, candles, butter, cheese, sausages, pre-

serves of all sorts, candy, wines, and cordials; could

spin yarn from wool and thread from flax; dye and

knit, weave and embroider; shrink cloth, bleach cloth;

* An address before The American Institute of Instruction at

New Haven, Conn., July, 1906. Published in the January, 1907,

School Arts Bookt The Davis Press, Worcester, Mass.
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cut out and niak(^ ordinary garnionis, darn, and mend

anything well; ))raid rugs, paper a room, cut hair;

gather medicinal herbs, nurse the sick, rear children;

manage a flower garden, have potted plants bloom all

winter indoors; milk, make hay, and heve all the

children clean and neatly dressed at church on time,

Sunday morning.’'

The average home of to-day has not the discipline which

gives the efliciency that the old home life used to give,

and this naturally puts greater responsibility on the

schools of to-day which are called upon to provide ade-

quate training in hand w'ork, training that formerly was

given in the home. Industry has always been a domi-

nant force in the ui)building of all social structures.

Nowdn^re is this seem morc^ clearly than in child develop-

ment. Professor O’Shc^a, in spcuiking of the child's

first absorbing intc^rcst which is bascnl upon industrial

activity, says :

^ “ In the earliest years tlui pupil's chief

interest is in constructive activity. If he be given free-

dom to do as h(^ chooses, and suitable (equipment, by far

the larger part of his time will be spent in construction,

in imitation of the a(^tivities going on about him. If he

has blocks, he will be building; if paper and scissors, he

will be cutting; if sand, he will be modeling; if tools,

he will be framing a box or a house or what not; all, of

course, in a crude, imp(?rfect way." Th(\s(^ constructive

activities, as Profe^ssor Dewey expresses it,^ evoke and

direct w^hat is most fundamental and vital in the child,

* In " Dynamic Factors in Education,” New York, 1906, p. 69

(Macmillan.)
* In Manual Training Magazine, July, 1901, page 97.
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that in which he is the heir of all the ages, nnd through

which bo recapitulates the progress of llu; race. Tt was

certainly a gain for ediu^ational Ihooiy and ])ractice when

appeal to personal and iiuni(‘diat( S('nsr* pe^rception dis-

placed nhance upon symbols and al>.4ract ideas, Ilut,

after all, to have s(*i!sations, to receive^ iinpiession?

through sight or luaring, is not the ultimate thing. To
do, lo iKU'forrn, to execute, to moke, to control and

direct activity — it is for the sak(‘ of such things that

perceptions and imjMC'Ssions exisr. Tndv'cd, to see and

to hear is more than to have impressions; to see and to

hear is to do, to do in cooperation with head, arm, hand,

and leg.''

In writing along this line, showing the child's interests

in the activities of lif(', Dr. Grant Kai*]* says,^ “ Another

one of these centers is the child's occupations. From

the day of his Irirtli he has been doing things and has had

th(*- imalloycxl pleasun* of accomplishing things. Ho
has been making things, at first in response to an impulse

to act and then later in order to r(‘alize an ideal. He
has bt*en using hands and feet, arms and legs, eyes and

ears, mouth and nose ami all his members, in satisfying

his wants and needs. From this action and accom-

plishment, ho has ]7rofitefl immensely, for he has not only

been making and hiarning ‘things ' in the outside world,

but he has betm building up a structure within, ‘a

house not niadc^ with hands, eternal in the heavens,'

the temple of his soul. If his life is to amount to a great

deal, this center of his occupations will never diminish

* In **The Means of Education,” Journal of Pedagogy, March,

1905.
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in Strength, but will rather grow in complexity and finer

organization until his power to do will be greatly in-

creased and his influence b(i enlarged not only in his own

day and generation, but with the generations that are

I yet to come. It is so in the great world, for we see on

eveiy hand the doers, the men of affairs and influence.

‘ Men, my brothers, men the workers, ever reaping some-

thing new,

That which they have done but earnest of the things that

they shall do.’

The inventors, tlu^ scholars, the servants, the ministers

and teachers, doctors and lawyers, captains of industry,

bankers and business men of all sorts, reformers, toilers

and labor leaders, and all successful men are all ex-

amples of those who, like the little child, do, and do, and

still DO. They organize their deeds into power, with

which they do still greater deeds. This interest is also

universal and eternal.”

Colonel Francis W. Parker, in showing the value of

expression, said :
‘ Evolution has brought us the funda-

mental doctrine of all thinking, of all discoveries in

science, inchied of all progress. A human being is the

product of countless gcuierations, reaching down into the

beginnings of animal life. The fundamental law of

evolution is self-activity. . . . Education is evolution

assisted; w'hen man began to help his fellow to grow in

body^ mind, and soul, education began. We have had

* In ** Expression in Its Relation to Education,” a paper read

before the Eastern Manual Training Association, in Buffalo, June,

1901 .
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the doctrine of the survival of the fittest, but now conies

the doctrine of fitting ever> one to survive. The agent*'^

of expression must have that exercise, (ietermined by thv^

nature of the body and its growth, whiidi will develop the

body as an instrument of the will and make it respons^ive

to the will, . . .

Without expimion growd-h is absolutely impossible.

One kind of expression alone means attenuation. All-

sided expression is the foundation of complete living.

^^The child enters into the industrial, commercial

activity and the life of the world through his hands and

his brain. He has very little interc'st, in general, in

things outside his immediate environment, until that

interest is stimulated through the work of his hands.

To illustrate: Work in wood means images of woodwork,

realization of images, interest in all things made of wood,

from the simple box to the magnificent structure. TIkj

child cannot make an article of furniture without always

being more or less interested in furniture.

Quoting again from Colonel Parker/ Making, or

manual training, has done more for the human race than

the exercise of any, if not all, of the other modes of expres-

sion. It is absolutely indispensable to normal physical

development; it has had a mighty influence upon brain

building; ^t has cultivated ethics as a basis of all moral

growth.^'

The thought that manual training when properly

taught and applied heJps to make the pupil a critic of

all woodwork and cultivates his aesthetic taste cannot be

overestimated. A piece of furniture, or any article for

* In Talks on Pedagogics, page 253.
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that matter, to be artistic must be made in such a way

that its attractions consist in (1) strength, (2) purity of

outline, and (3) capacity to fill adequately the functions

for which it should be constructed. As Gustav Stickley ^

puts it, the two fundamental principles are simplicity

and adaptability to purpose. On this point of con-

struction Dr. James P. Haney, Director of Manual Train-

ing, New York City, says, The best construction

necessarily includes artistic elements, i.e. soundness of

structure, propriety of material, suitability to purpose,

good proportions, and good relationships.’^ Manual

training projects to be successful must be worked out

with these ideas of construction in mind.

Professor James ^ says :
—

The most colossal improvement which recent years

have seen in secondary education lies in the introduc-

tion of manual training schools
;
not because they will

give us a people more handy and practical for domestic

life and better skilled in trades, but because they will

give us citizens with an entirely different intellectual

fiber.

Laboratory work and shop work engender a habit

of observation. They confer precision; because, if you

are doing a thing, you must do it definitely right or

definitely wrong. They give honesty; for, when you

/ express yourself by making things, and not by using

words, it becomes impossible to dissimulate your vague-

ness or ignorance by ambiguity. They beget a habit

* Editor and publisher of The Craftsmariy New York and
Syracusi*.

* In Talks to Teachers/^ page 35.
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of s(^lf-relianoo, they kvivp the iniorosi an(4 attontioa

always cheerfully ongageiJ, and reduce the teacher’^,

disciplinaiy functions te a miiiiniuiii/'

A In ^his connection Scripture* says: “1. Manual

training develops tlie intelk^ctual sick^ of the naiad as

nothing else can. 2. Manual training develops char-

acter as nothing else can. 3. Manual training fur-

nishes the pupil mill real knowledge; it teaches him

something. The laboratoiy method— the method of

learning by doing— is after all the only method of learn-

ing anything, whether it be drawing, or Greek, or

chemistry, or mathematics. The attempt to commit

facts to memory by reading books is hopeless. Wliat

is memorized in this way fades in a short time, leaving

little or no trace.’' ^^Two of the direct results of art

instruction and manual training," as Professor Charles

A. Bennett^ puts it, “are, first, power to do, and,

second, ability to appreciate what is done by others."

The im})ortajice of industrial work as a subject which

helps to givc‘ definite ideas of the value of toil and the

real worth of things that are made by the sweat of the

brow cannot be overestimated. The rich boy works

along with the poor boy, each endeavoring to produce

something which will express tangible results. Manual

training work to be valuable must be strenuous. Boys

must be made to plane and saw and meai. They must

produce shavings that have the artistic curl of the crafts-

^ Edward W. Scripture, in “ Manual Training and Mental De-

velopment/' Manual Training Magazine, October, 1899, page 25.

* In ** The Development of Appreciation/' Manual Training

Magazine, January, 1907.
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nmn, not nieaiiiiigless rhips. Shopwork should give

ability to plan and execute work according to good

technique. '' The capacity for work,” as Dr. Bagley ‘

expresses it, is the capacity for sustained effort. It

means concentration, organization, and permanency of

purpose. The intense desire for activity is not in itself

sufficient. Children and savages possess this in great

abundance. Not activity alone, but sustained and

directed activity, has been the keynote of human prog-

ress.”

Through industrial efforts in education and through

other influences at work in the world to-day the time may
come when intf^llect and manual labor will be united.

John Ruskin said: ^^We are always in these days

endeavoring to separate intellect and manual labor;

we want one man to be always thinking, and another

to b(i always working, and we call one a gentleman,

and the other an operative; wh(Teas the workman
ought oft(m to be thinking and the thinker often to

be working, and both should be gentlemen in the best

sense. As it is, we make both ungentle, the one envy-

ing, the other despising, his brother; and the mass of

society is made up of morbid thinkers and miserable

workers.” ;

William Morris expresses the same truth in these

words: I had thought that civilization meant the

attainment of peace and order and freedom, of good-

will betw’een man and man, of the love of truth and

the hatred of injustice, and, by consequence, the

attainment of the good life which these things breed,

‘ In ** The Educative Process/' New York, 1907, page 102.
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a life free from cra\cn fear, but tull of incLlent; that

was what I thought it mer.nt, not moro studied chairs

and more cushions, ainl more carpets and gas, and

more dainty meat and drink — and therewithal m('n.*

and shitrpir differences between class and ciass.”

SuOGKSTTONS TO .StITDKNTS

1. Provide yourselves with a s(ivic(‘al)l(‘ aj^ron, or

something that will protect your clothing from being

soiled.

2. If your locker has a combination lock, learn that

combination as soon as possible'. Always kec'p your

lockcT locked when you are not working.

Then^ is a place in your bench for each tool. Wlien

you finish your work each day, see that each tool is in its

proper place in the bench. Also, sec that the top of

your bench is clean. Order and neatness are veiy impor-

tant fac tors in the formation of desirable habits.

4. Always stand at your bench while you work. Do
not sit while working, for you cannot get good n'sults.

We must have concentrated and strenuous efforts in

order to get the most out of this work.

5. Do not make mistakes. Mistakes always waste

time and materials. Work carefiilly, thomjhtfully, and.

accurately. Let the last piece of work be th(i best that

you have done.

6. When you begin a new exercise, say to yourself:

‘‘Using all of my powers, I will strive* to make* this piece

of work as ne'aily pe'rfeet as possible*,'' Ile*m('mbeT that

it is the product (that which you j)i*o<liice‘) that counts
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when your worth is estimated. In any vocation or

calling in life these questions are always asked: ''What

can you do ? How well can you do that thing ? Form

the habit now of doing thing well.

7. Try to get some tools of your own, as soon as you

can, so that you can work at home. In every home some

place can be found where a bench can be placed. Have

a little workroom of your own where you can "make
things after school, or on rainy Saturdays. Hundreds

of |)oys have "shops in th(' attic, down by the furnace,

in vacant rooms, in the barn, or even in the back kitchen.

Have such a place in which to work. It will pay you

in the end.

8. Find out all that you can about tools,— kinds of

tools, us(\s of tools, and care of tools. Learn the names

of all of the parts of (^ach tool. Learn all of the adjust-

ments of each tool. Ahvays keep your tools- sharp,

9. Study to find out all that you possibly can about

all of the materials that you are using, such as woods,

screws, nails, glue, stains, etc. Each has interesting

matter connected with its use and history.

10. Call tools by the'ir proper names. Use proper

language in describing the different processes. Use all

of the technical terms that are most commonly used,

and see that you use them correctly. Get a few good

books and magazines on the work, if you can. Your

teacher will gladly recomnumd good books to you.

11. Remember that you are not doing this work to

learn a trade, yet you should strive^ to do just as good

work as an artisan. Th<‘ pur}K)seof this work for you is

to help lay a good foundation for your general education.
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BENCH NO.

TOOL t’ST*

I. MEASITRING, MAKK1^’G \XJ»
1

JV. Boiiivti iooLS,

'rKSTTNCJ Tools. i
Pus K

Pkk'f.
J

Bit brace, No. $1 25
Metric rule, No. •ir.io ! Auger bit I-inch, No. .25

2-ft. rule, No. .15
1

Auger bit g-iiich, No. .35

Trj'-sqiiare, No. Aug*' bit H*'ch, No. .40

Bevel, No. Auger bit S-hicli, No. .no

Marking gauge, No. .40 Countersiuk, No. .16

Mortise gauge, No. .(}0 Screw-driver bit. No. .10

Ihviders, No. .;i(>

II. Edge Tools.
Prick

Chiftcl 1-inch, No. $ .(50

Chisel l-iiich, No. .5.~>

V. Vovjit>iw« Tools.
Chisel ii-iiieh, No. .50

PlU'.'K

Chisel g-irich, No. .45 Hammer, No. J'lO

Chisel i-iiich, N(». .40 Mallet, No. .50

Chisel g-incli, No. ..‘15

Chisel i-inch, No. .‘Mt

Chisel i-inch, No. .25

Sloyd knife, No. .40

flack lilane, No. 1.25
'

Fore plane, No. i.:55
1

VI. l^.XTHAS.
Prick

iSinoothiiig ]daiie, No. l.(KI 1

(.abiiict scraper, No. $.10

111. Tooth 'J'OOL.S.
r(ilstone, No. .75

PKU K ! Oil can, No. .25

Rip saw, No. $1.50
1

Nail set, No. .10

Cross-cut saw, No. 1.50 ; Serew-d river. No. .25

Back saw, No. 1.00
;

Bench brush, No. .35

*1. Niiraher ea<*li Ux)!. 2. Tools not iiuinbeml, mark thus [X],

3. Missinij: tools, mark thus f<)]. i. Broken tools, mark thus [B],

I have reeeive<l tin* tools as imliealHl ahove and aj^ree to take goo<l care

of them while 1 am «'i member of the elass. If I should lose or break a

tool, I agree to pay for the same at the elose of th»‘ term.

Signature of Student

Date.

c 17
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12. Which habit do you want to form—
Carefulness or Carelessness?

Neatness or J>lovenliness ?

Attention or Heedlessness ?

Accuracy or Errancy ?

Honesty or Deception ?

Economy or Wastefulness?

Industry or Idleness ?

Succ(‘ss or Failure?’^ ^

o

13. If th(ire aro (‘nough individual benches for each

student, an official rt^cord should be made of the tools in

the bench (xiuipment and th<! student should be held

responsible for those tools as well as for the care of the

bench. In keeping this r<‘cord forms similar to the one
on the preceding i)age should be used. The instructor

and student should fill two forms for each bench, the

student keeping one form anti tht; instructor the other.

Tkohnk’.m, Tkrms

1. “Blue Print.” — A drawing which has been made
by the blue print process is calked a “blue print.”

2. Stock. — Rough lumber which has been cut to

approximate sizes for class use is calletl stock.

3. Working Face. — A surface of a block of wood that
has been planed perfectly flat, so that it will lie flat on
a flat surface without rocking, is called a working face.

It is the surface from which the other surfaces are trued.

It is the surface from which measurements are started.

* Cree T. Work, ** Outlines of Manual Training/' San Francisco
Public Schools, Teachers' Edition, 1903, page 38.
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4. Bottom. — The surface of a block of woOvl op{)o.silc

the working face is called the bottom.

5. Front Edge. — The edge neaiest the obseiwer is

called the front edge. This edge is scjuaud from ti e

working face and is perpendicular to it.

6. Back Edge. - The (‘dge farthest from the (/o^erver

is the back *‘dge. This edge is ilso sejuared from the

working face and is perpendicular to i{.

7. Right End. — The end cf the block of wood at th('

right of the obsc^rver is called the right end. It is per-

pendicular to the working face, bottom, and edges.

8. Left End. — The (md of the block of wood at the

left of the observer is called the k'ft end. It is per-

pendicular to the working face, bottom, and edges.

9. “Square’’ or “true a Block.” — To plane a block

of wood so that tlie woi’king face and bottom ar(^ parallc'l

to each other anfl perpendicular to th(‘ (‘iids and tHlg(\s

is called “squaring ” or “truing a block of wood.”

10. “Layout Work.” — To draw lines on wood which

represent the form of the diff(T#*nt ])arts of tlu* object

and to show th(‘ wasit* {>arts to b(' cut away are known

as “laying out work.”

11. “Dress down a Surface.”— To plane, perfectly

smooth, or to plane a block to desired thickness is called

“dressing down a surface.”

12. “Grain,” “Across the Grain,” “With the Grain,”

and “Against the Grain,” — These terms refer to the

direction of the fibers in the wood that is being worked.

13. “Object,” “Model,” or “Project.” — These terms

are used in naming that which is to be constructed.

The term “model ” should be used when the object to be
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constriictod is t-o Ix^ made from a drawing or design of

anoth(‘.r ixn-son. \Vlu‘n tlie pupil designs or helps to

design the objeet to be made, then the term “project
”

should be used. The t(T!n “object ’’ may take the place

of the terms “rnoder’ or “project.'^ At the present

time the term ^project'' is the most popular term.

These terms may also be defined as follows: —
Object: The nam(» of anything to be constructed. It

may be constructcMl from a model, from a drawing

designcnl liy anotlux-, or it may b(‘ constructed from a

drawing made and designed by the teacher and pupil

together.

Model :
“ Anything of a particular form, shape, or

construction, intimded for imitation.’’

—

Webster.

Project: “A projcx^t is something of a practical na-

ture thrown out for consideration as to its being done.”

— Webster.

14. “Scribe.” — To draw a line parallel to a straight

line, or to draw a curv(Hl liiu‘ from a curved edge, using

compasses or divider’s, is called “scribing.”

15. “Checks.” — Cracks in wood extending radially

and following pith rays are called “checks.”

1(5. “Coarse-grained.” — Trees in which the annual

rings are wide give “ coarse-graim^d ” lumber.

17. “Fine-grained.” — Trees in which the annual

rings ar(' narrow giv(' “fine-grained” lumlxT which is

capable of a high ]X)lish.

18. “Bird’s-eye Maple.” — A ])articular and beautiful

contour that is somc'tinu^s seim in tlu* grain of maple

which has been sawed at a tangent is called “bird’s-eye

maple.”



PART I

Woodworking Tools

I. Benches. — On;; of the ni' st important parts of

a manual training equipment is the workbench, and it

should be selected with g;cat care. There are very

Fig. 1.— Manual training bench.

many excellent benches mi the market at the present

time from which .selections can be made. One of the

best in style and make is shown in Fig. 1. It is practi-

cal, substantial, and complete in eveiy way. The same

.style of a bench may be had in a double bench. A bench

seiwes as a working table. It is supplicid with (hwices

L'l
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to support and to hold wood that is being worked upon.

The best benches are provided with cabinets, drawers,

or racks to hold tools when not in use. The construc-

tion necessarily depends upon the design of the bench.

The parts of a bench are the framework, working lied,

side vi.se, tail vise, stops, and cabinet, drawers, and rack

to hold tools. The working bed should be made of the

Fig. 3.— Cabinetmaker’s bench.

best gi’ade, thoroughly seasoned, hard maple glued up

in narrow strips to prevent warping. In fact the best

of materials and workmanship should go into the bench

in order that it be serviceable and stand the test of

climatic conditions.

Fig. 2 shows a cabinetmaker’s bench. There should

be a few of these benches in every shop for use when

heavy work is done. These benches may also be ob-

tained with cabinet or drawers underneath.
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A workbench sho\i!«l receive |.ro|:)er ciMV hi all times

Great care should be exercised in the use ot saws and
chisels and auger bits not to cut or nrir ohe bench

At the close of each lesson the vises should b(‘ closed,

the bench and tools sliould be dusted, and t’u* tools

should be fiiit away in tlieir proper places so that the

bench is left perfectly clean an<i in order.

Standards op Measure and Tools used in

Measuring and Testing

2 . English Measure. — Tlie «isefu!ness of a system of

measure depends upon the unvarying identity of its

unit together with its hirminations. History informs

us that from the earli(\st periods of (hvilization tlu^ unit

of all systems of measure has b(‘en fixcnl by law or cus-

tom. In early periods th(‘re were many systems, and

the multiplicity of systems of measure naturally led to

much embarrassmeiit to the commei’ce of the woi‘ld.

To transform values in trad(t from oiu^ sysli^n to an-

other has always b(‘eii a difficult task in regulating

trad(i between nations.

The term “foot” has been in use for morci than 2000

years, but with different meanings, having its origin in

the republics of ancient Greece and the Roman Empire.

Tradition tells us that the Olympic foot was derived

from the length of the foot of the mythological Hercu-

les. The Greeks also had S(weral other foot measures

differing in length. These varying standards of length

in early periods were the causes of much trouble in the

exchange of commodities.
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The unit of English nu^asun* is the yard. It was

recoiniiKMided by Iho Royal Soeicay and became a legal

standard Jan. 1 ,
1826. Part of the statute is as follows:

“The straight line or distance between the centers

of the two points in the gold studs in the straight

Ijrass rod now in the custody of the clerk of the House

of Commons, whereon arc the words and figures

‘Standard Yard, 1760,’ shall be, and is hereby de-

clared to b(^, the unit, or only measure of extension

whatsoever, whether the same !)(' linear, superficial^ or

solid, shall be df'rived, computed, and ascertained.”

In case such standard be lost or injured in any way,

the act pro\'ided that it should be restonnl by referring

to the length of ‘^the pendulum vibrating seconds of

mean tinu* in the latitudes of London in a vacuum at

the lev(‘l of the sea.” The haigth of this pendulum

was declared to be 89.1893 inclu's.

The House C)f Parliament was d(‘stroyed by fire in

1884 and the standai’d yard was lost. A commission

was ap})()inted in 1888 to restore the standard. The

commission re})ort(Ml that a standard bar of gun metal,

38 inches long and 1 inch square, the distance between

two lines on which, ci’ossing two gold studs, is one yard,

at 62° F. and 80 inches atmospheric pressure. This

standard was legalized in 1878.

In 1814 a brass scale by Ti'oughton, of London, was

obtained by the United States (Wst and Geodetic Sur-

vey. This scale was 82 inches long and the part from

the 27th to the 68d inch line was adopted as the unit

of length. In 1830 the United States Treasury Depart-

ment adopted the Troughton scale as a standard of
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length. The Constitution of Mio linin-d States pro

vides that:—
“The Congress sludl have power to fix ^\u) standard.^

of weights and measures/’ (Art. 1., See. S, (1. 5.)

For tabh* of linear measure see Appc^iidjx B.

3 . The Metric System. -“-h‘onie oiw has said that the

inetrie system is a product of tiu* French Revolution.

By a law passed on Aug. 1 , 1793, die metric system

was established as the only legal standard uf v;(nghts

and measures for Francci and th(^ Fj-ench possessions.

The system has since been adopted by IVh'xico, lira^^il,

ChilC; Peru, and by all Euro|)(\in nations (‘xcejit

Russia and Croat Britain, and its us(‘ is permitted in

these nations. TIkj jiopulation of the countri.(\s in

which this system has b(‘(ai U'galized aggregate about

350,000,000, or about one-fourth the entire popula-

tion of the (‘arth. Its value' and usefulness is in the

simplicity of its multiples.

Th(': Metric Systc'm was legalized in the United States

by Congress, July 27, 1 SGO. Part of t lu' acd, is as follows

:

“The tables in the seh(idule hereto annexed shall be

recognized in the construciion of contracts, and in all

legal proce:^dings, as establishing, in terms of the

weights and measures now in use in th(i United

States, the c(]uival(*nts of the weights and measures

expressed therein in terms of the metric system, and the

tables may lawfully be U'^ed for computing, determining,

and expressing in customary weights and measures the

weights and measuies of the metric system.”

The units of the metric system are as follows : 1 . The

unit of length is the ??f.eter. It is nearly the ten-millionth
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3

part of a quadrant of a meridian, or the distance between

the equator and a pole. It is also defined as the dis-

tance between two linos on a platinum-iridium bar at

zero degree Centigrade. This bar is deposited in the

International Bureau of Weights and Measures, Paris,

France. 2. The unit of surface is the are. 3. The

unit of capacity is the liter. 4. The unit of solidity

is the stere. 5. The unit of weight is the gram.

The tables with their values, multij)les, and sub-

multiples referred to in the above act are found* in

Appendix B.

4. Rule. — A rule is an instrument or tool used in

measuring. Its graduations arc recorded in inches,

Fig. 3. — Rule. Boxwood, two-feet, four-fold, square joint, bound.

halves, quarters, eighths, and sixteenths. For con-

venience in shop practice, a rule is made to fold, such

as ^'fourfold,'' '^sixfold,'' etc. Rules are also made
in different hmgths, but the most common size is the

2-foot, fourfold length. For accurate measuring a

rule should be held on its edge* against the object to be

measured, so that the graduations on the rule can be

located exactly. Rules are usually made of boxwood

which has been thoroughly seasoned. Some of the

more expensive rules are made of genuine ivory, but

these are not practical in a manual training equipment

on account of tlicir expense.
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5. Try-square. — The tiy-square in used in layny^

out work and in testing faces, eJg('s, and ends to sec that

. rvMi.Tinii. ill tluiy arc true.

k

Fio. 4.- T ry-square.

b, handle.

la testing a

bloci: of wood

tos(xnvhether

a, hinOi . a face and an

edge are true

or not, the handle of tlie try-s<|uare should

be placed firmly against the fac.c^ and then

slid down until the V)lad(‘ touches an adjoin-

ing edge. If th(' face and edge fit the try-

square perfectly, they are ^Hrue to each other, i,e. they

form a right angle. The parts of the try-scjuarc are the

blade (a) and handle (h). These parts are rivc^ted firmly

together so that they form a right angle. The blade is

graduated in indues, halv(*s, cpiartcrs, and (‘ighths. Tiy-

squarcjs may also be obtained graduated in the metric

system. The blade differs in lengt-h from 2 to 12 inches.

A 6-irich blade is about

practical purposes. The

shown in Fig. 4 is nickel-

dle is sometimes made of

having a brass face plate to

wood. These

are more ex-

pensive than

nickel-plated — Bevel, a, blade ; 6, handle

;

handles. set-serew.

6p Bevel. — The bevel consists essen-

tially of a handle (6) with a movable

the right size for all

handle of the one

plated. The han-

ros(*.wood and

protect the
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Fig. 0. — Framing square (face), a, body or blade
; 6, tongue.

I

blade (a) which is held in place by a set

screw (c). It is used in drawing lines at an

angle with a straight edgf^ and in testing angles.

The handle and blade are made of the same

kind of mat(n-ials as th{‘ try-s(iuares. There arc

no gradations on the blad(' of th(^ bevel. The

l(‘ngths of blad(‘s range from 6 to 14 inches.

7. Framing Square, also called Square/^

^Carpenter’s Square/’ and ^Cteel Square.” —
The framing scjuare consists of a long arm,

calk'd th(‘ body (24 inch(\s long, 2 inches wide),

and a short arm, called the tongue (16 or 18

inches long, 1.] inch wid('), arranged at right

angles to ('ach otln'r. On both sides and on

each (‘dg(‘ of 1h(' body and tongue arc' gradua-

tions us(*d in iiK'asuring, testing, and comput-

ing. Some oiH^ has said that the graduations

and rulings on an ordinary framing s(|uarc

number 2571 with 870 figures. The usefulness

of its gi*adua1ions makes it a very valuable

tool.

The s(iuare shown in Fig. 6 was patented

Jum^ 5, 1900, and is veiy (complete and accu-

rate. It giv('s th(‘ Patent Rafter Tahle, used in de-

termining the length of i*afters foi* any one of seven

pitches of roof and for buildings of any width; the

Brace Measure, which gives the length of common



Fig. — Fmniiig^ square (back).

braetvs
;
\hv OcTAOoy ‘‘ Eigtit-sq! 'ark Scale,

used for baying off io rut an '‘^‘ight-

squan^^’ oj oetagui sii(4 of liinlKT froni a

square om^; aiul tlie Essex Board Measure.

Avhich gives the coiitt'nts in fe(‘t and inch(‘s of

boards of various haigtlis and widths.

8. Rafter Table Directions. — Tlie raflei-

table ineludes th(^ outside (‘(lg(‘ gnMluat'ons of

the back of the s(|uare on both body end

tongue, and is in twelfths. Tlit‘ inch marks

may represent iriclu's or f(‘e(, and the twelftli

inerks ma> rc'pn'sent tw(*Iftlis of an inch or

twelftlis of a foot (that is, in(*h(‘s) as a scah*.

The ('dge graduation figun^s al>ov(‘ tlu^ lalh'

repn\S('nt the ‘run” of tla* rafter, and uiidiM*

th(' j)rop(T figure on the line repn^seiiting th(‘

])itch ” will be found, in th(‘ table, the raft(T

lengtli r(‘(|uired. Th(‘ “pitch” is r(*present(‘d

by the figures at tho left of tlu* table and in

the illustration un(l(‘r the word “ Pitch.”

12 feet run to 4 feet rise is I pit,eh.

12 feet run to 6 feet rise is \ pitch.

12 feet run to 8 feet rise is J pitch.

12 feet run to 10 feet rise is -/V pitch.

12 feet run to 12 feet rise is j pitch.

12 feet run to 15 feet rise is f pitch.

12 feet run to 18 feet rise is J pitch.
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The Bim of a rafter set up in place is the hori-

zontal measure from the extreme end of the foot to a

plumb line from the ridge end. From A to B.

The Biie is the distance from the top of the ridge

end of the rafter to the level of the foot. From C
toD.

The Fitch is the i)roportion that the rise hears to

the whole width of the building. The above illustra-

tion shows i pitch
;
the rise of 8 feet being h of the

width of the building.

The Cuts or angles of a rafter are obtained by ap-

plying the square so that the 12-iiich mark on the

body and the mark on the tongue that represents the

rise shall both be at the edge of the rafter. The illus-

tration shows 8-foot rise, the line A the cut for the

foot end of rafter and B the cut for ridge end.
Fig. 7.— Rafter

table.
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To FIND THE Length of a Rafter
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Fig. 8. — Brace
measure.

For a roof with | pitch (or tbe ^'rise }

the width of the building) and having a

'‘run” of 12 feet: follow in the rafter

table the upper or J pitch ruling, find,

under the graduation figure 12, the i-aft(T

length re<iuired, M^iieh is 12 7 10, or 12 feet

7-|2 inches.

If the “run ” is 11 feet, and th(^ “pitch
”

J
(or the “rise ”

I the width of the build-

ing), then the raft(‘r l(*ngth will be 15 (i 8,

or 15 feet 6/2 ii^^'hes. If the “run” is 25

feet, add tli(‘ rafter length for “run ” of 23

feet to the rafter length for “run ” of 2 feet.

When the “run ” is in inches, th<‘n in

the raft.cT table, read inches and twelfths

instead of f(*('t and inches. For instance:

if wTth I
pitch the “run” is 12 feet 4

inches, add the rafter length of 4 inches

to that of 12 feet, as follows :
—

For “run^^ of 12 feet the

rafter length is . . . . 16 ft. llj\ in.

For “run” of 4 inches the

rafter length is ...
.

5y\ in.

Total 17 ft. 5^^ in.
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Fig. 0.— Octag:on

eight-square” scale.

’ The “run of 4 inches

is found under the gra(i-

uation “ 4 and is 5 7 11,

which may be read 5-j\

inches. If it were feet,

it would read 5 feet, 7

inches.

9. Brace Measure. — Tliis is along the

(*(‘nter of tlu^ ])a(*k of the “tongue,” and

gives th(' h'ligth of the (*.ominon bract^s.

I® 50 91 — in th(‘ scale means, that if iho

run is 30 inches on the post, and the sanu'

on the b(‘am, th(‘n the brace will be

in (dies, or the hypotenuse of a right angle

triangle.

If the run is 51 inches on both beam and

j)Ost, then the brace will be 72^^^^ in(‘hes,

and so on.

‘ TO. Octagon “Eight-square ” Scale. —
This scale is along the iiiiddh* of the face

(3f the tongue, and is used for laying off

lines to cut an “(‘ight-s([uar(v’ or octagon

stick of timb(T from a square one.

Suppose the figure ABCD, page 31, is

the butt of a sejuare stick of timber 6 x G

inch(‘s. Through the center draw the lines

AB and CD, parallel with the sides and at

right angles to (‘ach oUkm*.

With tlu' divid(M-s take as many spac(*s

(G) from the scale as there ar(‘ inches in

the width of the stick, and lay off this

- *sj
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P^TTTTTJTTJT) [TT|TTpT|^

Fi*5. 10. — Essex
t)oard measure.

space OR either side' of

the point A, as Aa and

Ah; lay off in the same

way the same, space from

the point B, as Bd, Be;

also Cf, Cy and J)h, Dr.

Then draw the lme.> <7,6, c*t/, e/, and yh.

Cut off the solid angle E, also F, (7 ,
and

//; this will leav(‘ an octagon or^hogiit-

square’’ stick. This is nearly exact.

1 1 . Essex Board Measure. — The fig-

ure 12 ill the graduation marks on Mu?

outer edge represents a one-inch board

12 inches wide and is the starting point

for all calculations; the smalhu* figures

under the 12 represcuit the length.

A board 12 inch(*s wide and 8 f(‘(‘t

long m(‘asun‘S S sfjiian^ f(‘(‘t, and so on

down the tabl(‘. Tli(‘r(‘fore, to get th(‘

square f(‘et of a boaid 8 fc(‘t long and

() inches wide, find tiu* figur<‘ 8 in th(*

scale und(‘r the 1 2-inch graduation mark

and pass th(^ pen(*ii along to the l(‘ft

on the samci line to a ])oint Ixlow th(‘

graduation mark 0 (i*(‘preseiiting th(‘

width of the board), and you stop on

the scale at 1
,
which is 4 feet, th(»

board measure recpiired. If th(‘ board

is the same length and 10 inches wide,

look under the graduation mark 10 on

a liiK? with the figure 8 before rnen-

m-

m
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tioiicd, and you find board measure. If 18

inches Avid(‘, then to the right under the graduation

mark 18, and 12 feet is found to be the board measure.

If 13 feet long and 7 inches wide, find 13 in the scale under

the 12-inch graduation, and on the same line under the

7-inch graduation will bo found 7^2 board measure.

If the board is half this length, take half of this result;

if double this length, then double the result. For stuff

2 inches thick doulde the figures.

In this way the scale covers all hmgths of boards, .the

most common, from 8 feet to 13 feet, being given.

12. History of the Framing Square. — The square

was used by the ancient Greeks and Romans. Pliny

said that the s(|uare and l(‘V(‘l were invented by Theodo-

rus, a Gre(‘k of Samos
;
but this cannot be true, for the

ancient Egyptians must have had and used these tools

in the building of the Pyramids. Theodorus may have

made improvements in the s(]uare and level, and probably

discovered new problems in which they could be used.

Prehistoric nations must have used them or similar

tools also, for evidence's of their use are found in the

ruins of prehistoric races. A story of the histoiy of tools

is a story of the history and development of the race.

ifeiSSili

lii

b STANLEY

Fio. 11.— PUimb and level.

13. Plumb and Level. — A plumb and level consists

of two level glasses mounted as shown in Fig. 11. The
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level glasses arc mountiid in chnny. mahogany, or rcxso-

wood blocks, or in a bnilt-up metallic frame. When only

one level glass

is used, as in

Fig. 12, it is

called a level,

or a “spirit

level.” A plumb and level is used in testing honzontal

and perpendicular surfaces.

Fid. 13. — Level fjiass Fid. 14.— Plumb #flass

(showing setfiug). (sliowiiig selling).

14, Marking Gauge . — Tho marking gauge (Fig. 15)

is used in drawing a lino j)arall(‘l with a straight oilgo.

The parts arc called the bar, head, thumbscrew, and

y)oint. The bar

has graduations

in inches. The

head and bar

Fid. 15. — Marking gauge. «, bar; b, hea<l ;
madc of af>-

c, thumbscrew; point.

hogariy, boxwood, or rosewood, while the point is made

of steel.

15. Mortise Gauge. — The mortise gauge (Fig. 16) is

used in drawing two parallel lines parallel with a straight
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edge. It is con-

structed like a

marking gauge

except that it

Fio. 16.— Mortise Range, a, bar; b, head; c, hss tWO points,

thumbscrew; dt, tixed point
;

c, movable point
; 0x10 fixod £ind a

ft set screw movable point.

movable point.

Its principal us(‘ is in the making of mortise and tenon

joints, from which its name is derived.

16. Gauge Attachment. — Fig. 17 shows a Stanley

improved gauge with patent attachment. The object

of this attachnu'iit is to enable one to run a gauge line

with perfect steadiness and accuracy around curves of

Fia. 17.— Stanley gauge witli patent attachment.

any degree, and either concave or convex. It will be ob-

served that th(' gauge head is rev('rsible, and the flat side

can be uschI for ordinary work. The patent attachment

can, however, be used on neaily every make of gauges.

17. Dividers or Compasses. — Dividers or compasses

are used in dividing lines, in describing arcs and cir-

cles, in measuring figures, and in scribing. The term

dividers ” is usually applied to the instrument made use
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of by draughtsmen, M’hile “oompasses” are made use o''

by mechanics. Either term, however, is correct. The

Fig. 18.— Copeland dividers with one movable point, ft, fixed point;

b, movable point; c, </, c, stit screws; /, arc: f/, joint.

construction and jiarts are shotvii in Fig. 18 . In working

at th(‘ bench great care should be exercised not to lose any

of th(^ s(^t screws.

i8. Calipers.—Calipers are instrunients having curved

legs whi(;h are used in nieasuring the caliber, or di-

(/, Icg.s; b, joint. b, joint.

aineter, of round bodies. Outside calipers are used for

outside measuring, whih) inside calipers are used for
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inside measuring. They are indispensable in wood

turning, but have little use in bench work. The legs

are made of steel and are usually polished. The measur-

ing points should come together evenly for accurate

work.

19. Wire Gauge. — The wire gauge is used in measur-

ing wire, nails, etc. There is a lack of uniformity in wire

gauges in the

United States.

The follow-

ing different

standards are

in use. Ameri-

can or Brown

and Sharp,

Birmingham
or Stubs^ Wire,

Washburn and

Moen Manu-

facturing Com-

pany, Imperial

Wire Gauge,

and United

States Standard. For tables of sizes and standards

see Appendix B.

Edge Tools

20. Sloyd Knife. — A sloyd knife should be made of

the finest grades of tool steel, highly tempered, having an

extra strong blade with a thick back, and having a

handle that fits the hand with an easy grip. A No. 7

Fig. 21. — Wire gauge.
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sloyd knife with a 2|-incii blade is an excellent knife

for bench work, and for knife w^ork.

Fj«. 22.—'Sloyd knife, No. 7.

21. Socket Firmer-chisel. — The socket firmer-chisel

is used as a paring:; tfiol iii making joints, in reducing

blo,cks to desinul shapes, and in chamfering. The body

of the chisel is made of the best tool steel, properly

tempered, and carefully made. Th(? chisel is ground with

tw^o bevels on the same side, a broad bevel ground with a

grindstone, and a short bevel ground with an oilstone.

Kid. 23.— Socket liriner-clnsf*!. a, handle; hliide; c, shank; d, hovel;

e, cutting edge; /, socket.

The handlers are madti of wood, hickory b(ung the best.

Other woods are sometimes used, such as apple wood,

dogwood, beech, cherry, rosewood, cocobola, boxwxiod,

mahogany, ebony, lignum-vit«T, etc. Most of the fancy

W'Oods named arc used in making the handles of carving

tools. The chisel handle, being made of w^ood, should

not be struck with a hammer, but with a mallet when

necessary^ Always vse wood to drive wood and steel to

drive. steel. The general run of carpentry and building

mechanics prefer the socket handle chisel.

22. Tang Firmer-chisel. — This style of chisel is

preferred by joiners, cabinetmakers, pattern makers,
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and those engagcMl in finer (;lass of woodworking.

They are better V)alanc(Hl, hang Ix^tter, and cut nicer

than the sock()t chisels, but are more easily broken, A
ferrule handle is used on this st3de of chisel. The term

firmer’^ refers to the manner in which the tool is made

Fio. 24;— Tang firmer-(^his»^l. &, blade; c, shank; d, bevel; e, cutting

edge
; ff, tang.

and the material out of which it is made. Firmer-

chisels have blades wholly of tool steel, while in some

kinds of chisels iron blades overlaid with steel are used.

Firmer-chisels should be used in manual training work.

They are made in sizes from to 2".

23. Corner Chisel. — This chisel, as its name suggests,

is used in cutting out corners. Its use in manual training

is not very extensive
;
still, there should be a few of them

in every shop equipment.

Fm. 25.— Corner chisel, a, handle; 5, blade; c, shank
;
d, bevel: c, cut-

ting edge
; /, soicket.

24. Gouge. — A gouge “
is used in wood turning, in

gouging, and in carving. The blade is curved, giving a

curved cutting edge. The shape of the cutting edge is

called the sweep, as'' regular sweep,” " middle sweep,”

and "flat sweep.” A gouge, like a chisel, is made in
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dififerent sizes and shapes and with either socket or

tang handles.

25. Wood-turning Tools. — The cutting tools used in

wood turning are th(^ turning chisel, turning gouge, and

parting tool. These are made in different sizers.

26. Wood-carving Tools. — There are many sizes

arid shapes of tools used in wood carving. For names,

cuts, and the sweep of each tool see Figs. 30-35. Carv-

ing sets may be obtained put up in neat boxes for

home use.

Fig. ;K).— Back bent j^ouges.



Fig. 31 ,— Front bent gouges.



!.— Straljjlit gouges.
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27. Planes. — One of the most important parts of a

manual training equipment are the planes. Students as

Fi(i. yii.— Fore piano (showing corrugated bottom).

a rule find difficulty in mast ering the uses and the ad-

justments of these tools, and too much emphasis cannot

he put upon a proper

study of them. They

should be properly

sharpened
,

carefully

set, and used cor-

rectly. Usually, in

woodworking outfits

,

ai‘e found a jack plane

for rough planing, a

Fig. .17. —Sinooih plane. forc plane for truing
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long surfacos, and a smooth piano for plaring broad

surfaces and end wood; but m manual trairiiiig work

the fore plane,

smooth plane, and

block plane are

used. The planes

shown in Figs. 36,

37, and 38 are iron

planes, but some

wootlworkers pre-

fer wood bottom

plaiKvs, shown in

Fig. 39. There ar(‘

many kinds of

planes in us(^ foi*

(1 ifferent purposes

.

Among these we

note the following:
Pj,;. ns. •— KiincklH joint blo<‘k plane, show-

iiij? puteiil throat adjustment.

smooth, jack, fore,

jointer, block, circular, belt maker’s, low angle block,

rabb(^t, bull-nose rabbet, core-box, chamfer, S(^rub, dado,

double-end match, beading, piano maker’s, etc.

Fia. 39.— Wood bottom plane.
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Sectional elevation of Bailey iron plane.

List of Parts of Bailky Pi.anks.

1. Plane iron. 10. Frop: screw.

2. Plane iron cap. 11. Handle.
3. Plane iron screw. 12. Knob.
4. Cap, 13. Handle “ bolt and nut.*'

6 . (^aj) screw. 14. Knob ** bolt and nut.’*

6. Frog. ir>. Handle screw.

7. “ Y” adjustment. 10. Bottom (iron plane).

8 . Brass adjustiniLr nut. 115. Top casting? (wood plane)

9. Lateral adjustmen t. 36. Bottom (wood plane).

Fig. 40.



lU-ts

of

Bailey

planes.
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Fio. 41.— Stanley patent universal plane.

As a chamfer plane.

By means of the pat-

ent adjustable bottom

and the auxiliary center

bottom it is possible to

use a cutter of practically

any shape with this plane.

The directions which ac-

company each tool are

readily under8t(>od. The
plane is nickel-plated and
has 52 cutters.

This plane com-
])rises a plow, dado,

rabbet, beading,
reeding, tinting,

round, hollow, sash,

match, filletster,

slitting, chamfer,

and gem^ral mould-
ing plane in one

tool, is easily ad-

justed, and can be

used for a great va-

riety of work.

Asa
mould-
ing

plane.
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Oaafi Tool.

Fiq. 42. — Cutters for Stanley universal plane.
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28. Spokeshave. — This is a very useful tool in a

bench equipment. It is used in making handles and in

.working on curved surfaces. Spokeshaves differing in

C

Fkj, 43 - Spokcsliave. a, Iiaiidlo; b, blade; c, setserew;
*

</, cap iron.

shape (convex or concave) are made for (convex and

concave cutting. These shaves are (*s[)(‘cially us(?ful

to stair builders, pattern makers, and (carriage makers.

The spokeshave should never be used for doing work

that can be done with a plane.

29. Metal Snips. — Metal snips are used in cutting

sheet metals. They are indispensable in bent iron and

Fi<i. 44.— Motal

sheet metal work. Snips are made in different sizes.

Tht^re are many kinds of snii)s which are used for various

pui'poses.
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Tools avith Tkioth

30. Saws and their Construction. — ws are clas-

sified as reciprocating in action and continuous in action.

A reciprocating saAV has a straight cutting edge (> 1* an

edge that is slightly curve d, v’hih' the continuous saws

are the circular saws and the band saws. Raws are made

from the best steel saw plat(‘S. In (wly times thc^se

plates were imported from England, but now most of

the American saws are made from American saw plate.

The proc(\ss('s involved in the nuking of the best saws are

as follows : 1 . TcMnpering, giving hardiu‘ss and toughiuvss

to the blade. 2. Smithing or hamiiK'ring, making the

plate lev(d and toughening the steel. 3. Grinding,

giving a uniform thi(^kn(vss, or a tajxTing thickm^ss.

A. Polishing, causing th(^ saw to run easily. 5. Punch-

ing of teeth, giving shaj)e to th(‘ te(‘th. 6. Jointing, S(^t-

ting, and filing, giving a proper cutting edge. 7. Etch-

ing, giving th(‘ maker’s name, address, trad(‘-mark, (dc.

8. Handling, fitting well-shaped handles to give the

saw the proper hang.” 9. Blocking, the final oper-

ation to make the saw straight and ]ev(‘l.

Nearly every element that enters into the construc-

tion of a saw tenils to give efficiency to the tool, and that

efficiency is measured by the amount of force required to

do a given amount of work. The cut which a saw make's

in wood is called the kerf.'' A thick blade will make

a wider kerf than a thin blade, and more force is required

in using a thick blade. The bending of the saw teeth a

little (one to the right, and the next to the left, etc.)

by means of a saw set is what gives set" to a saw.
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Fig.

45.

—Rip

saw.

o,

blade;

b,

handle;

c,

teeth;

d,

tip;

e,

heeL
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The amount of set also determines the width of the

Icerf. In sawing hard woods little^ set is required,

while in sawing soft and spongy woods mor(‘ set is re-

quired.

31. Rip Saw. — A rip saw is a saw having teeth

especially adapted for dividing wood in a direction

parallel to its Jibers. Jt is used for sawing with the grain

of wood. The t(‘('th are nothing less than a series of

small chisels arranged so that each tooth dot"^ its owm
share of the cutting. It will be observc'd in Fig. 45 that

the te(^th of the rij) saw slant forward. This shape is one

of the chief characteristics of th() rij) saw, for it gives

efficiency to thc^ tool in splitting the fibcirs. The cuts in

Fig. 46 are full size of the respective number of teeth

and points p(ir inch which tiny r(q)resent. A “ 3-point

saw is a saw" having three points to the inch but not

three teeth to the inch. A ^‘3-poird/^ saw has two

teeth to the inch. It will be observed that in one inch

of space there is alw^ays one tooth less than there are

points.

32. How to sharpen a Rip Saw. — A rip saw does its

cutting by means of the front part of the tooth. This

part of the tooth w"ears dowm fastest and it ne('ds most

of the filing that is done on the tooth. The back of the

tooth should be filed veiy little, just enough to give the

required depth between the teeth. Rip saws are jointed

and set the same as cross-cut saws, but the teeth are

filed straight across so that they are perfectly square

on the front side. In using a rip saw^ it should be held at

an angle of 45 degrees with the wood that is being cut,

as shown in Fig. 47.





47.— Position oi rip saw when outiing.

f)0



Fig.

48.

—

Cross-cut

saw.
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33. Cross-cut Saw. — In a cross-cut saw the teeth

are V-shaped and ari^ sharpened in such a way that

they cut the fibers in passing ov('r them. The finer a

saw is made to cut, the greater the number of teeth to the

inch. For the number of tc^eth and points per inch see

Fig,. 49. For ordinary cross-cutting a lO-point saw

(10 points to the inch) should be used, while for ortlinary

ripping a 7-point rip saw should be used.

34. How to sharpen a Cross-cut Saw. — Place the

saw in the saw vis(‘. Th(‘ first process in putting a saw in

Fig. — lland-saw jointer.

order is known as jointing. To joint a saw take a flat

mill file and file the teeth down until they are all the

same height. See Fig. 50.

The second operation is the fretting. This is done by

means of a saw set (Fig. 51), which turns the points of the

teeth uniformly. The teetli should l)e S(4 alternately

right and left. Great care should be exercised not to

break tlu' teeth, for in highly tempered saws the teeth

are brittle. Very little set is required in saws for bench

work — just enough to make them clear nicely.
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After the jointiiiff and sotting the saw is ready to be
filed. Select good fil(« of proper sizes. Six and seven

point saws reiiuirc a 7-ineh slim taper file; eight and
nine points, 6-inch slim tajier fih'; and for ten, eleven,

and twi'lve point saws a 5-inch slim taper file is required.

Begin to file at the Ikh’I and ptogress towards the tip,

^^^len the teeth are fikni on one side reverse the saw
and repeat the process. I'he teeth are filed at an angle
of 45 degrws, as shown in Fig. 53. Sometimes other
angles are usi'd, but for general u.sc this is preferred.
Fig. 55 shows a saw' that has been incorrectly filed.

Avoid such errors. Fig. 53 also shows the proper posi-

tion of the file in filing.



Incorrect filing.

liooking down th(^ edge of a sa^Y after it lias boon filed,

the groove should appear as in Fig. 50. If a tooth is out

of place, it will be easily detected. A saw in good con-

V

nn i

Fig. m. Fig. .57. Fig. 5K. Fig. W.

dition should lea^'e th(‘ bottom of the kerf flat, like Fig.

57, and not like Fig. 58. The cutting action of th(‘ ti^eth

is shown in Fig, 59. In making a knife liiK^ th(‘ blade

¥
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will cut more smoothly if it is inclined forward a little

instead of Ix^ing lu^ld in a pcTpendiciilar position, so a

cross-cut tooth should incline forward. The slant of the

cutting edge of a tooth is called the pitch or rake of the

Fid. 1)0.— Cuttiuj? action of saw teeth. C, eross-eut saw
;

J), rip saw.

tooth. Fig. 00 illustrat('s the principle on which saw

teeth are constructed.

35. Back Saw. — The back saw is a cross-cut saw with

very fine tet'th. It is intended for fine and accurate

sawing. Th(‘ sawbladt‘ is very thin and this is reenforced
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by an iron strip extending along the buck of the saw.

The blade ?s uniform in w idth and is from 8 to 14 inches

in length.

Fig. (U.— Back saw. blade; h, handle; e. teeth; d, tip; c; heel

/, back.

36. Bracket Saw.— A bracket saw is a saw^ constructed

in such a w^ay that it c^an be usckI in sawing curves in thin

woods. It is a very valuable tool in manual training

Fig. (J2.— Bracket saw. «, frame; blade; c, liaudle.

work, for many of the projects are made up of curved

designs. The blades are made in different hmgths and

sizes from 3 to 5 inches for different thicknessc^s of

w^ood.
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37. Hack Saw. — A hack saw is (MinslriKicd very

much like a bracket saw (ixcept that it is h(‘avier. It is

used in sawing metals. The blades have about fourteen

Fig. 63. — Hack .saw. a, frame; b, liandJe; c, adjustable back
;
d, blatie.

teeth to th(‘ inch and are from 6 to 12 incht^s in length.

The one shown in Fig. 63 is adjustable, taking blades of

different lengths.

38. Miter Box. — A miter box is a device for holding

wood while it is b('ing sawed at an angle. Such a device

is veiy useful in the making of pictiirf^ frame joints or

miter joints. Fig. 65 shows an improv('d New Langdon

miter box which can be us(mI in cutting any angle from a

Fig. 64. — Milt'i* bux.

right angle to 45 degrees. This box has several adjust-

ments which an' valuable. Fig. 64 is a cut of a box

that can be made in any shop. It should be made of

some hard wood like beech or maplp. A cross-cut or a
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back saw can bo used in sawing by letting the saw run

in the cuts made in the b('X. A miter l)ox should nevei

Fn.i. (15, — Improved m-w Langdou iijiter box.

be used in doing Avork that is intended to develop skill

in sawing. Fig. 66 shows a mil or planer which is used

in planing end wood, or in planing at any angle.

Fia. W).— Rogers miter planer.
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Fro. t>7. — Files and ras])s.

a, hand siiuutlh li!e: h,

saw lile; e, half-

round \V(n»d rasi».

39. Files. — A file iK an in-

strument made of steel, hav-

ing its surfaces covered with

sharj)-edged furrows or teeth.

Th(^ furrows ai*c made by

straight parallel cuts in the

steel. For names and illustra-

tions of cuts see Plate A,

Fig. 67. As to the coarse-

W11.1.1AM T. Nk’hoi.son, founder of

the AS’icholson File Company.

ness or finem'ss of files, they

ai’e classified as j’ough, middle

cut, bastard, second cut,

smooth, and superfine or dead-

smooth. As to the kind and

coarseness of cuts and the

shapes and sizes of files, many
combinations are made, giv-

ing a gr<‘at varit'ty of files.

T1h‘ Fil(' Manufacturers’ Ar^so-
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ciation of United SiuU>; (juoie niore tiian 300(;

different files and wood lasps alone. The "Aork to be

done must determines the kind of file to u«c. A ntw

Rasp, coarse. Double c.at coarse. Sin^;le cut coarse.

Rasp, smooth. Double cut smooth. Single cut smooth.

Plate A, Fig. 67.

file should be used lightly at first, until the thin sharp

edges are worn off, after which a heavier pressure may
be applied. In filing high-tempered steel the finer grades
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of files, called second cut, should 1)(‘ used. In lusing a file

a steady stroke with strong j)ressui*(‘ is most (‘ffective.

40. Wood Rasps. — A wood rasp is a kind of file

used in cutting down rough edges of wood. It differs

from a file in that th(' te('th of a rasp are coarse, single

t(^eth, rais(vl from tli(‘ bar of st(‘(‘l by the pyramidal end

of a triangular punch struck oblifjiu'ly. The wood rasp

is a tool whose use should not be (‘iicouraged very much

in manual training work, and wlum it is msed it should

never take the pla(*i‘ of an (‘dged tool.

08 . — File rlfiiner.

41. File Cleaner. — A fih‘, like (wery oUkm' tool, should

be kept clean. For this ])urposi* a file' ch'aner (Fig. 08)

is used. It is a wire' l)rush made of the best grade of fine

steel wire.

Boring Tools

42. Auger. — An auger is a tool used in boring a hole

in wood. Augers iivv made of tlu^ best grade of cast

steel properly t(unp(‘red. The blade is twisted in such a

way that a pcTfect spiral groove is formed by means of

which the chips ar(‘ dischargi'd. There should be at

least one set of augers in the shop equipment, con-
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sisting of one handle and one b‘t of c ach o^

the following sizes: V. J'', J", i", 11'',

lY, IV'? 1 4
", and 2". For rapid boring a

boring machine like the ojic shown in

Fig. 70 is soinetiPK's used. It is used more

by the biiihh^r than bv tin' l)('nch worker.

Fi«. 70. — Siifjll boring niacliine.

43. Auger Bits. — Auger bits ar(^ us(^d

for lighter work than the aug(*i*. Th(‘ cut-

ting parts are constructed like* tlu* aiigc'r,

in fact an auger bit is an auger having

a tang that will fit a bit brace. One' of the

best makes of auger bits and jxThaps the

most ext(*nsiv(*ly us(*d is th(^ Itussc'll Jc'ii-

nings Auger Bit, which was pat(*nt(‘d by

Fiii.

by.

—

Auger,

a,

shank

;
b,

blade

;
c,

taiij
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Russell Jennings in 1855. There ar(‘, however, many

other excellent bits on the market. There arc also very

many cheap bits on the market at the present time.

Fig. 71.— Auger bit. a, shank
; 6, blade ;

c, tang
;
d, nib

;
e, lips

; /, spur.

44. Short Auger or Dowel Bits. — These bits

are used Avith great success in working with

thin woods. As their name suggests, they were

design(‘d to Ik* used in boring holes for dowel

pins. Tor doweling a }" l)it is used more than

Fig. 72.— Short auger or dowel bit.

any other size, for lln* standard size of dowel-

ing is (juarter-inch. l)ow(*l bits are easily cen-

tennl and are not so liable to bi*eak or bend as

a longer bit. They range in sixteenths in size

from to 1".

Fig. 73.— Brace dowel bit drill.

45. Wood Drills. — For small holes in hard

woods the wood drills are very good. They are

rapiid cutting and when well made are very

efficient. They are graded in thirty-seconds and

range from to V in size.
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46. Gimlet Bit.—The gimlet bit Ls used, like the wood

drills, in boiing very small holes. In using any small

bit gi*eat care must be exercised not to break the bit.

Fig. 75.— Auj;»‘,r bit gau^L.

47. Auger Bit Gauge. — Th(' aug('i‘ bit gaugi! is a

device to b(‘ attach(‘(l to an augcu* bit to n‘gulat(^ the

depth of tlie hole. It can be used on any bit up to 1"

in siz(‘.

48. Countersink. — After a hole has Ikhui bor(‘(l for

a screw tlu^ countersink is used to rim out tlie top of tlui

hole to allow th(' screw head to fit down into the wood

Fro. 76.— Countersinks. «, rose countersink; 6, adjustable countersink.

closely, thereby causing the screw to hold more tightly.

Sinking the head of a screw even with the surface or

below the surface of the wood is calh‘d countersinking.
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49. Brace, or “Bit Brace/^ — The brace is a tool made

to hold an auger bit or other boring tool and is used in

driving those tools. It has a steel frame which is either

polished or nicke^l-plated. The head (b) is usually ball-

bearing that it may turn (easily whem pressures is brought

against it. Th(; wood part of the head and handle is

made from some hard wood and is highly polished.

The tang of the bit fits into the jaws of the chuck and

by tightening the sleeve the bit is held firmly while being

Pia. 77.— Brace. crunk
; 6, head ;

c, handle; d, sleeve
;

e, jaws;
c? and e (together), chuck.

driven. To ins(*rt a bit, gi-asp the sletwe firmly with the

left hand, turn the handle backward until the jaws open

enough to receive the tang of the bit, then turn the

handle forward until the sleeve draws the jaws tightly

together. There are three types of chucks used on

braces. They are the “ Spofford Style, which has a

split socket with a thumb set sen^w; th(^ “Fray Style,''

having two nwolving shnwes; and the “ Barb(‘r Styk*,"

having two jaws i-(‘giilat<Ml by a sleev(\ The Barber brace

(Fig. 77) is used mon* than any oth(T style. The diam-
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dor of a circlo (l('S(*ril)0(l l)y tlu- liiindlr (o) in making;

a ooniploto turn is oaIl(!<! tlio of tho, bract*. The

sweep of braces varit's from 4" to 14". TIu' larger tee

sweep th(* t‘asi(‘r iIk* work cati lx* dc'e'* bt'caust* of the

greater leverage. For boring holt's near walls or ob-

structions wht're a comphde sweej) cannot be made,

i‘al(*,h(*t bi'aees are used. A ratchet bractj lias a forward

and a Iiackward movement. Tht^ bit turns with the for-

ward mov(*ni(^nt of the brata*, but remains at rest while

the brace is being turned backward.

Fid. 7S.— Sorf^w-drhTr. d, blade; 6, handle; t*d‘^‘0’'de.

50 . Screw-driver, — A S(*.rew-drivtT is used in driving

screws. Tht* bladt^ is usuall}' niadt* of j*ound stt't'l which

is forged on tin* (‘iid to fit the lit'ad of a scrt'w. Tlie blade

is driven firmly into tin* body of tin* handh* so that it

hangs true. The handle is mad(* of hard wood and is

usually fluted to enabh* one to get a good grip with the

hand. Scr(‘'v-driv(‘rs range in sizf‘, according to the

l(*ngth of the blade*, from 2i" to bS".

Fig. 7b.—Srrevv-driverhit. «, blade; b, laiig.

51 . Screw-driver Bit. — A screw-driver bit is a bit to

be used in a brace in driving a screw. It is intended

for driving large screws where* great pressure* and force
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arc required. With this tool screws can driven more

rapidly and with greater ease than with an ordinary

screw-driver. Screw-driver bits are made of cast st(‘el

and in assorted sizes for different sizes of screws. They

are not intended to be used on very small screws.

Fid 80.— Scn^w and ijlug bit. «Iiank: r, drill; knife;

/, sot screw for knives; </, set screw for drill.

52. Screw and Plug Bit. — In finishing fine work like

the top of an oak tablt^ it is sometinu's desirabh' to drive

a screw down through the top of the table and then cover

the head of the scr(‘w. Tn such a case the scn^w and plug

bit is us(m 1 to l)or(‘ a hole for the shank of tlu^ screw and at

the same tinu^ to bore a hole for a wooden plug which

will covcT th(^ h(»ail of th(^ scr(‘w. As will be scn^n in

Fig. 80, the knife and drill are adjustable as to the depth

of the cuts.

Fio. 81.— Plujf cutter. knife; collar.

53. Plug Cutter. — This is a tool to accompany the

screw and plug bit. It is used in cutting a plug across

the grain of thin wood to fit a hole made by the plug bit.

The plug thus made is coated with glue and driven into

the hole to cover the head of the screw. A\Tien this work
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is well donej it is hard to detect a plug in the finished piece.

The screw and plug bit an<l the plug cutter arc made in

Y, -f/: and I" sizes. In cabinetmaking these tools arc

very useful.

C!lam?ing or Gripping Tools

54. Hand Screw.— A
hand screw is used in

clamping glued surfaces

together while the glue is

setting, or it may be used

for clamping r)ieces to-

gether for otlu'r purposes.

The jaws are usually mad(5

of maple, while the sj)in-

dles are made of second

growth hic-kory. The jaws

different sizes for use in vari(

55. Screw Clamp. — The s

j;i\v; hi screw jaw; c, middle

spindle; d, end spindle.

and spindles are made in

>us kinds of clamping.

[^rew clamp is intended for

clamping small jiiectes together. It is made of

Fi<J. 8;j. — vSerew clamp. frame; h, .s<a‘ew; r, washer; jaws.
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malleable iron, except the screw, which is made of

wrought iron. The screw clamps range in size from 3"

Fir;. 84. - Adjustahlo stoi*! l»ar clamp.

56 . Adjustable Steel Bar Clamp. — The adjustable

steel bar clamps are used in clamping wide surfaces to-

gether, such aS"

doors, shelves,

etc. They are

made in differ-

ent sizes to open

from 21 feet to

10 feed. If at

any time a part

of the clamp

breaks, it can

be replaced with
Fk;. S5.— Statiouai'Y iron vise.

a new part.

57 • Stationary Iron Vise. — This vise is designed for

the use of carpentcTs, cabinetmakers, pattern makers,
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and woodworkers gcuKTally. A I liasi one vise like this,

or a similar vise, should be in every shop ecpiipment.

Such a vise is useful in filing and in ciain}>ing metals.

Lobing Coks, originator of tho sc^(‘^v wrench. Born, 1R12; died, IWr).

58. Wrench. — A wrench is used to turn the nuts

of bolts and in turning screws, such as lag screws. There
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are about thirty different styh^s of wrenches made, and in

Fits. 89.— Saw viHC.

59. Flat Nose Flier. —
The flat nose jJier is used

in bent ironwork, and for

various other purposes,

such as holding, pulling,

twisting, etc.

60. Round Nose Flier.

— The round nose jJier is

used in bc^nt ironwork in

making curves and scrolls.

61. Saw Vise. — A saw

vise is used in clamping

a wsaw firmly while it is

being filed.
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62. Picture Frame

Vise. — Thir is a

very handy tool to

have in a shoj). By
means of this vise a

picture frame can

be securely clamped

while it is being fas-

tened, so that good

joints are secured. Fki. f)0.— Picture frame vise.

PouNDiNo Tools

63. Hammer. — A hamnuu- is a tool used for driving

nails, and in pounding irudals or other substances. It

is oiK^ of the

most important

tools in a bench

e(|uipment. The

Ix^st hammers

are made of sol-

id crucible steel

with handles

made of second

growth hickory.

Tluyaremadein

diff('r(‘nt styles

and sizes. A
No. hammer
which weighs

David Maydole, inventor of tiie adz-eye hammer, about onc pOUnd
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is about th(‘ right yiz(‘ for all prac^tical purposes. There

are many kinds of hammers made, each designed for

fiome particular kind of work. Among the different

kinds we note* the carpenters', farriers’, riveting, tin-

ners', hors(*sho('rs', blacksmiths’, carriage ironers', en-

gineers’, machinists', coojxts', prospecting, bricklayers',

ston(‘Cutters'. masons’, etc.
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64. Mallet.— A

mallet is a tool

made of very hard

wood, such as lig-

num-vitff, with a

hickory handle. It

is used in driving

chisels, gouges,

wooden pins. etc. Mallets are made in different sizes and

shape??. The style shown in Fig. 94 is vvvy satisfactor>L

Fig. ‘4.- MsilloJ

Fig. y5.-^rr‘3iiloii anvil.

65. Anvil.“ An anvil is a h(^a\y mm block of a particu-

lar shajie upon

which metals

are hammered

and shaped.

At least one

anvil should be

in (W(‘iy wood-

Fig. iK). — Trenton anvil (giving the names of parts). Working shop.
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Punching Tools

Fig. 97. — Nail set (knurled bcxiy, cup poijit).

6^. Nail Set. — A nail s(‘t is a tool used in driving the

head of a nail below the snrfaec' of wood. By the use of

this tool th(^ sur-

fae(‘ of th(5»wo()d

is not inarrc'd by

Hh' face of the

hammer. Nail

s(‘ts are made in

assorted siz(‘s to

fit th(‘ heads of

difT(‘r(‘nt sized

nails. Tiny have

a knuiied body,

usually, whieli

lu'lps to give a

firm grip. The

Fig. 98.— Assorted nail sets.
point is usually

(‘Up-shaped.

67. Belt Punch. — A bth pmudi is a tool ust^d in

punching hoh's through Ix'lts for Ixh lacings or for belt

hooks. They are made in two styles — drive belt

Fig. ‘.)9.— Drive belt puucU.
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punrb, Fi^*. 99, to ho drivon nitli a luuniDor and spring

b(^lt ])imch, Fig. 100. ]3ot]\ kinds ai\‘ made in assortec!

sizes. The tubes on the spring j)\»nches o volve, and

these punches are made with either fo^^r or six tubes,

68. Carvers^ Punch. — This tool is used by wood

caiwers for groundwork in d(u*orating obj(‘(*.ts. They

are inad(^ in assortenl sizes and designs.

Gkinj)IN(j Tools

69. Grindstone. — Oiu' of the most useful tools about

a workshop is the grindstone, which is us(*d in sharpening

tools. Perhaps the best grindstones are obtained from

the quarries in Ohio. One of the largest grindstone

companies in the world, if not the largest, is the Cleve-

land Stone Company, Grindstoiuvs are made in an

assortment of sizes and grit. An important factor in the

operation of a stone is its speed. The average speed

varies from 2500 to 4000 feet ])er minute. The stone

should be k('pt free from dirty water, grease, or oil.



Ft(j. 101 . — I’ower ffrind.st(»ne.

Devic(‘, Fig. 102, (ir some other truing device, should be
used fmivK'ntly to keep the stone true.

70 . Oilstone. — A tool that is indispensable about a
bench is an oilstone. It is needed every little while

for putting a keen cutting e(ige on chisels, planes, and



Fig.

102.

—

Jackson

grindstone

truing

device.
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knife. A good oil stone is hard to get, for most stones

are too hard or too soft, or have other imperfections.

Perhaps the most commonly used and the best known of

all oilstones arc the Washita oilstones. The manu-

facturers or cutters of these stones make four grades,

which are known as 1, “Lily White/^ and “Rosy

Red”; 2, “Extra Washita”; 3, “No. 0 Washita”;

and 4, ^^No. 2 Washita.” The “Lily White” and

^Rosy Red ” are th('. best stones, th(‘ “No. 2 Washita”

Fhj. 103.— Oilstone.

the poorest. The Arkansas oilstones are also quite

common. These, however, being of finer grit than the

Washita stones, are not so good for woodworking tools,

as they cut too slowly. Thty are used extensively by

engravers, surgeons, tool makers, etc., where veiy keen

edges are re(|uired. Among the many kinds of stones

might be mentioned the Turkey oilstoiu's, the DetTlick,

Seneca, Niagara, Phocolatt*, T.ake SupcMnor, Hindostan,

and otht'rs. Fig. 103 shows an Arkansas stone mounted

in a polislnvl cherry box. Fig. .104 shows a Washita
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slip used in sharpening gouges. Before using an oil

stone it should be wiped off with waste and a drops

of oil put on the stone. After using the stone* should

wiped off again.

,
Ftg. m~Oil slij).

Wlion an oilstone- bee^onu's cone^avi* or iintriK* hy eon-

stant us(*, it may Ik* made true by using sand papei* on

it, or by mc^ans of a sand wheel. Tae^k a slu^et of sand-

pape*!* over a block of wood and nil) tlu^ stone* back and

forth over tlie san(l])a})(‘r until the* surface*- of the* oil-

stones is true. Ilse^ ceiarsc sandpa])e*r at first, th(*n fine

sandpape*!*.

71. Carborundum Stones. — Another veiy imiiortant

abrasive is carborunelum, whiedi is manufaeitureel by The

Carborunelum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y. The feil-

lowing eharac-

te'ristic-s of 'cai-

borundum are

given out by the

manufacturers

of this remark-

able substance:

Hardness. — Diamonel is the only mate‘rial exceeding

it in harelness. Tt eaits emery anel coruneliim with ease.

Brittleness. — Not as tough as the diamond, closely

resemliling corundum in tliis resiiect.

Fig. lOr). -Combination stones (one face coarse,

and one face line, j^rit).
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Weight. — Its specific gravity is 3.12. It is a little

more than one and one fifth the weight of sand. One

pound of carborundum is equal in volume to one and one

quarter pounds of emery.

Infusibility. — Infusible

in the highest attainable

heat. Decomposition oc-

curs in the electric arc.

Insolubility. — It is insolubh' in any of the ordinary

solvents. Water, oils, and acids have no effect upOn it,

not even hydrofluoric acid, which readily dissolves sand.

Chemical Composition. — It is composiHl of carbon

and silicon in atomic pro-

portions, and by neight

thirty parts carbon to

seventy parts silicon. Its

formula is Si(".

Color. — Pure carbo-
Frcj. 107.— Slip .stem es.

rundum is white. In its commercial manufacture the

crystals are produced in many colors and shades, par-

tially as the result of impuriti(*s, and partly owing to sur-

Fig. 108.— Carhoruiidum stones.

fac('. oxidation.

The prevailing

colors are gret'n,

black, and blue.

The color has

no effect upon

its hardness.

72. How to sharpen Edge Tools. — In sharpening

edge tools, such as chisels, plam* bits, sloyd knife, etc.,

certain principles must be obser\c‘d. The correct shape
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of the tool TOMsi he preserved in tlic t-harponinjo; process,

and at the same time, (i keen cuthnq edge w he secured.

The first process of sharpening is called grinding.

This is clone by means of a grindstone s t in motion. If

a chisel or a plaiKJ bit is

to be ground, it should be

h(‘ld as shciwn in Fig, 109. f

f

\
The angle at which tlici / ^ L

tool is ground is d(‘t(‘r~

mined by the kind bf ina-

terial to be cut If it is
loa - Sliowmj? posiiion of

XC ILU TO DC C UT. 11 IT IS
chisel on grindstone.

to be used on soft wcxkI,

the tool should be held at an angle of about 20 dc^grc'cvs

with the stone, and foi* hard wood it should Ixj held at

about 30 dc^gi'ees with ^

]

the stone. The grind-

stone should turn as

shown by tlu' arrow in

the (*ut. Avoid round-

ing the bevel in grinding.

Kc;cp the bcwcl ^^traight.

Fie 110 — ^ sloyd knife and turn- I

Blade of iiig chiscls are ground as \

5,“;;? shown in Fig. no, with 1=:^^ ^

correct a Straight beved on c^aeh Fin. ni.— c:;hisei (show-

grinding). . , - , ing correct grinding.)

Side of the cutting edge.

Ordinaiy chiseds and plane bits have a bevc^l only on one

side, as shown in Fig. 111.

After the tool has been ground it should be sharpened

on the oilstone, as shown in Fig. 112. The tool is shoved

back and forth as indicated by the aiTows until a delicate

Fig. 110.—
Blade of

sU)yd knife

(showing
correct

grinding).
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wire edge is turned up on ilu^ straight (‘dge. Tlu^ straight

edge is then hel<l flat on th(^ stones and shov(‘d back and

forth a few strokes. Th(‘S(; two proccss(\s ar(i repeated

until the wire edge disappears and a k(^cn cutting edge

Fig. 112.— Showing position of chisj'lon oilstone.

is produced. A
few strokes

made across the

palm of the

hand will also

help to remove

th(^ wire edge.

Test the cut-

ting edge to S(‘(‘ if it is sharp by drawing the thumb

very lightly across th(^ cutting edg(\

Gouges and other edged tools ai‘e sharpened in a

similar way.

Extra Tools

73. Cabinet Scraper. — The cabinet scraper is an

oblong piec(^ of jiolislK'd saw steel and is used in scraping

hard woods. Cabin<*t scrajicrs

are made in assorted sizes. The
3" times 5" size is a good size for

bench work. They ai’e sharpened

with a file in such a way that a

fine wire edge is turned, and it

is this wire edg(^ that really

does the cutting or scraping. As soon as this is worn off

the scraper should be filed again. With the improved

block planes which we now have there is little use for

cabinet scrapers.

Fio. 113.—Cabinet scraper.
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74. Oiler.— The oiler is us^^d

about the bench to holf] oil

that is used frc^qucntly on the

oilstone and for othc^r purposiis.

A copperized can like the one

shown in Fi^. 114 i-: a ^ood

can foj* use about a bench.

Oi]('rs are made in assorted

sizes and in different shapes and

style?;.

75. Bench Brush.— This is a

brush iis(m1 in dusting th(^ tools

and bench. It should be used

very c.ar(‘t'ully at the* close of

each (‘xercisc. Rc'iiK'inber that the bench and tools arc

to be left clean wh(‘n you finish your v ork each day.

Fig. 115.— iJeuch brush.

76. Handles. — Fretjuently handles arc broken and

should be replacetl by new ones. An assorted stock of

Fui. 110.— Sockttt ehisc‘1 haiidh*.

these* handles should be kept on hand, or where practi-

cable they should be made by the students.
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Fig. 119.— Tanked chistd hajullc*

Fi<i. 120.— File handle.

Fig. 121.— Adz-eye hammer hanclli*.

77. Steel Letters and Figures. — Th(\so are used in

lettering and numbering finished work, or they may be
used for othc^r })urpos(^s. Each letted* is held in position

and then struck with a hammer, making an indentation

in the wood. A mor(‘ perfect letter can be made on end
wood than on parallel hlud's. They di^-made in assorted

sizes from of an inch to .V'

,
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78. Trimmer. — A trinimo* is a tool used in triniminp,

end wood either squarely across the fibers, or at an angle.

They are made so the cut can be adjusted at any angle

from 30 to 150 degi’ees. There art* many scyles aiui

makes of trimmers on the markth at the ])resent time.

F'j«. V^la . —Wood trimmer.

One of the b(‘st made is the Fox, shown in Fig. 122 a. It

is built upon the mechanical jirinciple of a shearing cut,

the knife shearing against tin* point of a gauge which is

made to swing about a fiivot in tht* arc of a circle. The

gauge and knif(‘ are the njost vital parts of the trimmer

and should be kept in perfect order. Make thin cuts and

keep the knife sharp.



Fjg. 122 b,— AVood trimmers.
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PART II

Woodworking Machines

79. Work. — Tlio ovcrcorniug of resistance of *iny

kind through space is called 'vork. It implies a change

of position. The fundamental formula for work, there-

fore,Ts
W(Work) = F(Forcc') x i,(Space).

80. Energy. — The capacity of a body for doing work

is called energy. It is measured by the amount of work

that can b(^ done by that body. Thc' unit of work is

also the unit of (‘iiergy. Energy is manifested in many

forms, but in our \\’ork on machiiK^s we refer to mechan-

ical cnerg>^

81. Power. — The rate' at which any agent, such as

stc^am, electricity, aniuial force, etc., does or has the

capacity to do work is called power, and is rneasuri'd

by the amount of work lha'* it does or has the capacity

to do in a givem unit of time. The formula by which

power is determined is represented thus:—

; P(Pon-or) = ’?4^«lls).
/(Time)

The unit in which power is esiimated is called hoise

power. A horse power (H.P.) is the power to do 33,000

foot pounds of work per minute, or 550 foot pounds per

second of time, — i,e. the power equivalent to raising

33,000 pounds 1 foot in 1 minute against the force of

99
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gravity. It was (*stablish(Ml by James \\'att, the in-

ventor of the steam engine, who considered that a horse

could do this amount of work per minute and introduced

this term as the unit of measure. It is probable, how-

ever, that the average horse has not that amount of

powder.

In manual training work steam, gas, or electric power

is used to run the woodworking machines. Electricity is

preferred on account of its (piiet, ease of manipulation,

economy of space, and cleanliness. Gas is used exten-

sively, but is not as d(‘sirable as electric pow(ir. Many

manual training plants ar(‘ also furnisluHl with steam

power.

A manual training shop should be e(iuii)ped with the

following power machines: J band saw (2 to 3

1 scroll saw (2 H.P.), 1 swing saw (1 to 2 H.P.), 1 com-

bination saw bench (2 to 4 H.P.), 1 single surface!*

(4 H.P.), 1 jointer (2 H.P.), 1 grindstone (I H.P.), 20

10" swing wood turning lathes, and 1 patt(*rn makers^

lathe (2 H.P.). For running this amount of machinery

the writer would recommend two lim^s of shafting, one

for the lathes and oiu' for the othcT machines. Let the

lathe shaft .be driven by a 16 H.P. electric motor and

the shaft which I’uns the other machines by an 18 H.P.

motor.

Many schools are now equipped with an electric light

and power plant. A combined engine and dynamo, like

Fig. 123, is d(‘sirabl(‘ for this work. To furnish ])ower

sufficient to run 1000 16-candle-power lights, 2 arc

lights for the stereopticon lanterns, 1 16-H.P. motor for

the lathes, and 1 IS-H.P. motor for the other machines,
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would require a 200-H.P. engine and a 125-kilowatt

generator. This estimate is based upon the assump-

tipn that the generating set should be large enough to

furnish all of the power at one time, but it would seldom

be necessary to use all of the power at one time, so that

possibly a 100 kilowatts generator would develop suffi-

cient power. To furnish sufficient power to operate the

light and' power plant indicated above, The Ridgway

Dynamo and Engine Company, Ridgway, Pa., recom-

mend a McEwen simple direct connected engine a*nd a

Thompson-Ryan dirc'ct connected generator with the

following specifications:—

Specification for Engine

The engine to b(‘ (Ui{)able of (kweloping 200 indicated

horse power wh(‘n cutting off at J stroke, with an initial

steam pressui'C of 90 pounds in the steam chest.

Diameter of cylinder

Stroke

Speed
Diameter of governor wheel .

Face of governor wheel

Diameter of steam pipe

Diameter of exhaust pipe

Length of engine over all

Width of engine over all, in-

cluding generator and out-

board bearing .

17 inches.

16 inches.

250 revolutions per min.

66 inches.

14J inches.

6 indies.

7 inches.

12 feet.

10 feet.

Shipi/mg weight, of engine complete, including sub-

base, outboard bewaring, and extended shaft, 21,200

pounds.
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Specification for ('tencraivr

The generator to have a rated ^‘apacity oi 125 kil(>*

watts when running at its normal spee^!.

Voltage at no load

Voltage at full load

Current at full load

Speed
Diameter of armature .

T/ength of armature

WidHi of generator

Number of poles .

Number of carbon brushes .

Shipping weight of generator

Current density in armature

Current density in field coil

Current density in brushes .

250 volts.

25() volts.

500 amperes.

250 revolutions per miii.

30 inches.

35 inches.

5 feet.

10 .

30.

9200 pounds.

900 cir. mils per ampere.

1200 cir. mils per ampere.

3 amperes per sq. in.

The generator will run at th(‘ above rated capacity for

24 hours, with a rise; in tenip(^ratur(^ not excc^Mling

75® F. above the suri-ounding atrnosphc‘re.

The commercial etheiency (the ratio of the energy

delivennl by the generator to that applied to it), under

thc^ conditions of speed and load giv(‘n b(‘low, should not

be less than the following:- -

Speed 250 revolutions per minute.

Load 62J K.W. Efficiency, 90.3%.

Load 93J K.W. Efficiency, 91 .5 %

.

Load 125 K.W. Efficiency, 92%.

The generator is able to deliver 25% more than its

full rated load for two hours, and 75% more than its full

rated load momentarily, without injuriously heating or
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sparking and without. re(|uiring a cliango in the position

of the briish(‘s.

Other large manufacturers make similar recommenda-

tions. If it is not advisable to put in a power plant,

power can be secured from the local plant to operate

motors in the manual training shop.

82. Band Saw. — A band saw is a power saw that can

b^ used for a wide range of sawing. It cuts rapidly and

accurately, and is simple in

construction. Band saws‘ are

made in the following sizes:

30" (diametcT of wheels over

which th(‘ band saw travels),

34", 36", 38", 40", and 42". A
band saw, like eveiy other tool

or machine, needs to be prop-

erly adjusted to do a given

piece of work, and it should

receive proper care and atten-

tion at all times to be the

most, efficient. There is con-

siderable stretch, which is

called svrplus elasticity^ to a

new band saw and on this ac-

count th(^ saw should receive very careful use at first.

The speed for the tight and loose pulleys should not be

more than 400 revolutions per minute. The tension of

the saw must be i)erfect and uniform, and the saw

should run without vibrating.

83. Scroll Saw. — This saw is intended for sawing

both inside and outside curves. It should have a
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tilting table so that curves can be sawed an angle if it

is desired. This saw, like the band saw, must have the

proper tension. The driving pulley

(8^" X 3") should make about 800

revolutions per minute to give the

proper speed. The saw blades are.

made in different sizes. A 16"

long, is a good size for ordinary

work.

84. Swing Saw. — This saw is

used in -cross cutting lumber. It

is es])ecially

’ adaj)ted for

use in glutting

stock ready

for class use,

orwhm-llim- Fm. lai. - Scmll saw.

)^>r is to b(^ cut into equal lengths.

Swing saws are usually hung to

the ceiling, although they may be

made to swing from the wall or

from under the table. The con-

struction of tlie swing saw is

shown in Fig. 127. They are made

Fio, 127. — Swing saw and table.
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in different lengths, but the regular length is 7 feet 2

inches from the base of the hangers to the centre of the

arbor. They are made to swing either right or left

handed. The regular size of the saw used is 14" in

diameter. The speed of the tight and loose pulleys

(10" by 5") should be 400 revolutions per minute.

85. Combination Saw Bench. — The combination saw

bench is a practical, all-round machine, and to be most

efficient should

embody all' the

conveniences
and attachments

required for gen-

eral work to ac-

curate lines. It

can be used for

ripping, cross-

cutting, and
gi’ooving or da-

doing. The best

saw tables are provided with three gauges,— one slitting

gauge, arranged to tilt to 45 degre(\s or less for bevel

sawing, one adjustable', and one stationary" cut-off gauge.

The countershaft is placed on the floor about five feet

from the c('ntre of the arbor, thus leaving the top of the

table free from belting. The speed of the tight and

loose pulley (12" x 6J") on the countershaft should make

600 rt'volutions j)c*r minute. Patemt groovers or dado

heads as shown in Fig. 129 an* used when grooving is

to be done. Theses groovers will c\it a })erfect groov('

with or across th(' grain, if th<\v are in ])(*rfect condition.
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Outside cutter. Tuside cutujr. Outside ciuter.

Fia. 121),— Patent groover or da.d<' heads.

They are tlaiigerous to use

ami OIK* must Laiulle them

with great care.

86. Saw Guard. — There

is danger in operating a rip

saw, or in using any power

saw for that matter, and one

cannot be too careful in using every pr('(*aution against

Sample of work made with

groover bead.

accidents. The saw guard

may lu‘lp to prevent a(‘ci-

pieces of wood from flying

sawdust from flying into the

abling him to see his work.

This guard should be

used by all means in

a manual training

shop, where unskilled

people list* the saw.

87. Circular Saws.
— A circular rip saw
ami a circular cross-

shown in Fig. 130

(l(*nts. It prevents

back ami keeps

oj>(*i'ator\s face, en-

Fk;. IIJO. — Saw guard.
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cut saw work on the same principle as ordinary rip and

cross-cut saws work, and they are sharpened practically

the same. The mandrel (sometimes called arbor) of a

circular saw is the spindle to which the saw is fastened,

and is run by means of a i)ull(iy which is connected

with th(i driving pulley. The mandrel should be kept

level and should be kept well oiled. Do not screw

the saw too tightly on tlu^ mandrel, for it may heat and

cause the saw to bind, or buckle. The saw should fit

the mandrel perfectly true, when in place, so that ‘every

tooth will cut. If the saw heats too much at the center,

it needs more set. If it heats at the rim, the backs of

the teeth may be too high, or the saw may not run true.

As a rule thick saws are more successful than thin saws,'>

for it rcquin^s more than ordinaiy skill to successfully

operate a thin saw. The greater the speed, the thicker

the saw should be. The following table may be helpful

in selecting circular saws :
—

AMETEU English Gauge Size of Hole
3^^

'

21 V
4" 19 r
5" 19 V
6" 18 r

18 1"

8" 18 r
9" 17 • • r
10" 16 1"

11" 16 1"

12" 15 . H"
14" 15 • H"
16" 14 •

18" , 13 U"
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A saw is rig;ht-hand(Kl when it turns towards you as

you stand in front of it, the gauge being on the l('ft-hand

side of the saw. If the gauge is on the right hand of the

saw, it is a left-handed saw. The most efficient saw is

one that cuts the fastest and smoothest with the least

expenditure of power.

88. The Speed of Circular Saws. — As a rule the rim

of a circular saw should travel about 9000 feet (noarl>

two miles) per minute. Saws differ in diameter, and in

ord(T to get the correct speed different revolutions must

be made, a small saw making a greater number of revo-

lutions per minute than a larger saw. A saw 12" in

diameter is about 3 feet in circumterence and must

make 3000 revolutions pc^r minute in order to have the

correct speed. If the speed of a saw is too high, the saw

will not cut well, for it will heat and buckle and will not

run tru(^. It is also ve>ry dangerous. On th(^ other

hand, saws run at too low a speed will not work well.

The follow^ing table gives the si)eed at which circular

saws should be run :
—

Table of Speed of Circular Saws

Size or
Diameter
of Saw,

Rev.
per Min.

Size or
Diameter
of Saw

Rev.
per Min.

Size or
Diameter
of Saw

Rev.
per Min.

Size or
Diameter
of Saw

Inches Speed Inches Speed Inches Speeii Inches

8 4,500 26 1.384 42 870 58

10 3,600 28 1,285 44 840 60
12 3,000 30 1,200 46 800 62
14 2,585 32 1,120 48 750 64

16 2,222 34 1,050 50 725 66
18 2,000 36 1,000 52 700 68
20 1,800 38 950 54 675 70
22 1,636 40 900 56 650 72
24 1,500

Rev.
per Mill.

Speed

625
600
575
550
545
529
514
500
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. 89. Rules for Calculating the Speed of Saws, Pulleys,

and Drums. —
Problem 1. Tlu' (lianuilcT of the driven being given^

to find its nuiub(‘r of revolutions.

Rule . — Multiply the diameter of the driver by its

nuinber of revolutions, and divide the product by the

diameter of th(^ drivem; the quotient will be the number

of revolutions of the drivem.

Problem 2. Th(‘ diameter and I’evolutions of the

driver being giv('n, to find the diaiiieter of the driven,

that shall mak(^ any given numb(u* of revolutions in the

same time.

Rule. — Multiply the diamet(T of the driver by its

number of revolutions, and divid(‘ th(‘ product by the

number of nwolutions of th(^ driven; th(^ (luotient will

be its diameter.

Problem 3, ''Po ascertain tlu^ size of the driver.

Rule . — Multiply th(^ diauKter of the drivcm by the

number of revolutions you wish it to make and divide

tlu^ product by the

revolutions of the

driver; the quotient

will be the size of

the driver.

90. Single Sur-

facer. — This ma-

chine is not abso-

lutely necessary in

a manual training

shop, yet it is very

useful. It is builtFia. 131. — Single surfaeei.
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with special refcMTnce to doin^ smooth work on wood,

from -jV' to 6" in thickness. SuifactTs are made in

16", 20", and 24" widths. The tight and loose {julleys

(10" by 5|") on iho countershaft should moke 8(X)

revolutions per minute. A machine like this should

nevi'i* take the j)lac(5 of work that should be done by

hand, yet very often it is most practicable to hav(' the

benefits of such a machine. With it old stock car be

worked up and used, thus saving much in the expense

accourit.

91. Jointer. — Th(^ jointer is a imydiiiu^ used, as its

name impli(^s, in squaring, smoothing, and taking the

wind out of timber,

gliu' -jointing, bevell-

ing, chamfering, rab-

beting, molding,
tonguing and groov-

ing, beading, corner-

ing, cross graining,

temoning, etc. It has

attachments and adjustments for all of these kintls of

work, thus making it a very valuabh* machiic' in a manual

training equipment. Jointers are mad(‘ in difierent

sizes. A 12" cut is about the right size for this work.

Th(^ speed of the tight and loose pull(\ys should be 900

revolutions per minute. The jointer is a darigc'rous

machine to use, and one cannot be too careful in oper-

ating it.

Qi. Wood-turning Lathe. — I'lu're are many difhafmt

mak(‘S of wood-turning lathes on tin* mark(4 at the prf‘s-

ent tim(‘. One of the most popular inak<‘s for manual
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training work is the Reed 10" swing lathe, shown in Fig.

133. A sectional view of the headstock is shown in

Fig. 134. These lathes ai-e supjJicHl with countershaft,

large and small wood-turning face* i)lates, pair of wood-

turning centers, teci rest holder, three te(‘. rests of different

l(mgths, and bliu^ print holder. At th(j close of each

(^xfTcise in turning the student should dust off all parts of

the lathe veiy carefully so that it is left in perfect order.

In wood turning the spe(‘d of th(^ lathe should be ad-

justed to th(* size of the block that is to b(‘ turrn'd. A
small blo(*k should r(‘volv(‘ fast(‘r than a larg(‘ oiu'. The
following is a tabki of sp(‘(‘d used in wood turning:—

Diarnetpr of Work Hovohjtion.s per Minnie Surface Speed ip Feet
per Minute

1 inch (About) 3000 (About)' 785
2 inches ‘i.’iOO 1308
3 1500 1178
5 1000 1259
8 000 1257
12 000 1880
IS 300 1414
24 250 1571

93. Belts. — A b(‘lt should be of a uniform quality

and the la])s in tlu^ l(*ather should bf‘ lu'ar together. If

the laps ar(^ fai* apart, it indicates that the leather was

cut in long strij)s, which cannot give a good quality of

Indting, for in so cutting an inferior part of the hide

must be used. ^^Short lap'^ belts ar(‘ considered the

best. Belts should be run with the grain or hair side

next to th(^ pulley, because the hair side is the weaker

side of th(‘ belting, l^y running a b(R in this way the

stronger sick' of the b(‘lt comes on tlu* outside, where

there is the greatest strain. They should b(‘ run hori-
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zontally or at an angle', and with drawing side under-

neath in order to g(^t the best contact with the pulleys.

,Car(i should be (exercised in getting beJts wide enough

to do a given amount of work without slipping. A belt

should not be overloaded and should not be run too

tight. The surface's of Ix'lts should bo kept in a pliable

condition by using a good quality of belt dressing.

The Strength of good leather belting is estimated at

from 4000 to 4500 pounds peu* s(|uar(i inch of section.

A well-laced joint is about one third as strong. The

amount of spa(!e covenMl on a jnilhy is called the ^^arc

of contact.^^ When the ])ulleys are of eciual sizes, the

arc of contact is bSO d(‘gre(^s. If the pulleys arc un-

(^(lual in siz(', th(‘ arcs of contact are unetjual, the larger

pulley having th(‘ gr(‘at('r arc of (contact. The be^st

spe'ed for belts is about 4000 fei‘t per minute. Large

|)ulleys are inor(‘ d(‘sirabl(' than small ones if the be4t

speed is not loo high.

94 . Formulae used in selecting Belts. — To determine,

the horse powt*r of bdts:—

Horse Power - Working Tension x Width x SpcHul

33000

To determine the working tension:—
1

. . Horsc' Pow(‘r x 33000
orUjiiK reiision = —

Width x kSjieed

To d('termin(' the width retpiired to transmit given

horse jiowei*:—
Width = Horse Power x 33000

Speed X Working Tension

To determine speed:—
Sneed =

Width X Working Tension
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95. Belt Lacings. — Belt lacings arc strong leather

strings usuall}' made from Calcutta cowhide, which is very

tough, or from th(j best native cowhides, and arc used

in fastening the ends of a belt togethiT. Th- y should

not be too large. A small lacing properly used is more

effective than a large one i;nproperly used. Figs. 135,

136, 137, and 138 show different methods of lacing belts.

Side next to pulley. R(C'«rse side.

Fio. i:^5.~-01d style lare.

96 . Old Style Lace.^ — Punch tho hol(\s as shown in

Fig. 135, the first hole about one half an inch from edge

and about seven eighths of an inch apart, the first row

about five eighths of an inch from end of belt and the

second row about three (juart(^rs of an inch back of the

first row. Commence in the cente^r and lace both ways

* The writer has pcrmi.ssion from Birkford & Francis Belting

Company, Buffalo, N.Y., to use the cuts showing different styles

of belt lace; also much of tho information on hells came from them.
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to the edge of the belt with a single lace and th(^n back

to the center, having the lace straight on the pulley side

pf the belt and the cross on the reverse side of the belt.

Use a small belt punch and small lacing.

97. New Style Lace. — This style of lace is recom-

mended as being one of the strongest and most serviceable

Side next to pulley. Reverse side.

Fig. KiG.—New style lace.

for general use. A much smaller hole and lace can be

used and still give greater strength, and, according to

the arrangement of the holes, the b(^lt is weakened less

than with almost any other method of lacing.

For this method of lacing use J or l^ce for

single belts and | inch lace for double belts, except on

extra large driving belts. Punch the first hole ^t least

one half of an inch from the edge of the belt and about

five eighths of an inch from the end. The centers of the
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holes should be from three quaiters to one inch apart.,

depending upon the width of the belt. The secvmd row
should be directly back of the first row and about three

quarters of an inch distant. Commence at the (•> nter and
lace both ways to th(^ edge, using only the fast rov/ ol

holes. In working back to the center the second row

of holes is used, giving a single strand of lace between the

Fig. 138.— Double hinge lace.

first and second rows and a doubles strand between the

two row^«! nearest the end of the belt. The straight lace

should always be on the side next the pulley and the

cross lace on the reverse side.

98. Single Hinge Lace. — In this style of lace a small

hole and a small lace should be used. The holes should

be about one half of an inch from th(‘ (*nd and edge of the

b(Jt and the same distance apart, Th(‘ corners should be

taken off both sides of the ends of the belt to prevent
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cutting the lace. Begin at the center and lace towards

the edge, as shown in Fig. 137. Where belts run over

small pulleys, this method is very effective, as the joint

is very pliable.

99. Double Hinge Lace. — The same size punch and

lace should be used as in the single hinge joint. The
first row of holes should be about one half of an inch

from the edge and end of the belt and three quarters to

one inch apart. The second

row should bo about ‘three

(|uarters of an inch back of the

first row and arranged as shown

in Fig. 138, page 117.

100. Belt Hooks. — Belt

hooks are metallic hooks used

in fast(‘ning the (mds of a

belt together. Th('y are es-

pecially desirable on short

belts because they will not

stretch.

Fig. 140.— A simple method for lining

up quarter twist belts. A, driving
pulley; R, driven pulley; C, driv-

ing side of belt ; 7^, driven side of

belt; A’, driving side driven pulley;

jF, Driven side driving pulley.

Fig. — Belt hook.



PART III

Wood* (Outltnk. Sj ddy)

I. Classification of trees as to kinds of leaves and
structure of wood.

A. Coniferous trees (needle-leaved, naked-seeded,

such as pines, cedars, etc.), soft woods.

1. Bark — outside or protecting tissue, thick-

est and roughest near the base, forms

about 10 per cent of the entire trunk in

space.

2. Pith or medulla — thickness varying from

of an inch in Norway pine to of an

inch in cypress.

3. Sap wood — the living portion of the

tree — composed of many-sided, thin-

walled cells— the zone ne>:t to the bark

containing about 50 annual rings—
w^ood light in color— cells very active

and very numerous— assist in the life

processes of the tree. , In old trees about

40 per cent sapwood, in young trees

nearly all of the trunk sapwood.

4. Heart wood — the inner zone — fibrous

bundles— the darker part of the log —
cells lifeless — gives strength to the tree.

5. Annual rings— concentric rings one of

which is added yearly — seen on the

^ For Key to the More Important Woods of North America, ''

see Appendix A, page 233 .
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cross section of a log. By counting

these rings the approximate age of a

tree may be determined.

6. Spring and summer wood— the inner,

softer, lighter-colored part of the annual

ring caused by rapid growth called spring

wood — the outer, or peripheral, firmer

and darker-colored portion of the annual

ring, caused by slower growth, called

summer wood.

7. Anatomical structure— very porous— little

tubes arranged in straight radial rows,

resin ducts found in summer wood —
cells long with pointed ends— dark lines,

called medullary rays, run radially

from the center toward the bark —
structure simple and regular— growth

stops during the winter.

B. The dicotyledonous, or deciduous trees (with

two seed leaves, broad-leaved trees, such as

oak, maple, beech, etc.).

1. Bark, pith, siipwood and heartwood ar-

ranged the same as in coniferous trees,

having the same function.

2. Color— varies in different trees.

3. Wood — translucent — exposure to air and
sunlight changes color— kinds of wood
sometimes distinguished by odor, such as

cedar, pine, oak, etc.

C. The monocotyledonous trees (with one seed

leaf, such as palms, yuccas, etc.).

1. Structure— bundles of tissue arise, placed

irregularly in the soft tissue or pith,

extend from the apex of the leaf to the

small ends of the roots— each new leaf

has its own bundles of tissue in the stem.
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IL Composition of wood.

A. Cells of sapwood — composed of cellulose,

albuminoids, starchy matter, ods a ad water
holding in solution sugars, gums, acids.

B. Cells of heartwood — walls th'ck and contain

a dense substance called lignin which gi>^es

elasticity and hardness to wood.

C. Elements found in wood — ciirbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, potassium, iron,

phosphorus, <*.alcium, sodium, silicon, and

, sometimes traces of other elements.

III. Decay of trees.

A. How detected — top branches refuse to

send forth leaves— dead and broken

branches— decay of bark.

B. Causes — diseases of tree, parasitic insects,

fungi, injury, etc.

IV. Lumbering.
A. Season for cutting trees— late fall and winter,

because the growing and conducting cells

are less active.

B. How cut — with axes and saws — limbs

trimmed — trunk of tree cut to desired

lengths for logs— logs transported to saw
mills and sawed into lumber— lumber

piled up to season — lumber transported

to dealers or to manufacturers.

V. Properties of wood.

A. Weight — wood substance about 1.6 times

as heavy as water — depends upon the

amount of moisture in the wood sub-

stance — sapwood heavier than heartwood
— tlie wo<)<i of saplings heavier than the

wood of old trees — woods vary in weight

from 30 to 40 pounds per cubic foot.
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The following table gives the weight of

kiln-dried wood of different species :
—

Weight of K iln-<lried Wood of Different Species

Approximate

(Water 62 poundf* to cu. ft.)
Specific
Weight

(n) Vory hoavy woods;
Hickory, oak, porsiiiimon, osa^c oraii^?(*,

black locust, hackb(‘rry, blue bts'ch,

best of elm. and ash

(6) Heavy wo(»fls:

Ash, elm, clnuTy, V)ir(h, maple, beech,

walnut, .sour gum. coffee tree, honey
locust, b(‘st of JSoutluTU pine, and
tamarack

(c) Woods of medium weight:

Southern pine, pitch pine, tamarack,
Douglas spruce, West(‘rn hemlock,

sweet gum, soft maple, sycamore,
sa.«safras, mulberry, light grades of

birch and cherry

(d) Light wood.s:

Norway and bull pine, red cedar, ey-

pre.ss, h(*mloek, the heavier spruce

and fir. n^dwood, bajsswood. che.stiiut,

butternut, tulip, eatalpa, buckeye,

heavier grad(\s of poplar

(c) Very light woods;
White pine, spruce, fir, white eedar.

poplar

0.7(M).8()

.t)0~ ,70

.50- .60

.40- .50

.30- .40

Weight of—

jl cubic
foot

1000
feet of
lumber

Pounds jPounil.s

42-48 3,700

36-42 3,200

30-36 2,700

24-30 2,200

18-24 1,800

B. Seasoning— giving up the moisture that is

in the wood.

The following table gives the number of

pounds of water lost in drying 100 pounds
of green wood in the kiln:—
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Pounds of Water lost in Drying 100 Pou'ids of Green Wood
in the Kiln

S8y>woo<l or
outer pai

Heartwood
interior

(1) pines, cedars, spruces, and firs 45-65 16-25

(2) Cypress, extremely vai table 50-65 18-60

(3) Poplar, cottonwood, basswood 60-65 40-60

(4) Oak, beech, ash, elm, maple, birch,

hickory, chestnut, walnut, and syca-

more 40-50 30-40

The fighter kinds liave the moat water in the aapwood, thus sycamore has

more than hickory.

C. Shriakage — the change in size and shape of

wood when moisture is given up, causing

warping and checking— shrinkage greater

in sapwood than in heartwood.

The following table gives the approxi-

mate shrinkage of a board, or set of boards,

100" wide, drying in the open air:—
Approximate Shrinkage of a Board, or Set of Boards

^ u Uhf

Drying in the Open A ir

Shrill kago

(1) All light conifers (soft pine, spruce, cedar, cypress)

(2) Heavy conifers (hard pine, tamarack, yew), honey
locust, box elder, wood of old oaks !

(3) Ash, elm, walnut, poplar, maple, beech, sycamore,

cherry, black locust

Inches

3

4

6

(4) Basswood, birch, chestnut, horse chestnut, blue

beech, young locust

(5) Hickory, young oak, especially red oak
6

Up to 10

D. Stiffness or elasticity— the rigidity of a stick

of timber which causes it to l>e bent with

difficulty.
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LAWS

1. Deflection varies directly as the cube

of the length.

2. Doubling the width doubles the

stiffness.

3. Doubling the thickness increases the

stiffness about eightfold.

4. Stiffness varies with the weight

(heavier wood being stiffer than light

wood).

The modulus (measure) of stiffness or

elasticity is determined by the formula—

E (Modulus of elasticity) =
4Z>6a®

W =s weight or load; I = length;

h = breadth ; d = depth
;

I) = deflection.

The number of pounds which will bend
a piece of sawed timber by one inch is

found by the formula—
XT -1,4 Ehd^ ^
rsiecessary weight =—~—

•

Note.—An allowance must be made on
the strength of timbers because of the

irregularities in the structure of the wood
due to knots, cross grain, decay, etc. This

allowance is called the ^‘factor of safety.^'

Only about one sixth or one tenth of the

strength is considered safe. Timbers in a

building are made from 6 to 10 times as

heavy as the calculations .require. When
a stick has been l)ent beyond its “elastic

limit” it still requirt^s an increase of from
.30 to .50 per cent to tlie weight before

the stick breaks.
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The following table givps ihe general

averages of the stiffness of dry wood:

—

Tabh of Stiffness {Modulus of Elasticity) of Dry Wo:>d ,

—

General Artrages

SpBCII!»

Modulus of
elasticity

1
Am)roximato weight which

j

deflects by 1 inch a piece

—

j,

4i>W»
per square

inch

1 by 1 inch 1

ai.tl 12
incLiss long

2 by 2 inches
and 10

feet long

(1) Live oak, good tamarack,
i

longleaf, Cuban, and shv^rt-

leaf pine, good Douglas

spruce, western hemlock,

yellow and cherry birch,

hard maple, beech, locust,

and the best of oak and Pouadb Pounds Pounds

hickory 1,680,000 3.900 62

(2) Birch, common oak, hick-

ory, white and black

spruce, loblolly and red

pirui, cypress, best of ash.

elm, and poplar and black

walnut 1,400,0(K) 3,200 51

(3) Maples, cherry, ash, elm.

sycamore, swec*t gum, but-

ternut, poplar, ba.sswood.

white, sugar and bull pine,

cedars, scrub pine, hem-
lock, and fir 1,100,000 2,500 40

(4) Box elder, horse chestnut,

^ number of western soft

pines, inferior grade.s of

hard woods 1,100,000 1 2,.500 40

E. Cross-breaking or bending strength.

—

LAWS

1. The strength of a tim])er varies ap-

proximately with the squares of the thick-

1 Less than.
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iioss: jind decreases directly with increasing

length.

2. Seasoning increases, moisture de-

creases, the strength.

3. Knots and cross grain weaken the

holding power of timber.

The cross-breaking strength, or modulus

of rupture is obtained by means of the

formula:

—

Strength of extreme fiber =

The following table gives the strength of

well-seasoned, select pieces, load acting in

the middle of the block, which is supported

at the ends: —
Strength in Cross-breakhig of Wel}~sea}<onedf Select Pieced

Sln'iifflli of
Iho extmiu*

fiber

H H7

A}*[»roxinnite weijrht
brefikrt a stick —

•i

iM-r S4|uart*

iiu'li

1 by t inch
and 12

inches lon^

2 by 3 inches
and 10 feet

long

(1) Kohiilia (locust), iianl mii-

pic, hickory, oak, hirch,

lM‘st ash aud cl in, long-

leaf, short leaf, and Cuban PotindH Pounds Pounds

pines, tamarack 13,000 720 570

(2) Soft ina])le, chciTv, ash,

elm, walnut, inferior oak,

and birch, best poplar,

Norway, loblolly and pitch

pines, black and white

spruce, hemlock, and good

cedar
^

10,000 550 440

(3) Tulip, basswood, sycamore,

butternut, poplars, white
j

and other soft iiines, firs, i

and cedars

1

1

1

6.r)<K)

1

1

! 350 280
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F. Tension and Compression. ~-

Tcnsion; The amount- of force required

to cause the fibers to pull apart.

Compression: The approKimate weight

required to crush a given block of wood
endwise.

Affected by the position of the fibers, ns

crossgrained, oblique position of grain, and

straightgrained.

The following table gives the ratio of

strength in tension and compression:—

Ratio of Strength in Tension and Compression^ shoiring the

Difference between Rigid Conifers and Tough Hard Woods

Ratio

:

Tensile
strength

compressive
strength

A stick 1 square inch
in cross section.

Weight rcfiuired to —

...

Pounds Pounds

Hickory 3.7 32,000 8,,')00

Kim 3.8 29,000 7,500

barch 2.3 19,400 8,600

bongleaf pine 2.2 17,300 7,400

Strength in Compression of Common American Woods in Well-

Seasoned Select Pieces

[Approximate weight per stiuare inch of cross eection requisite to crush a piece

of wood endwise.]
Pounds

(1) Black locust, yellow and cherry birch, hard niaphs

best hickory, longlcaf and Cuban pines, and
tamarack 9,000 -f

(2) Common hi(;kory, oak, birch, soft maple, walnut, good
elm, best ash, short leaf and loblolly pines, western

hemlock, and Douglas fir 7,000 +
(3) Ash, sycamore, beech, inferior oak, Pacific white

cedar, canoe cedar, I^awson’s cypress, common red

cedar, cypress, Xorway and supt^rior spruces,

and fir 6,000 +
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Pounds

(4) Tulip, basswood, butternut, chestnut, good poplar,

white and other common soft pines, hemlock,

sprucie, and fir 5,000 4-

(5) Soft poplar, white cedar, and some Western soft pines,

and firs 4,000 +

G. Shearing — the breaking of wood along the

fibers, as the shearing of a mortise in a

' mortise-and-tenon joint. (ireen wood
shears more easily than dry wood.

H. Cleavability — that property by virtue of

which the fibers tun be split, as with an

ax in splitting stove-wood. Cleavage along

the radius is easier than along the tangent

of the block, also easier in green wood than

in dry wood.

I. Flexibility — that property of wood by virtue

of which it can be bent, as hickory— hard

woods more flexible than soft woods—
moisture increases flexibility— knots and
cross grain diminish flexibility.

J. Toughness — a combination of strength and
pliability, as in hickory — woods that offer

great resistance to longitudinal shearing

and tension.
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Fastening Dfatcks T^sed in \V(vod Construction

Naih and Nailing

We road that “a small, pointed piece of metal, usually

with a head, to be driven into a board or other piece of

timber, and serving to fasten it to other timber, or left

projecting as from a wall, to hang any thing upon^’ is

a nail. There are many kinds of nails, and the}’ are

named either from the use to which they arc applied, or

from their shape. According to the United States

Patent office nails are classified as cut, wrought, horse-

shoe, shoe, barbed, composition, button, carpet, coffin,

sheathing, galvanized, harness, leather work, picture,

siding, slating, trunk, upholstery, weather tiling, and

screw nails.

Before the beginning of the nineteenth century nails

were usually made by hand forging. A large part of this

work was done by women and children, and their poverty

and degradation is one of the saddest phases in the history

of English industrial life. In those days nails were

expensive and consequently w(*r(» not used as extensively

as they are at the present time. Nails w’ere first made
by machines in the United States, and in fact all of the

more important varieties originated and developed here.

This is a natural result, for, since colonial times, wood
has been used extensively in the building of houses,

K 129
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furiiitun', f(‘nc(‘s, ct(‘., and as a d(‘inand arosc^ for a certain

kind of nail in the (*onstruction of certain things it was

designed and wrought out of the most practical material

which was available. Expense was not the first thing

considered. Our forefathers did things in a practical

way, even to the making of a nail. That nail had to

possess strength, holding power, and lasting qualities,

regardless of cost. We are told that the first cut nails

were made in New h]ngland late in the eighteenth century

by cutting strips from sheet metal and heading them with

a hammer while h('ld in a vise. Gradually the shape

of these nails was changed to meet varied needs, and the

demand inc.n^ased so that it was impossible to make by

hand all th(* nails that were n(‘(Kled. Tn 1810 a machine

was invented in tlu^ United States which made nails at

the rate of one hundred p(‘r minute. As a result nails

grew cheaper and Ix'cariH' popular fastening devices.

During th(' past centuiy about four hundred patents have

been issued for imi)rov(Tnents in the making of nails.

They an* now made veiy readily and with little ex-

pense.

The term penny ’’ is used to designate the size of cer-

tain kinds of nails; thus, threepenny, fourpenny, six-

penny, etc. The term penny when used in this way
is supposed 1o be a corruption of pound.

A

four-

penny nail was such that one thousand of them W(4gh(Ki

four ])ounds, (nglitjxamv such that one thousand of

them weighed eight pounds, etc.

The most common forms of nails are the wire nails,

cut nails, and wrought nails. The wire nail consists

(‘ssentially of a cylindrical piece of wire of suitable length,



barbed roodufj;. cumiuou. barbed cojumon common brads.

Fro. 141. — Steel wire nails.
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with oru^ end propiTly sharpened and the otluu* end

flattened in such a way as to form a head. A good wire

nail has great holding ])ower and is very durable. It may

be clinched, whi(ih is often necessary, and this adds to its

practical qualities.

A cut nail, as its name suggests, is cut from iron or

steel, as the case may be. The thickness of the metal

out of which the nail is cut corresponds to the thickness

of the nail to bf' made. These nails thus have two flat

sides which arc^ ))arallel. The two edges taper from the

h(‘ad of th(* nail toward th(^ i)oint, forming a wedge. The

point and h(‘ad of a cut nail are rectangular in shape with

th(* widc‘ part of on(‘ corresponding to the narrow part

of ihv oth(‘r. To avoid splitting the wood in driving a

cut nail, th(‘ wide' part of the point should enter the

wood across th(‘ gi’ain and never j)arall(‘l with the grain.

By driving tlu' nail in this way th(^ wedge acts in

the dir(‘ction in which the wood is strongest, that is,

in tlu' din'ction of th(‘ hmgth of th(‘ fibers, and this

increase's the' holding power e)f the nail. The cut nails

have ne)t such unive'rsal use as the wire nails.

The' wrought nails are* made* e>f wrought iron, which is

the purest fe)rm e)f iron known in the arts. These nails

are^ soft, very teaiacious, and at a high teanperature maybe
wehle'd. Tlu'v are* use'd whe're e*linching is desiird. One
('xte^nsive use e)f the'se nails is in the* hanging of barn

de)e)rs with strap hinge's.

To elrive* a nail, liold it be'twe'en the* fingers anel thumb
e^f the left hand in the* di'sire'el pe)sitie)n, grip the hammer
near the enel of the* handle with the right hanel, and, with

a free movement of the right arm from the elbow^ rather
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than from the wrist, strike the head of the nail squarely

with a quick, hard blow with the whole face of the ham-

mer rather than with one edge. Repeat, driving the

nail a little deeper into the wood at each stroke. The

last stroke of the hammer is an important one, for it

should send the nail into the wood so that the top of the

nail head is even with the surface of the wood, and the

stroke must be made in such a way that the hammer does

not mar the wood. Sometimes in driving brads a nail

s('t is used to drive th(^ head beru'ath the surface of, the

wood. The holding power of a nail is incn'ased if it is

driv(‘n in tlu^ wood at a slight angle. Where several

nails ar(‘ used in fastening pi(*(*(‘sof wood togethei’, it is

well to drive tlu' nails in })airs in such a way that they

form “dovetails^’ in th(‘ wood. They are able to resist

a much gr(‘at(^r strain whon driv(‘n in this way, than

when driven straight into the wood, for before the pieces

can pull a])ai*t the wood must break, or the nails must

bend, or both.

To draw' a nail, place a block of wood under the head

of the hammer to lift it up to the height of the head of

the nail and to protect the w'ood underneath. Allow^ the

claw' of th(‘ hammer to catch the head of the nail, and pull

th(' handle of the hammer ovei* in such a w'ay as to raise

th(‘ (‘law’ and the nail w'ill conu^ out. Tiy to draw the

nail straight out to avoid breaking and bending the nail.

To use a hammer, the most anciemt of all tools, in a

skillful W'ay, so that it is made to do its work with effi-

ci('ncv, nujuin's no small amount of training, and its use

should b(‘ introduced ('arly in connection with manual

training work.
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The Screw an a FaMenhuj Device in Wood Cowirxiction

Another very important fastening; device in wood

construction is the screw. The screw, as one of the

mechanical powers, is a modification of the inclined plane,

and may be conc(‘iv(Hl as a cylinder with a spiral ridge

called the ^Hhread ” winding about its circumference. To
show the children that this is a modified inclined plane,

cut a right-angl(‘d triangk' from a piece of paper and

wind it around a lead pencil so that the hypot'henuse

of the triangle marks th(‘ spiral thr(‘ad of the' scrc'w. The

vertical distanci^ between any two consecutive' threads of

thescj'ew measured paralk'l to theaxis is (tailed th(‘ pitch
’’

of the screw, and th(‘ angk' of tli(‘ incliiH'd plane measured

betwcHTi any two su(‘C('ssiv(‘ points is spoken of as the

‘inclination’^ of tlu' screw.

Th(' screw is supposed to havi' been invented by

Archimedes, a c(‘l(‘brated (Ireek phikxsopher, about

250 n.r. Ik' constructed an instrument for raising

water to a higlu'i* kw('l. This instrument was made by

winding a fk'xible tubt* around a cylinder in the form

of a screw. When tlu^ sen'w was })laced in an inclined

position, with the lower emd immei-s(*d in water, by

causing the screw to be revolved, the water was raised to a

higher level. Archimedes is supposed to hav(‘ invented

this screw for the purpase of lifting wat(*r high enough

to launch a large vc'ssel built, under his direction. The

screw was used in Kgypt in the days of Hero of Alexan-

dria, and at tin* beginning of the Christian era w^as used

for various purposes by nations on the shores of the

Mediterranean.
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There arci very many varieties of screws, but the wood

screw, so called because of its exclusive use in \^ood, is

the most common, and it has been madf> by rne.cLinery

for many years. At first wckxI screws ha<i blunt points,

and it was nec(^ssary to make a hole in the wood before

the screw could tx' driven. This, of course, had its dis-

advantage's, and, as a result, improvements followed. In

l(Sr>0 Thomas J. Sloan, a United States citizen, devised

w\at is known as the gimlet-pointed sciew and also the

machinery for its constriicticn. The threads of this

s(‘rew wen^ fonncHl by cutting out the nu'tal bc'tween the

threads. This method of cutting tended to weakem the

sertiW’, so that Avhem it w'as driveii into hard w^ood it

fi‘('(iu(mtly broken Now;, by a systi'in of rolling combined

with couipression, th(' threads an^ raised and all the

metal of the wire', out of which the screw is made' is used

in its construction. This makes a stronger screw and

increases its holding power.

Wood screw's are usually classified as jlai head, round

head, oval head, jlUistered head, Rogers^ flat head drive, and

diamond point oval head drive. In determining the size

of a wood screw two things are to be considered — the

length of the screw and the size of the wire out of which

it is made. The length varies all the w^ay from a quarter

of an inch to six inches, while the size of the wire varies

from naught to thirty. Screws are made of steel, but

may be finished in a variety of ways. Tluy may be bright,

blued, brassed, bronzed, Japannc'd, laccjuered, or tinned.

The finish dc'pends upon their use.

The screwy when properly selected and driven, is capa-

ble of resisting a much greater force than a nail. The
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Bound

head.
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screw is a better fastening device than the nail, other

things being equal, for when it works loose, it may bo

tightened, while nails have to be red'iven. The use of

screws, however, is not so great as the ise of nails ])e-

cause they are more expensive and it is more of an effort

to drive a screw than it is to drive a nail.

Screws arc used in wood construction where there is

a great strain and where nails will not hold. They are

sometimes used for lesthetic effects.

To drive a screw a scJ*ew-driv(T is used. This is a veiy

common tool, but it is not always used properly. To

understand and use any tool corrc'ctly, one must under-

stand the function of the parts, and also the relation of

the parts to the function of the tool. As a rule a good

screw-driver has a long and slightly concave bevel which

fits the slot in the screw, whiles as a ruh^ a poor screw-

driver has a short bevel and will press onfy on the top of

the slot, causing it to slip. Such a screw-driver is not a

desirable tool to use. A long screw-driver works much

better than a short one. In theory one should k(‘ep th(^

screw-driver in line with the screw, but in actual practice

it wobbles, forming a circle as the screw turns, thus in-

creasing the leverage. Now, the longer the screw-driver

the larger the circle described, and the larger the circle

the greater th(^ k‘V(‘rage. On this fact is bas(‘d the

principle of the screw-driver bit which is used with a brace.

With a brace and screw-driver bit one can drive a screw

much faster and much easier than with an ordinary

screw-driv(^r.

Sometimes soap is rublxul on a screw to make it drive

easily, but this is not necessary when working with soft
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wood. It is quite a help when driving a long screw into

hard wood. With hard wood it is well to bore a hole to

receive the screw, but this must be done with discretion.

The hole must not bo too large nor too deep. It must be

nunernbered that screws will not hold well in end wood.

In order for thcmi to do tlunr work effectively they must

be driven between the fibers.

When two pieces of hard wood are to be fastened to-

gether, it is well to make a hole in the outer piece that

will allow th(^ screw to slip through freely uj) to the^head

of th(^ screw, and whc'ii driv(‘n inlo tli(‘ second piece the

S(‘j’ew will act as a (*lam]), drawing th(' two picHH's together.

Usually a count (‘rsink is used in the hoh' b(‘fore the screw

is allowed to ('nier. This mak(‘s a hok^ so that^ th(i head

of the screw ent(‘rs the wood flush with the surface, or

it may be driv(‘n b(‘low th(' surface^ of the wood so that

theliead can b(‘ coven'd up if desired.

In rough work wit h soft wood a screw may be started

and driv(»n about halfway with a hammer and finished

with a screw-driv(^r
;
but this nu'thod tends to lessen the

holding power of the screw, for in drixmig the screw with

a hamriK^r, the fibers of the wood are broken so they

cannot hold the screw''THi(}ici(‘ntly.

In the use of screws, as well as in all other operations

in wood construction, great care should be exercised.

One must know wlu'ii screws are needed as a fastening

device, the kind and size to select, and how to drive them
effectively. The work must be thoughtfully done in

order to become more intelligent regarding mattTials

and op(M‘ations. A study of Fig. 144 will help in the

s(‘leetion of th(‘. right screw for a given purpose.
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Glue a.s a Fastening Device in Wood Construction

In wood coiiistruction, ('S|)ecially in joinery and cabinet-

making, a i)roces>s is involved known as whereb}"

glue is employed to hold the difi'erent parts together.

In the shop thf^ technical processes of gluing must be

emphasized, but in order that the pupil master the pro-

cesses in an intelligent way, he must know what glue is,

the diff(‘rent kinds of glue, how and of what made, and

th(‘ uses of the different kinds. He must understand the

nature of the wood to be glued. In short, to master a

l)rocess, one must look intelligently for information re-

garding the materials and tools employc^d, and then by

associating this information with the proc(\ss in actual

))ractice an intelligent understanding of the principle's

of the ])rocess will follow.

(Hue is a viscous substance made from the sci’aps of

hi(l(*s, horns, hoofs, etc., which accumulat(‘ at large

packing houses. These scraps an*, washed in limewater,

then boiliul and skimmed. When the li(|uid reacluiS a

cei'tain point, it is strained, cooled in moulds, cut into

l)ieces, and dried upon nets. Glueis manufactured largely

in the United States and in all countries where cattle are

raised. In some countries, like France and Germany, a

gre^at quantity of glue is made from boiu's, but the quality

is not as good. It is said that th(^ best glue in the world

comes from Scotland.

In the manufacture of certain kinds of glue isinglass is

used. Isinglass is a gelatine prepared from the air blad-

der of such fish as the sturgeon, cod, weakfish, hake, etc.

It is also one of the principal ingredients in prepared
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j(41i(!S, confc^ctioiis, and gi.itn<lroj)s. ddi('r(‘ is also a kind

of isinglass known as Ja])an('S(^ isinglass/^ This is

prepared from a seaweed. Most of the isinglass made

for commercial use comes from Russia, Brazil, and the

United States.

Isinglass is used in the manufacture of white fish glue,

isinglass glue, and wnterjvrooj glue.

White fish glue, or diamond cement, as it is sometimes

called, is made of isinglass dissolved in alcohol. Isin-

glass glue is made by soaking isinglass in cold water;

when the isinglass is swelled enough, it is put into spii'its

of wine and luxated in a bottk' plunged in a bath, with

powdered chalk added. Waterproof glue is made by

boili]ig two oun(*es of isinglass to a pint of skim milk

until the requisite* consistency is obtained.

Marine glue is made of shi'llac and caoutchouc, equal

parts, dissolved in s(*parate portions of najihtha, and

then mixed. Marine glu(^ is insoluble in water and is

therefore used largely in shipbuilding.

There is also an albumen glue which is made of partially

decomposed gluten obtained from wheat flour in the

manufacture of starch.

Caseine glue is manufactured from curds of milk. It

is an excellent glue for manual training work. There is

another article of a similar nature on the market called

dextrineglue; this is manufactured from potatoes and corn.

The uses to which glue is put are many. Among some

of th(i more important might be mentioned, in addition

to joineiy and cabinetmaking, paper making, match

making, bookbinding, in making sizing for paper hang-

ing, etc. In the manufacture of hats and bonnets it is
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used for stiffening straw, cotton, etc. It is the gbie in ihv

straw that makes one's hat have a sticky feol when wet.

Glue comes to us in flakes to be prepared, for usf
,
or in

liquid form ready for use. For woodwork it is bettei

to buy the ordinary flakes arid prepare them ar^the glue

is needed. There are different gravies of glue, but it is

w^ell to buy th(^ best grade, which costs about twenty

cents pe^r pound. A poor (piaiity of glue is worse than

no glue at all. It is worthless. Glue

is prepared in a glue h(‘at(^r.

Glue Heaters.— A glue Inciter is noth-

ing moH' than a double boiler consisting

of an out(‘r boiler, called a jacket, in

which wat(T is boiled, or through which

steam passes, and an inner boiler in

which the glue is prepared. Fig. 145 fkj. 145.— (Une

shows a gluepot and jacket which is used jacket,

over a gas burner. In using this one niust be very careful

not to let the water in the

outer boiler boil completely

away and cause the glue to

be burned. Add whaler when

it is needed, for it boils away

rapidly. When the glue

rt^aches th(i right stage to be

used, turn the gas under it

very low\ and, if the jacket is

nearly full of water, it should

last nc^arly all day without be-

ing replenishet I . Wh(*rc‘ prac-

Fig. 146. ~ steam glue beater, ticablc a steam glue heater,
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Fig. 146, or a contact glue heater, where the jacket

conies in contact with a steam heater ring, Fig. 147,

should be used for the sake of con-

veni(Tice and (‘coiiorny. The steam

can be taken from the heating plant,

which would be a saving of gas. With

steam there* is no danger of burning

the glue. For our use a gluepot

should hav(‘ (*apaeity for about two

Fio. 147 . -Contact cjuarts of glue. If a steam heater is

glue heater.
us(m1, it should have two half gal-

lon pots so that one ])ot can be kept hot while the

other one is in use*. Often this is a saving of much

time to be able to exchanges a cold pot of ghu', for hot

glue.

In prejiaring glue the flakes arc^ |)ut in Ihe gluepot

and covered over with cold water and allowed to stand

several hours so it will absorb a (quantity of water, thus

rendering it like jelly. Then it is h(*ated until it becomes

hot and thin enough to drip from 1h(‘ brush in a thread or

stream. Care must be taken that it is not too thick

nor too thin, and it must be applied hot. The gluepot

muvst be kept clean. Care must be taken not to let the

glue burn, for it burns easily if water is not kept in the

outer vess(*l. Burning glue is ver\^ f)ff(*nsive and it can-

not be used after it has been scorch(*d, as its virtue is

( lestroye( 1 . 1 1 is not wt»ll to heat glue over and over again

.

After it has been heated two or three times it is well to

clean the pot and make a frejsh quantity, for repeated

heatings tend to destroy the holding properties of the

glue.
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Parallel layers of wood iriay lx glued togellic^*, but glue

will not hold end wcxxls. The surfaces which are to be

fastened together must be plaiKnl true so \hax they fit

perfectly. Glue is applied hot and quick!;/ to each sur-

face with a brush and then tin Svirla(‘es are clamped

sc^curoly together. Afte* about tw('iity-four hours the

clamps may be taken off. The glue being hot and thin

enters the pores of the wood^ g^-fting a foothold, and when

it hardens forms a joint that is strongi'i* than the wood

itself. When the gluing is well done, the wood will

bi’eak in otluM* plac(\s b('fore it will bi*eak at the glue

joint. It is wcill to warm the wood before the glue is

a))plied so that the glue is not chill(‘d b('for(^ the (‘lamps

are set. This, how(wer, is not necc^ssar}^ if one works

fast enough and in a warm room. Of course the sur-

faces which are fastened together must be clean, ?.e.

fr(^(i from dust, varnish, or an3dhing that will not allow

the glue to enter the pores of the wood. It is a gopd

plan to clamp the pi(;c.es together’ to s(‘e that they fit

and that the clamps work properly before the glue is

applied. See that (weiything is r(‘ady, them apply the

glue cjuickl}^ and clamp b(‘for(^ it“s(!ts^' on you.

The clamps which are used for oi’dinary gluing are the

bar clamps, hand screws, and the iron clamps. The

price of th(‘se clamps depends upon the size and kind.

AVhen two edges are to be glued together, the faces should

b(‘ planed after the gluing rathcT than before, for then the

glue which is s(]ue(‘Z(Hl out by the pressure of the clamps

can be removed and a perfect surface obtained. Care

must be taken, however, that the grain of the wood in

each piece runs in the same direction.
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Th(M'(^ ar(» many f!;lirms ('X(u-(*.isos which can be intro

duceil in woodwork, all of which tend to give a broader

experience. Among some of tlu^sci we might mention

the bread board (used in cutting bread), which is made by

gluing three ( x 1
J" x 12") cherry strips with two (|" x

l|"xl2") pine strips so that the strips are arranged

altfTnatoly. AftcT gluing, the board is dressed and then

cut out in. the form of an (*llips(‘. Th(M‘(‘ is something very

fascinating about uniting woods of different color into

one piec(‘ so that tlu‘ ghu^ which holds the wood cannot

be seem. Boys ar(5 delighted wlien th(\y can do this

work.

Another ])i(‘c(^ of work in gluing whiedi is impoii-ant

is the chessboard. This is imi)ortant b(K'aus(‘ it tcTiches

certain priiunjdos aliout Iniilding up a series of glue

joints, how to pnweait warping, and how to make' a glue

joint hold wlu'u it is n(H*(‘ssaiy to glu(‘ (mil wood together.

All of th(\se are valuable problems to be wwked out in

wood construction.

Wood Faslening’^ {doioelsj pinsj cleats^ /re?y.s*, mid wedges)

Dow(4s ari^ iinjxndant fastening ikwices. They are

turiKHl woodim pins varying in diameter from to 1".

They an* rnadi* from different wood, white birch being

the kind of wood that is us(Hi most. In cabinetwork

the 1" (lowed pin is used most. They e*an be* bought in

bundles (5(K) in a bundle) and in 36" lengths.

Dowel pins may be made by driving a small pi(*ce of

wood through a hole in a 'Mowed plate.'’ A (lowed

plate may be* made by drilling holes, say J", and I" in
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(liametor, througli a (.‘asi stool plalo that is from a

to a i" in thickness.

As to the method and use of dowel pins, pins, cleats,

keys, and wedges, s(h> Fig. 148, page 147.

In designing joints and fastenings in.wood construction

Rankine has given five principles to be observ^ed. They

are:— ,

1. “To cut the joints and arrange the fastenings so

as to weaken the pieces of timber that they connect as

little as possible.'’

2. “To placid each abutting surface in a joint as nearly

as possible jierpendicular to the pressure which it has to

transmit."

3. “ To proportion the area of each surface to the pres-

sure which it has to bear, so that the timber may be safe

against injury under the. hi'aviest load which occurs in

practice, and to form and fit every pair of such surfaces

accurately, in order to distribute the stress uniformly."

4. “To pro])ortion the fastenings so that they may be

of equal strength with the pieces which they connect."

5. “To })lace the histenings in each piece of timber

so that th('re shall be sufficient resistance to the giving

way of th(‘ joint by the fastenings shearing or crushing

their way through the timber."



PART V

Wood Finishing

Aims. — There are two chief aims which should govern

all methods of wood finishing, viz., preservation of wood

and artistic finish. Wood exposed to atmospheric con-

ditions (moisture being the greatest encmiy to the pres-

ervation of wood) without a suitable finish which will

close the pores of the wood, and hence shut out the

action of the atmosphere, will change in shape and

color, and will soon decay. But with a proper tre^atmont

so that moisture cannot get into the pores, timbers will

last for many years. If a block of maple is allowed to

stand in a vat of boiling resin, for twenty-four hours, the

pores become filkxl with the resin which preserves the

woo<l against decay foi' ages. Not long since the writer

saw this process of treating maple whi(*.h was to be us(d

under water. It is only a working out in another way
of the principle of the closing of the pores in wood for

preservation. A wood finish, then, to b(^ most effective

must possess i;.his (quality of preseiwation.

But what constitutes an artistic finish 1 A piece of

quartered oak is stained with a suitable weathered oak

stain, rubbed down so that the grain is brought out, and

then waxed to close the porf‘S and to give a smooth finish.

If this work is well done, wo say that tlu^ oak has an

artistic finish. One wishes to paint a house. Paints

are selected which harmonize and are then applied, and

149
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we say that the house has an artistic finish. Some
models which are made in manual training arc improved

by decoration. This is especially true of some of the

things that are made in soft woods. The ends of the

book rack may be made more pleasing by some design

put on in color. The design, however, must be appropri^

ate, and the colors must be selected with great care.

They must also b(‘ applied properly. When this is done,

the book rack may have an artistic finish. There is,

therefore, a widc^ diffenmec* in wood finishing. Some

peoph^ prefei* tlu^ wood finished in th(^ natural color,

others do a great (h^al of staining, while still others do a

good (leal in tlu* way of appli(‘(l (h'sign.

Tlu* fic'ld of apf)lic'(l d(\sign is new in manual training

work and is full of possibilities, but it should not be over-

emphasized. It furnislu's a hap))y n^lationship between

the art t('aehing and tlu' shop t('aehing. In this work the

art teach('r and the manual training teachcT should work

tog(’ther in order to get the Ixvst results. It is not the

purpose of the writer to go into the subject of applied

design at this time, for it is too broad a subject to be

treated here.

The materials used in wood finishing may be classified

as pa-m/.s*, which are opaque, and .stains, and varnishes

j

which are transparent. Paint is a substance composed

of coloring matter, lead, and oil. When applied to wood,

paints possess the (quality of preseiwation. The only

artistic element in paints is the color, or combination

of color, which they may give. W. W, Lawrence &
Co., Pittslnirg, Pa., give the following color formulae for

decoration :
—



Buff
Blue
Cream
Drab

Fawn
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Lilac
Lavender
Pink
Pink
Pink
Peach
Salmon
Straw
Stone

Brown
Brown
Brown
Chocolate

Green
Green
Green
Lead Color
Orange
Violet
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Pah Tiniii in Oil

White, yellow ocher, burnt siennc .

White, Prussian blue.

White, yellow ocher or inediurn chrome.

White, burnt or raw umber (for warm or

cool drab).

White, raw Sienna,* vermilion.

White, ultramarine, lake.

White, burnt Sienna, indigo.

White, vegetable black, lake.

White, Prussian blue, Indian red.

White, vermilion, ultramarine.

White, Prussian blue, lake.

White, crimson lake.

White, vermilion.

White, Indian red.

White, vennilion, ocher, purple, brown.

White, vermilion, ocher.

White, chrome, yellow.

White, ocher, umber (as in drab).

Deej) Tints in Oil

White, Prussian blue, Venetian red.

White, purple, brown, lake.

White, indigo, ocher, vermilion.

White, lake, vegetable black, purple

brown.

White, ocher, indigo.

White, Sienna, Prussian blue.

White, yellow, chrome, Prussian blue.

White, black.

White, orange, chrome, lake.

White, vermilion, Prussian blue, lake.
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Paints consist essentially of two paiis, — the pigmenij

or coloring matter, and the vehicle, a licjuid with which

the various pigments are applied. A wax may also be a

vehicle in spreading color.

The pigments are vaiied in character. The whites

are generally white lead, the yellows are ochers, chromate

of lead, etc.; the reds an^ the red oxide of lead, ochers,

oxides of iron, red oxide of copper, vermilion, carmine,

etc.; the blues are Prussian blue, ultramarine, etc.; the

greens are verdigris, Paris green, borate of copper, cobalt

green, green lake, etc.
;
th(‘ broims are umber, bole, sepia,

etc.; the blacks arc* lampblack, l)one black, graphite,

etc. The characd-er of thc^ paint is determined by the

vehicle used. If oil is uschI as a vcdiicle, the paints are

oil paints. If wat(*r is used, they are callcxi water colors.

Wlum the coloi's arci soluble*, the ])reparation is more

properly a stain, or dye. Paints are insoluble in the

vehicle and are opaque. Stains and dyes are soluble in

the vehicle and are transparent. Stains alone have no

preserving (*ff(*cts upon woods b(*cause they do not tend

to close the pores of the* wood.

Linseed oil (a yellow Ii(|uid obtained from flaxseed)

is used in oil paints on account of its peculiar property

of oxidizing to a resinous substance whem mixed with

pigments and spread with a brush in thin layers ovct

surface's. It may bc^ either in a raw state or boiled.

The boiled linsecul oil is made by boiling the raw oil with

litharge and sulphate of zinc. The boiled oil dries more

rapidly, is darkc^r in color, and a little thicker than the

raw oil.

Paints and stains are usually ground in raw linseed oil
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and put up m tin cans or other vessels for comnivercial

purposes. The painter mixes these for use with either

raw or boiled lin^seed oil. To these v:,- thinner, such as

turpentine, is used to giv(^ the required consistency.

Sometimes driers are added to cause the paint to harden

more rapidly.

Mixing paints is an art which should not be attempted

in elementary manual training work. To meet this

difficulty in elementary work prepared j)aints should be

used. But the methods employed in mixing stains are*

not so difficult and should be taught in clementaiy

work.

How to prepare Stains^

Brown Burnt umber,^ turpentine.

Red Burnt Sienna,^turpehtine.

Green Sylvan green, turpentine.

Black Drop black, turpentine.

Varnishes. — Varnishes are made from some hard

gum, such as copal, rosin, etc., cut with turpentine,

‘ The colors used in preparing these stains can be bought ground

»n oil and put up in pound cans. Use (‘iiough color to give the

desired shade. By combining colors different colors and shades

may be obtained.
^ Umber is a mineral pigment formerly obtained from Umbria

in Italy, from which its name is derived. The commercial supply

now comes largely from the island of Cyprus. Small quantities

are also found in Pennsylvania. When raw umber is highly heated

,

it gives a richer and deeper brown known as burnt umber.
3 Sienna is an ocherous earth which comes from the province

of Sienna in Italy, from which its name is derived. In its natural

state it is known as raw Sienna. When highly heated a richer

red is obtained, known as V)urnt Sienna.
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alcohol, or other suitable solvent. Varnishes are pre-

pared for commercial purposes and are put up in- con-

venient forms ranging all the way from one dollar to ten

dollars per gallon.

Shellacs. — Shellac is used extensively in manual

training work. It is madefrom lac, or gum-lac, a resinous

substance which comes from the branches of several

trees, the most eoimnon of which are the Ficm religiom

(the religious tree of ih(^ Hindus), tlu^ Tthamnm jujuha,

and the Croton lacciferum (bc^har-trc'e). These trees

grow in Siam, Assam, Pegu, B(mgal, and Malabar. An
insect (the female insect of Coccuh lacca) punctures the

bark of theses trecjs for the purposes of depositing her

eggs; the resinous substances oozes from the tree and

hardens on the twigs. These twigs are broken off by the

natives and dried in the sun. The dried twigs are called

stick’lac. After the twigs have be(H)me thoroughly dry

they are pounded to break the resinous substance from

the twigs. The resinous substance after the twigs

arc removed is known as seed-lac. When seed-lac is

melted, collected, and cooled, it is called lumqy-lac.

Seed-lac is put into bags made of cotton and hung over

a slow fire. When the resinous substance melts, the bag

is twisted and the clean substance is allowed to flow over

planks mad(‘ of fig wood which arc^ hard and smooth.

The resinous substance cools on these planks, forming

thin layers or scales known as sliellAac^ or shellac. By
passing chlorine, one of the most powerful of bleaching

agents, through sludlac the coloring matter is taken

out, giving a substance kno\vn as bleached shellac, or

white shellac.
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Horn to Prepare Shsllars

Orange shellac . . . orange shelhu*, alcoiu)! (wood
or grain).

Black shellac . . . orange slu'llac, Ciimpblaek,

alcohol

.

White shellac . . . bleached sliellac, alcohol.

Bleached shellac should be })ut in alcohol as soon as

possible after it is prepared. When exposed to air for

a few days, it oxidizes and becomes insoluble.

Fillers. — Many woods which have an ojien grain,

such as oak, ash, etc., re(]uire a tiller. A liller, as its

name suggests, is a substance which is used in filling the

pores of wood. They are made from such material a-s

whiting, plaster of Paris, starch, (dc., which are mixed

with oil or turpemtine. The filler is applied to the \vood

and wh('n diy is rubbed down with fine sandpaper. This

gives a smooth surface for the paints and varnishes.

Specijicaiwns for Finitihes

Soft woods (pine, bassw^ood, etc.) in natural color:—
1. Wood perfectly cl(‘an and smooth.

2. Apply with a soft brush one coat of hard oil,

varnish, or shellac, and put aside to diy.

3. Sand very lightly with No. 00 sandpapcii*.

4. Apply another coat of hard oil, varnish, or sluJlac,

and put aside to diy. If necessary, apply a third coat.

Soft woods in color:—
1. Wood perf(*ct]y clean and .smooth.

2. Apply one coat of stain (burnt umber, burnt
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Sienna, drop black, etc.) with a brush and put aside to

dry for about twenty minutes. One coat of stain should

be sufficient.

3. With cotton waste or a soft cloth rub the stained

surface until an (‘ven shade is produced, also see that the

rubbing brings out th(‘ grain of th(‘ wood sufficiently.

4. Apply a coat of hard oil, varnish, or shellac, and

put aside to di*y. When this is dr\^, apply a second and

a third coat if iK'cessary.

WeatlH'nvl oak: —
1. Th(‘ wood should bo perfectly ch^an and smooth.

Some stains will rais(‘ th(^ grain of oak. This difficulty

(*an be overconu^ by moistening the surface of the wood

with a damp cloth. This will raisin a fiiu^ thn^addike

grain which (‘an be removed by sanding lightly with

No. 00 sandpapcM’.

2. Apply one coat of some good ])repared weathered

oak stain of suitable shade. Th(‘rt‘ ar(‘ any number of

good prepared stains on Ihe market at the ]R’(\sent time.

These prepared stains contain a filler which settles to

th(' bottxnn of the can. Tlu' stain should be stirrc'xl before

using until th(‘ filler dissolve's. Aft(T applying the stain

let it stand until dry. Sonu' of tlu^se stains will dry in

fift(H‘n mijiutc's, otluTs should stand overnight to dry,

or even longer.

3. Wh(m dry, rub with waste or a soft cloth until the

desired shade is produced. See that tlu' grain is brought

out properly.

4. Using a soft cloth, rub with Johnson’s prepared wax,

or some good wax, until the desired finish is produced.
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Light oak * (a) Dull h inisli :
-

1. See that the wood is j)rrf(‘ctly dean and smooth.

2. Apply one coat of light oak stain. Wlien diy,

sand lightly with No. 00 san<lpaper. If in^cessaty,

apply another thin coat of stain.

3. Apply a thin coat of shellac, either orange or white,

and when diy, sand lightly with No. 00 sandpaper.

4. Apply a coat of prepared filler colored to match

the stain. Let dry and a})ply a coat of shellac.

f). When dry sand again and apply another coat of thiii

shellac. If nec(\ssary, sand again and apply another

(;oat of shellac, or some good hard oil or varnish.

6. Rub the last coat with pulveriz(‘d pumic(‘ stone

mixed with raw linseed oil to a fhin paste. In rubbing

us(‘ hair cloth, or a soft cotton cloth.

(/)) Polish(Hl Finish :
—

1. Rej)eat 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

2. Apply another coat of shellac, hard oil, or varnish,

and wIk'ti dry rub with pulverized rotten st.onc' and water.

3. Use a .shellac pad, A shellac- pad is made by

wrapping a soft cloth around a small wad of waste.

Pour a little shellac on the waste befoixi drawing th(i

cloth around it. In the process of rubbing tlu^ shellac

should ooze through the cloth slowly. Sprinkle a little

pulverized pumice stone ovct the surface to bi^ rubbed.

Dip the pad occasionally in boiled linseed oil. Care

should be exercised not to use too much shellac. After

a few trials excellent results will be obtained, giving a

highly polished surface.

Practically the same process is followed in finishing

other hard woods.
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Polishing in th(^ latho: —
1. See that the wood is perfectly clean and smooth.

2 : Apply boiled linseed oil with a soft cloth. Wood
in motion.

3. Use the shellac pad as described above until the

desired polish is secured.
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Fi«. 148 (/. — VVcKHl-turning exercises



Fig. 1-W6. — Knife work anti jtnnery.
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Fkj. 148 d,— Wood-turniug exercises.

Fig. 148 c.— Cabinet-making exercises.
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PART VI

Exkhctsrs

A. Knife Work for Schooh without Shops

Tools. — Considerable work can be done in elementary

woodwork in the regular schoolroom by using a whittling

tray and the tools which accompany it, as shown in

Fig. 149. The tray is designed for use on th(^ desk top

Fkj. 149. ~ Whittling tray and tools.

and is so constructed that it will not slip or mar the desk

when in use. The tools which ac(*ompany th(‘ tray are

the No. 7 sloyd knife, compasst's, 2 triangles, rule,

T-square, and try-scjuare. A few small hammei's should

be in the equipment.

Measuring and Lining (Optional)

Stock: 1 ('iV' X 2" X 6") basswood.

The stock, or material, needtnl by each piqiil is ex-
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pressed as above, thickness and should be

stated first, 2" is tlui width, and 6" is the length. The
figute 1 at the beginning indicates the number of blocks

needed for each pupil. Basswood is the kind of wood to

be used for this exercise.^

Fio. 150. — Measuriug and lining.

Place the tray on the d('sk, as shown in Fig. 149, and

put the tools in the trough of thii tray to make room on

the working bc'd. Work the exercise as follows:—
1. Place the x 2" x 6" block on the working bed

^ If thin \vt)(>d cannot be obtained from local d{?alcrs, it can be
obtained in the form of “basswood tablets from Milton Bradley
Company, Springfield, Mass., A. H. Pomeroy, Hartford, Conn.,

and others
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of the tray with the long way parallel to the long way of

the tray.

2. With the rule and pe^neil lay off points apart,

beginning at one end of the block. Now go back and

ilivide each inch into halves, then divide (‘ach half into

quarters. (How many (quarters in 1' ? In 6"? etc., etc.)

3. With try-s(juare and pencil draw lines through these

points across the face of the block. Get good lines,

lines that are clean-cut and accurate.

4. Re})eat 2 and 3, drawing the lines the long way of

the block. The face of the block is divided into |"-

s([uares.

5. In a similar way draw horizontal and vertical lines

on the other side of the block. Draw the lines apart,

forming squares.

6. Draw the diagonals of all of the squares on this

side of the block.

The valiKi of the above exercise is in learning to measure

accurately and to draw lines that shall have definite

meaning. Learn to use the tools correctly and with

ease and rapidity. In everything that you do strive to

master the best technique. Keep the block that you

have used in this exercise for future use.

Match Strike (Fig. 151)

Stock: 1 X 5}" X 6") basswood.

Supplies : No. 1 sandpaper, stain, glue.

In the making of the match strike proceed as follows:

1. Draw center line on the block of wood parallel

with the length.



Fig. 151.— Match strike.

2. Measure from the center line to get the width (2h"

each side of the center line) and draw lines parallel to the

center line, as CH and AF.
3. From points B and C as centers, with a 2Y radius,
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(Ij’aw,arcs which intciwct above at />. Vroiii point 1)

as a center draw the are CB, In a siniilai- way draw arc

AB.

4. From point F as a center with a radius of 5
'

draw arc HG, From point // as a center, and with the

same radius, draw arc FG. From the sanu^ centers, with

a radius of 4^^^, draw

arcs JK and IK
which mark the

curved boundaries

of the sandpa})(‘r.

Draw a straight line

from I to J. You

are now nuidy to

do the cutting.

5. Cutting (first

melliod). The cut-

ting is done with a

sloyd knife as sliown

in Fig. .152. Cut in

the din'ction of 1,

Fig. 152, then in the

vlirection of 2, finishing the cuts towards 12. Cut in

the direction of 6, 5, 4, and 3. Be very careful not to

split the block of wood. Get good scpiare edges, edges

that are clean-cut.

6. Cutting (second method). Follow the outline of

the match strike very carefully with the point of the

knife blade, making a perpendicular cut in the wood

(7, Fig. 152). Repeat the cut, cutting deeper into the

wood. Then make a diagonal cut, 8, and lift out the

Fi<;. — CuUiu;4 with knife.
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shavings. Now mak(^ another perpendicular cut, 9,

and then a diagonal cut, 10, lifting out the shavings.

Make another perpendicular cut, il, separating the waste

lumber from the finished work.

7. After all the cutting is done sand the edges and sur-

faces a little, if it is necessary, with No. 00 sandpaper.

Divide a sheet of sandpaper into four equal parts. Fold

one of these pieces around a block, known as a sand block,

so that the rough surface of the sandpaper is without.

The sand block should be about x 3" x 4". Sand

back and forth parallel with the grain of the wood. Be

very careful not to round the corners and edges. Sand-

paper should newer be used in doing work that can be

done with a cutting tool.

8. Stain the block with burnt umber stain, covering

all except the part which is to be covered with sand-

paper. Apply the stain evenly with a brush. Let

stand for fifteen minutes to dry. Rub with waste or a

soft cloth. This will bring out the grain of the wood

and will help to give a smooth surface. Apply a thin

coat of hard oil evenly with a brush. I^et stand over

night to dry, then apply a second coat if necessary to

give a good finish.

9. Bore hole used in hanging the match strike to the

wall. In doing this be very careful not to split the

block.

10. Cut out a piece of No. 1 sandpaper to the desired

shape, apply a thin coat of glue to the back of the sand-

paper, and glue in place. Clamp between blocks over-

night until glue hardens. Remove the clamps, and the

match strike is completed.
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Fig. 153.— Match strike.

Another design for a match strike is shown in Fig.

153. This is made similar to the one shown above.

The teacher and pupils together may work out different

designs. Wh(^rever possible, it is advisable to encour-

age work in original designing.
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Match Box (Fig. 154)

Stock: see Fig. 154.

Supplies: No. 1 sandpaper, burnt umber stain, hard

oil, glue, 20 steel wire brads (^" length, 20 size of

wire).

Tn making th(' match box proceed as follows:—
Directions for Back:—
1. Di’aw center line paralh'l with the long way of the

block.

2. F^rom tlu^ center line lay off ])oints on eitluT side

near the top and bottom. Draw straight, lines through

tlui two points on (dtluT side of the center line, forming

the side lines of the back.

3. With comi)ass('s set at radius draw around the

right and l('ft corners of th(‘ top.

4. With sloyd knifes cut to ]in(*s, as 8ho^vn in Fig.

152, and sand. Boro a hole which is used in hanging

the match box to the wall. Bore through the wood until

the y)oint of the bit pricks through the wood, then turn

the block and bore through to meet the cut already

made. Get a clean-cut hole without tearing the wood.

Directions for Sides:—
5. Lay off the lines for the sides as shown in Fig. 154.

fi. Cut to these lines and sand.

Directions for Front and Bottom of Box: —
7. Lay off lin(‘s which will give the correct measure-

ments for t1u‘ front and bottom, as shown in Fig. 154.

S. Cut to th(*se lines and sand.
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M^atch Box

1

Fia. 154.— Matchbox.

Directions for putting Parts together :
—

9. The ba(rk is nailed to the sides and bottom, the

ends to the bottom, and the front to tlii^ ends and top.

Use Y 20 steel wire brads. With compassc^s set at
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}f

step off points along the edges where the brads are to be

driven. Do not drive the brads too near the corners, for

the wood will split. Nail the parts together. In doing

this do not mar the wood with the hammer. Drive the

heads of the brads flush with the surface of the wood,

then, with a fine nail set, set the heads of the brads just

a little below the surface of the wood.

Directions for Finishing:—
10. Stain with burnt umber stain, use hard oil, and

glue sandpaper in place.

Whisk Broom Holder (Fig. 155)

Stock: See Fig. 155.

Supplies: 20 steel wire brads. No. 00 sandpaper,

burnt Sienna stain, hard oil, varnish, or shellac.

In the construction of the whisk broom holder proceed

as follows:—
Directions for Back:—
1. Lay off center line parallel with the length of the

back. From center line lay off the other necessary con-

struction lines as shown in the drawing.

2. With sloyd knife cut to these lines.

Directions for Front and Sides:—
3. In a similar way lay off and cut out the front.

4. Cut the sides to the desired length and angle, as

shown in the drawing.

Directions for putting Parts together :
—

5. The back and front are iiaileMl to the sides with

20 steel w ire brads. The brads are to be driven three
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({uarters of au inch apart and tiie heads are to b<; set a

little below the surface of the wood.

Fig. 155.— Whisk broom holder.

Finishing :
—

6. After sanding the whisk broom holder it is to be

stained with burnt Sienna stain, and then given one or

two coats of hard oil as required. Give much attention

to good finishing. A model that has been well made

may often be spoiled by poor finishing.
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B. Bench Work

The foregoing exercises may be taken up in schools

with shops if they have not been made by pupils. There
is a certain value in them which should not be overlooked.

They require little material and are therefore economical.

Shelf (Fig. is6)

Stock : 2 (| " X 7^" X 24"), 2 (J" x 0" x 6"), bassvood.

Suppliers: No. 1 saiidpap(T, 1" lb stend wire brads.

Fui. — Shelf.

In the construction of the shelf proceed as follows:---

J . With plaiK' reduce the stock to the desired measure-

numts, as shown in Fig. 156.

2. Lay off lines for curves as shown in drawing.

3. With bracket saw or scroll saw, saw to th(\se

lines.
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4. If curves arc ragged, use a wood rasp, then sand-

[)aper. Ke(‘p the edges square. Do not round the

corners in sanding.

5. With compasses set at two inches su'p off points

where the nails are to be driven. 8ee that the nails do

not come too near the ends the wood, causing it to

split.

6. Nail the parts together. Th(^ back is first nail(‘d

to the brackets, then the top is nailed to tlu’, back and

brackets.

7. Bet the heads of the nails a little ])elow^ the surface

of the wood.

8. Stain and use hard oil, as in the previous exercises.

Coat Hanger (Fig. 157)

Stock: 1 (^" X 3" X 16") basswood or pine.

Supplies: sandpaper, screw hook.

Vu i. iriT.— Coat hanger.
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In making the coat hanger proceed as follows:—
1. Lay off the work according to the drawing.

2. With bracket saw or spokeshave cut to these lines.

3. With spokeshave round the top corners.

4. Clean with sandpaper.

5. Apply one or two coats of hard oil^ varnish, or

shellac.

Combination Coat and Trousers Hanger (Fig. 158)

Stock: 1 (r XW X 17i") maple, 2 (i" x 4f' x 15")

maple.

Supplies: sandpaper, No. 12 plated wire, tin for

braces, brass nails to fasten braces, screw hook.

In making the combination coat and pants hanger,

proceed as in last exercise, with the addition of the wire
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and tin work. Oiit^ of the flaps is movable upon a wire

hinge (sec back elevation) and the other is stationary,

being held in place by wire braces (see front elevation).

The ends of the flaps are beveled so that when the pants

are placed between them the braces (see front and bottom

elevations) slide ov^er the ends and press them closely

together.

Bread-cutting Board (Fig. 159)

Stock: 3 (J" X 1 i" X 14") cheriy, 2 (|" x 1^" x 14")

basswood.

Supplies: sandpaper, glue.

Fig. 159. - Bread-cutting board (cherry and basswood).

In making the bread-cutting board, proceed as follows:

1. Use three cheriy strips and two basswood strips,

as indicated in the drawing.

2. Plane the edges of each strip a very little and fit

together for gluing.
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3. Determine the direction of the grain of each piece

on the face and make arrow indicating the direction of

thfe grain.

4. Arrange the pieces as they are to be glued together,

so that the grain of the pieces runs in the same direction,

and -number these piec(^s 1, 2, etc.

5. Glu^ pieces together. Scrape off surplus glue

before it hardens.

6. Allow piec(^s to remain in thf^ clamps overnight

while the glue hardens.

7. Remove the clamps and dress the top and bottom

surfaces to th(^ dc^sired thickness.

8. Layoff ellipse' by the trammel method as shown on

page 290.

9. Tilt the scroll saw table to the desired angle and

saw out th(* (‘llips(^ form.

10. Smooth the (‘dge^s with wood ras]) and sandpaper.

11. Bore the nail hole iK'ar the top so that the bread-

cutting board can b(‘ hung up, when not in use:

12. Us(' no finish of any kind on this project. Why?

Toothbrush Holder and Shelf (Fig. i6o) *

Stock : 1 («" X 7i" X 14"), 1 {|" xW ^ 14"), 2 (f' x
2?" X 7"), 1 (5" X 1|" X or), bassAvood.

Suj)plies: sandpaper, 1" 16 steel wire brads.

In making tlie toothbrush holder and shelf, proceed as

follows :
—

1. Dress the stock to the desired measurements.

2. Lay off the diff(*rent parts according to the draAving.

3. Cut curves with bracket saw or scroll saw.
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In cuttinjz; the pockets for tlie brll^^h(‘^' (see Section

AB) bore a i" hole at the back to Ibrin the seinie'ircle,

then cut to the si<ies of this hole with back saw.

Fig. IGO.— Tooth-

brush lack and
shell.

I< ;
14'-

.!
1

!

1
pHHMIHIHB!

1
1

h2H

5. In fastening ]3arts together, nail the brackets to the

toothbrush holder. Nail th(^ back to the brackets and

to th(? holder. Nail the top to the brackets and to the

back.

6. Set the heads of the nails a little below the surface

of the wood, using a nail set.

7. Clean with sandpai)er and finish as desired (see page

155).

Towel Rollers (Figs. i6i and 162)

Directions

Stock : 2 f X 1 X 26"), long pieces for back; 1 (|"

X 3f" X 12"), cross pieces for back; 1 (^x 2f" x 12"),

Brackets; 1 (J" x 1]" x 19"), Roller. White Pine.
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Fig. KJl.— Tow«l roller.

1. Get out the stock with (*ross~ciit and rip saw.

2. PlaiK^ tlie fa(^(‘ and edge of (‘ach of the long pieces

(a) square witli (^acli other, and r(*duce to dimensions,

using the jack plane.

3. RihIuco cross pieces (h) and brackets (c) to dimen-

sions in th(' same way.

4. Sipiare up the ends of cross pieces (6) to dimension,

using ba(*k saw.

5. Smooth the (*nds with the block plane.

6. Lay out the ('iids of the long pieces (a) with the

dividers.

7. Lay out tlu^ joints on the long pieces (a) and cross

pieces (//) with try-s(juare, knife, and gauge; and remove

the sto(*k with back saw and chisel.

8. Saw off th(‘ (»nds of long pieces (n) Avith back saw
and form same with chisel and file.

9. Smooth plane the front and back sides, and screw

together.

10. Lay out the position of the grooves and brackets

and carv(' the grooves with the gouge.
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11. Lay out the brackets with try-square and divid-

ers and get same out on scroll saw, smooth with chisel

and form with knife.

12. Bore holes with auger bit and make groove for

roller with back saw and chis'^1.

13. Screws brackets in place.

14., Reduce roller (d) to IJ" square as in (2).

15. Square up the ends of roller to dimension, using'

hack saw.

16. Draw the diagonals on each end and from the

centers thus obtained describe with the dividei's 1-^"

circles within the squares.

17. Plane off the corners with the hack plane, making

the piece octagonal. Plane off the corners again, making

it sixteen-sided.

18. Finish to a cylinder with the smoothing, plane.

19. Smooth with file and sand paper.

20. Bore holes with aug(T bit and glue in dowels.

21 . Fix in screw eyes.
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Exercises

Gross-cut and rip sawing, face planing, edge planing,

squaring, gauging, sawing with back saw, planing with

block plane, perpendicular chiseling, oblique chiseling,

filing, smooth planing, perpenilicular gouging, oblique

gouging, scroll sawing, modeling with knife, boring with

br^e and auger bit, chamfer planing, modeling? Ivvith

smoothing plane, gluing, putting in screws, using gimlet

bit'-and countersink, putting in screw eyiw.

i

1
I

1

t

i 1

i

Fig. 163.—? BcHok rack.

Book Rack (Figs. 163 and 164)

Direciimis .

Stock: oak.

1. Get out the several parts with cross-cut and rip

saw, the two ends in one piece.

^ 2. Reduce each piece to dimensions, using the jack

plahe.
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3. Measure the Ituigth of the end nii;ces and square up

to dimensions, using the back saw.

4. Smooth the ends with the l)lock plane.

5. Lay out the position of the grooves with rule, try-

square, knife, bevel, and gauge.

6. Cut out the grooves with back saw and chisel.

Fig. 164.— Book rack. (Pupils arc to make orij^iiial designs for back
and sides.)

7. Scjiiare up the ends of tiu' shelf to diiiK‘nsioiis with

back saw and block plane.

8. Fit the slielf into th(^ grooves with back saw and

chisel.

9. Make the grooving for the back with the plow or

rabbet plane.

10. Square up the back to dimensions and fit in posi-

tion with block plane.

11. Design the ends and back and shape w^ith scroll

saw, spokeshave, knife, and fih*.
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12. Smooth all pieces with saTi(lpai)er and glue to-

gether.

13. Make miter joints on the top corners with miter

box and tack in position.

Exercises

Cross-cut and rip sawing, face planing, edge planing,

squaring, gauging, back sawing, block planing, perpen-

dicular chiseling, rabb(it planing, scroll sawing, smoothing

with spokeshavcj, concav(^ filing, smoothing with sand-

paper, gluing, and sawing in miter-box.

Fig. Iti5.—Whisk broom holder.





Fkj. 167. — Decorations for top of blotter.
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Fio. 190.— ChessboaiHi.



Fio.

1U1

.

—

Sweet-pea

rack.

(“

Communal

”

model.)
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Fig. 192.— bookcase.
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Fig.

194.

—

Footstool.



Fig.

1S5.

—

Book

rack.

(Outline

of

ends

to

be

seler»ted

or

designed

by

pupils.)
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Fig. li)8.— Picture frames.
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Fi<?. 205.— Eud dovetail joiut.
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Fig. ‘206 . — Half dovetail joint.
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Fig. 2()7.— Through mortige-and-tenon jolut.



PART VII

Wood T^mNiNi;

The process of shaping wood by means of a machine

caSlod a lathe

j

Fig. 208
,

is called wood turning. The

Lim

Fig. 208.— Wood-turning lathe (giving the name of each part).

block of wood to be shaped by the process of wood turn-

ing is put between two centers, called the spur or live

center and the cup or dead center. The spur is set in

motion and this in turn gives the block of wood a motion

of revolution on the dead center. A turning tool resting

215
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on the tee rest and held by the workman cuts away the

waste wood, giving the required shape to the block of

wbod. Wood to be turned may also be fastened in the

lathe by th(^ screw face 'plate^ the dog face plate, and the belt

chuck, depending of course upon the kind of work to be

done. In turning a small Tosette or other similar work

the screw face plat(i is used, while the dog face plate, is

used for th(^ same kind of work only when larger blocks

are to be used. The grain of the wood wh(‘n a face plate

is used is at right angle's to the line of center. In turn-

ing an overhanging piece of wood which is parallel with

the line of centc'r, such as in turning a napkin ring, the

bell chuck is used.

The lathe' is an anciemt machine, being invented, it is

elaime3d, by Dioelorus Siemlus, the grandson of Diedalus.

Pliny, howewe^*, ascribe^s it te) The‘e)elor e)f Samos (740

n.c.). Phielias anel Pe^rick's weTe^ ewpe'riemcod in its

use. The lather is alse) me'ntioneel in the3 Bibki as being

usenl by the ancie^nt IIe*bre'ws. Tlu^ lathe has be'em

aelapted to many forms of wwk, anel has passed through

many stagers in ordea* to rewh its presemt efficiency.

Fig. 208 is a di'awing e)f a wooel-turning lathe, showing

the' countershaft attaehe'el to the ceiling. The drawing

also gives the' name of each part. The student eluring

his course should learn the names of all of the parts

and should be able to apply these names intelligently.

Directims to Students for Lathe Work

1. Learn all of the adjustments of your lathe and the

use of each tool as soon as possible. Learn the name of
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each tool and the name of each paj-t of the lathe as soon

as possible, and learn to use those names intelligently.

2. There is danger in operating running meuliineiy’.

Be careful. Be thoughtful. Keep your sleeves away

from the live center. In using saiFlpaper, put the right

hand over the l>lc»ck. This will bring the left liand away

from the live cente^r.

3. Keep your tools sharp. L('arn from your instructor

liow to grind your tools on the grindstone and how to

wln^t them on the oilstone and sli]). In sharpening a

tool always preserve the correct shape' of tlu' tool.

4. Keep your lathe oiled. Do not use too much oil.

Just a few drops on the bearings before beginning each

exercise is quite enough.

5. At the close of each exercise take your work out of

Ihe lathe, even though it is unfinished, dust off your tools

and put them away in their proper places, then dust off

your lathe very carefully.

Exercise No. 1

Stock : 1 (2" X 2" x 9") whitewood or pine.

Directions :
—

1. Lay out your tools.

2. Oil your lathe.

3. Center the block of wood to be turned. If the block

is approximately true, draw the diagonals on the square

ends. This will locate the center on eacli end.

4. Adjust the tail stock to accommodate the kaigth of

the wood and clamp it in place. Drive one end of the

block into tlu^ spurs of the live center, using a mallet.
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Fit the other end to the cup center and tighten, then

loosen until the block turns easily in the lathe.

Fk3. 2(M). —Turning exercises.—-No. 1 and No. 2.

5,

Adjust the tee rt^st. This should be as close as

possibhi to the work, and for nearly all of the exercises

the top should be nearly on a level with the centers. As

a rule tln^ i(H^ rest should be a little higher when using the

skew" chisel than when using a gouge or parting tool.

6.

Start the lathe

by means of the

shifting lever and

rough down the

block. This is done

by means of the

Pia. 210. -—Showing the position of gouge
in roughing down the work.

gouge, as shown in

Fig. 210 (the cutting

point being at A, when the gouge is moving in the

direction of th(‘ arroAv). Cut the block down to nearly

1 ’i'\ getting a uniform diameter.

7.

Th(' finishing cuts are made with the skew chisel
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held as shown in Fig. 211. Cut the block down until a

perfectly cylindrical block 1|" in diameter is produced.

Measure with calipers.

8. With rule and

pencil lay off 7", leav-

ing about 1" waste at

each end of the block.

With parting

tool cut to those lines

so that when you get 211 . — Showing the position of chisel

through the block is in makings finishing cut.

exactly 7" long. Cut nearly to the center of the block.

10. Stop the lathe, remove the block, and with back

saw saw off waste ends.

Fia. 212.—Turning exercises.— No. 3 and No. 4.

Exercise No, 2

Stock : 1 {2^ X 2" x whitewood or pine.

Directions :

—

Proceed as in Exercise No. 1 until the block is roughed
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down to the approximate size, then finish with the skew

chisel. Cut the ends down first, moving back towards

the middle of the block at each stroke. Finish by cut-

ting from the middle towards the ends. Learn to work

rapidly at the lathe, yet work very carefully and accu-

rately. Become efficient as soon as possible.

Exercise No, 3

Stock : 1 (2" X 2" x 0") whitcwood or pine.

Directions :

—

Proceed as in Exercise No. 1 until the block is reduced

to IJ" in diameter. Beginning near the middle of the

Fio. 213.— Showing position of chisel in finishing a shoulder, also cuts

made with parting tool.

block, lay off the 2" length. With parting tool cut

down to the required depth on the outside edge of these

lines, so that exactly 2" remains between these cuts.

With gouge and then with skew chisel remove the waste

wood out to the ends to diameter. In a similar way

cut down the 1 lengths at the ends to 1" in diameter.

Use no sandpaper in these practice exercises. The end

wooil of the shoulders is finished with the skew chisel

held as shown in Fig. 213.
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Exercise No, 4

Stock : 1 (2" X 2" x 9") whitewood or pine.

Work this exercise according to your experiences

already gained.

Exercise No. 5

Stock: 1 (2" x2" x9")

In working this exercise,

turn the block down to

the required diameter.

With dividers set accu-

rately, lay off the recjuired

lines. In cutting the con-

(^ave curves, hold the goug(^

as shown in Fig. 214. In

making the straight cuts

hold the skew chisel as sh

rhitewood or pine.

Ena. 214. -- Showing the pt)sition of

gouges in cutting cont^ave curves.

at an angle of 45 degrees,

)wn in Fig. 215.

Fio. 215. Showing the position of chisel in cutting at an angle.



Fig. 217.— Turniug exercises.— No. 7 and No. 8.
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Fio. 220. — Turning exercises. — No. 14 and No. 15.
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Fig. 221.— Turning exercises.— No. 10 and No. 17.

Fig. 222.— Turning exercises.— No. 18 and No. 19.

Q
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Fig. 221?. — Turning exercises. •— No. 2() and No. 21.

Fig. 224.— Showing face plate work in turning rosettes

Fig. 225.— Showing bell chuck work.











Fi<i. 231 .— Turning exer

No. 29.





APPENDIX A

Key to the More Important Woous of North
America ‘

[The numbers preceding names refer to the List of Woods follow-

ing the Xey.]

Directiom for Using Key

It is rather difficult at first to use a key of any kind.

One must have some practice before accuracy is acquired

in the collection of data used in the key. In the use of

the following key one should work at first with a few

samples of wood accurately named and large enough to

show pith and bark and wide enough to show cross

section. Do not use polislied woods, but clean fresh

specimens. After working with a few woods that are

known so that the use of the key is understood, take

several specimens of wood that are unknown and deter-

mine the kind of wood. For a close study of a speci-

men it is well to moisten the wood and cut off a thin,

small section with a sharp knife, and put the bit of wood
between two pieces of thin glass for study under the

microscope or by holding to the light. After a few trials

the value of the key will be understood and it will create

much interest in woods.

* The following key is taken from Timber/^ Bulletin No. 10,

U. S. Dept, of Agric., Division of Forestry.
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I. Non-porous Woods. — Pores not visible or con-

spicuous on cross section, even with magnifier. Annual

rings distinct by denser (dark colored) bands of summer

wood (Fig. 234).

A ^ D P ^

f
»'

;
s.w.i

o.e.

rclVs-w:

r lo. 234.— ** Non-porous ” wockIs. A , fir ; R, “ hard ” pino : 0, soft pine

;

«r, annual ring; o.fl., outer edge of ring; inner edge of ring;

s.w.i summer wood
; sp.w.i spring wood; rd, resin ducts.

II. Ring-porous Woods. — Poi‘(\s numerous, usually

visible on cross section without magnifier. Annual

Fia. 235.— “Ring-porous " woods. White oak and hickory, a.r., annual
ring; su.w.t summer wood; sp.w.^ spring wood; vessels or pores;
c./., concentric lines

;
rf, darker tracts of hard fibers forming the firm

part of oak wood
;
pr, pith rays.

rings distinct by a zone of large pores collected in the

spring wood, alternating with the denser summer wood

(Fig. 235).
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III. Diffuse-porous Woods. — Peres nuiiierous, usually

not plainly visible on cross section withoui magnifier.

i\nnual rings distinct by a fin(‘ lin(‘ of denser .iumnier-

wood cells, often (|uite indistinct; pores scattered

through annual ring, no zone of collected pores in spring

wood (Fig. 230),

Fig. 236.— “ l)iflfus«-poronH ” woods. annual ring
;
pr, pith rays which

are “ broad ” at o, “ fine ” at 6, “ indistinct ” at d.

Note. — The above described three groups are exog-

enous, i.e. they grow by adding annually wood on their

circumference. A fourth group is formed by the endog-

enous woods, like yuccas and palms, w^hich do not grow

by such additions.
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I. — Non-Porous Woods

[Includes all coniferous woods.]

A. Resin ducts wanting.^

1. No distinct heartwood.

. Color effect yellowish white; summer wood

darker yellowish (under microscope pith

ray Avithout tracheids) (Nos. 9-13) Fir.

. Color effect reddish (roseate) (under micro-

scope pith ray with tracheids)

(Nos. 14 and 15) Hemlock.

2. Heart.wood present, color decidedly different in

kind from sapwood.

a. Heartwood light orange red; sapwood, pale

lemon; wood, heavy and hard (No. 38) Yew.

b. Heartwood purplish to brownish red; sap-

wood yellowish white; wood soft to me-

dium hard light, usually with aromatic

odor (No. 6) Red Cedar.

c. Heartwood maroon to terra cotta or deep

brownish red; sapwood light orange to dark

umber, very soft and light, no odor; pith

rays very distinct, specially pronounced

on radial section (No. 7) Redwood.

• To discover the resin ducts a very smooth surface is necessary,

since resin ducts are frequently seen only with difficulty, appear-

ing on the cross section as fine whiter or darker spots normally
scattered singly, rarely in groups, usually in the summer wood of

the annual ring. They are often much more easily seen on radial,

and still moie so on tangential sections, appearing there as fine

lines or dots of opcui structure of different color or as indentations

or pin scratches in a longitudinal direction.
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3. Heart'voo(i present, eolor only different in shade

from sapwood, dingy yellowish brovm.

a. Odorless and tasteless

^No. 8) Bald Cypress.

b. Wood with mild resinous odor, but tasteless

(Nos. I 4) White Cedar.

c. Wood with strong resinous odor and pepper}

, taste when freshly cut

(No. 5) Incense Cedar.

B. Resin ducts present.

1. No distinct heartwood; color white, resin ducts

very small, not numerous (Nos. 33-36) Spruce.

2. Distinct h(wtwood presemt.

a. Resin ducts numerous, evenly scattered

through th(‘ ring.

a'. Transition from spring wood to summer

wood gradual; annual ring distinguished

by a fiiKi line of dense summer-wood

cells; color white to yellowish red; wood

soft and light

(Nos. 18-21) Soft Pines.'

6'. Transition from spring wood to summer

wood more or less abrupt
;
broad bands

of dark-colored summer wood
;

color

from light to deep orange; wood me-

dium hard and heav}"

(Nos. 22-32) Hard Pines.'

7). Resin ducts not numerous nor evenly dis-

tributed.

^ Soft and hard pines are arbitrary distinctions and the two not

distinguishable at the limit.
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a'. Color of heartwood orange-reddish; sap-

wood yellowish (same as hard pine);

resin ducts frequently combined in

groups of 8 to 30; forming lines on the

cross section (tracheids with spirals)

(No. 37) Douglas Spruce.

V. Color of heartwood light russet brown; pf

sapwood yellowish brown; resin dupts

very few, irregularly scattered (tracheids

without spirals)

(Nos. 16 and 17) Tamarack.

Additional Notes for Distinctions in the Group

Spruce is hardly distinguishable from fii*, except by

the existences of the* resin ducts, and microscopically by

the presences of tracheids in the medullaiy rays. Spruce

may also be confounded with soft pine, except for the

heartwood color of the latlei* and the larger, more fre-

quent, and more readily visible resin ducts.

In the lumber yard, hemlock is usually recognized by

color and the silv(Ty character of its surface. Western

hemlocks partake of this last character to a less degree.

Microscopically th(' white pine can be distinguished

by having usually only one large pit, while spruce shows

thre(^ to five very small pits in the parenchyma cells

of the pith ray communicating with tlu^ tracheid.

The distinction of the pines is possible only by micro-

scopic examination. The following distinctive features

may assist in recognizing, when in the log or lumber pile,

those usually found in the market:—
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The light, straw color, coTiibiiicJ with great lightners

and softness, distinguishes the white pines (wliite pine

and sugar pine) from the hard pines (all otheiS in the

market), which may also be recognized by the gi'adual

change of spring wood into sumiiier wood. This change

in hard pines is abrupt, making the summer wood

appear as a sharply defined and more or less broad

band.

The Norway pine, which may be confounded with the

shortleaf pine, can be distinguished by being much

lighter and softer. It may also, but more j'arely, be

confounded with heavier white pine, but for th(^ sharper

definition of the annual ring, weight, and hardness.

The longleaf pine is strikingly heavy, hard, and resin-

ous, and usually very regular and narrow^ ringed, showing

little sapwood, and differing in this respect from the

shortleaf pine and loblolly pine, which usually have

wider rings and more sapw^ood, the latter excelling in

that respect.

The following convenient and useful classification of

pines into four groups, proposed by I)i*. H. Mayr, is

based on the appearance of th(^ pith ray as seen in a

radial section of the spring wood of any ring :
—

Section I. Walls of the tracheids of the j)ith ray with

dentate projections.

a. One to two large, simple pits to each tracheid

on the radial walls of the cells of the pith ray.

— Group 1. Represented in this country

only by P. resinosa,

b. Three to six simple pits to each tracheid, on

walls of the cells of the pith ray. — Group 2.
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P, taeda, palustrisj etc., including most of

our “ hard^' and yellow'' pines.

Section II. Walls of tracheids of pith ray smooth, with-

out dentate projections.

. One or two large pits to each tracheid on the

radial walls of each cell of the pith ray. —
Group 3. P. strobm, lambertiana, and other

,
true white pines.

. Three to six small pits on the radial walls of each

cell of the pith ray.— Group 4. P. parryana,

and other nut pines, including also P, bal-

fouriana.

II. — Ring-porous Woods

[Sorno of Grcnip D and cedar elm imperfectly ring-porous.]

A. Pores in the summer wood minute, scattered singly

or in groups, or in short broken lines, the course

of which is never radial.

1. Pith rays minute, scarcely distinct.

. Wood heav}- and hard; pores in the summer
wood not in clusters,

a'. Color of radial section not yellow

(Nos. 39-44) Ash.

b\ Color of radial section light yellow; by

which, together with its hardness and

weight, this species is easily recognized

(No. 103) Osage Orange.

. Wood light and soft; pores in the summer
wood in clusters of 10 to 30

(No. 56) Catalpa.
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2. Pith rays very fiii(\ y(3t (hstiir.jt; pores in smu-
incr wood usually single or in siiort. lines,

color of lieartwoo<l reddish brown, of sap-

wood yellowish white; pc'caliar odor 03 i fresh

section (No. lllj Sassafras.

3. Pith rays fine, but distinct.

. Very heavy and hard; heartwood yellowish

brown (No. 77) Black Locust.

. Heavy; medium hard to hard.

a'. Pores in summer wood very minute, usu

ally in small clusters of 3 to 8; heart-

wood light orange brown

(No. 83) Red Mulberry.

6'. Pores in summer wood small to minute,

usually isolated; heartwood cherry red

(No. 61) Coffee Tree.

4. Pith rays fine but very conspicuous, even without

magnifier. Color of h(‘artwood red; of sap-

wood pale lemon (No. 78) Honey Locust.

B. Pores of summer wood minute or small, in concentric

wavy and sometimes branching lines, appearing as

finely-feathered hatchings on tangential section.

1. Pith rays fine, but very distinct; color gi’eenish

white. Heai’twood absent or imperfectly de-

veloped (No. 70) Hackberry.

2. Pith rays indistinct; color of heartwood reddish

broMTi; sapwood grayish to reddish white

(Nos. 62-66) Elms.

C. Pores of summer wood arranged in radial branching

lines (when very crowded radial arrangement some-

what obscured).
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1. Pith rays very minute, hardly visible

(Nos. 58 -()()) Chestnut.

2. Pith rays very broad and conspicuous

(Nos. 84-102) Oak.

D. Pores of summer wood mostly but little smaller than

those of the spring wood, isolated and scattered;

very heavy and hard woods. The pores of the

spring wood sometimes form but an imperfect

zone. (Some diffuse-porous woods of groups A
and B may seem to biJong here.)

1. Fine concentric lines (not of pores) as distinct,

or nearly so, as the very fine pith rays; outer

summer wood with a tinge of red; heai*twood

light reddish brown (Nos. 71-75) Hickory.

2. Fine concentric lines, much finer than the pith

rays; no reddish tinge in summer wood; sap-

wood white; heartwood blackish

(No. 105) Persimmon.

Additional Notes for Distinctions in the Group

Sassafras and mulb('rry may be confounded but fortho

greater* weight and hardness and the absence of odor in

the mulberiy; th(^ radial section of mulbeny also shows

the pith rays conspicuously.

Honey locust, coffee tree, and black locust are also very

similar in af)pearance. The honey locust stands out by

the conspicuousness of the pith rays, especially on radial

siTtions, on account of their height, while the black

locust is distinguished by the extremely great weight

and hardness, together with its darker brown color.
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Fig. 2.‘»7.— Wood of coffee tree.

The ashes, elms, hickories, and oaks may, on casual

()lis('rvation, appear to resemble on(‘ anotlu^r on account

of th(^ pronounced zone of porous s].)ring wood. The

sharply defined largo pith rays of th(‘ oak ('xelude these

at onc(': th(5 wavy linos of por(‘S in the? summer wood,

appearing as conspicuous finely-hjathennl hatchings on

tangential section, distinguish the elms; while the ashes

diffcT from the hickory by the veiy conspicuously defin(‘d

zone of spring-wood pores, which in hickoiy apjxw more

or l(*ss interrupted. The reddish luu^ of the* hickoiy and

the more or l(*ss brown hue of the ash may also aid in

n^ady recognition. The smooth, radial surface of split

hickory will readily st'parate it from the rest.

The different species of ash may be identified as

follows :
—

1. Pores in the summer wood more or less united

into lines.

a. The lines short and broken, occurring mostly

near the limit of the ring

(No. 39) White Ash.
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b. The lines quite long and conspicuous in most

parts of the summer wood

(No. 43) Green Ash.

2. Pores in the summer wood not united into lines,

or rarely so.

a. Heartwood reddish brown and veiy firm

(No. 40) Red Ash.

b. Heartwood grayish brown, and much niore

porous (No. 41) Black Ash.

A

li

C

In the oaks, two groups can be readily distinguished

by the manner in which the pores are distributed in the

summer wood. In the white oaks the pores are very

fine and numerous and crowded in the outer part of the
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Fio. 23J).— Wood of red oak.

Fio. 240.—Wood of chestnut.
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yunimer wood, while in the black or red oaks the pores

are larger, few in number, and mostly isolated. The live

oaks, as far as structui’o is concerned, belong to the black

oaks, but are much less porous, and are exceeding heavy'

and hard.

III. — Diffuse-porous Woods

[A few indistinctly ring-porous woods of Group II, 1), and cedar
elm may seem to belong here.]

A. Pores varying in size from large to minute; largest

in spring wood, thereby giving sometimes the ap-

pearance of a ring-porous arrangement.

1. Heavy and hard; color of heartwood (especially

on longitudinal section) chocolate brown

(No. IIG) Black Walnut.

2. Light and soft; color of heartAvood light reddish

brown. (No. 55) Butternut.
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Pores all luiniile and indistinel : most numerous iu

spring wood, giving rise to a ligbt(*r coloreci zone

or line (especially on longitudinal section), thereby

appearing sometimes j*ing-porous; wood hard,

heartwood vinous reddish; pith rays very fine,

but very distinct. (See also the sometimes indis-

tinct ring-porous cedar elm, ami oe.casionally

winged elm, which are n^adily distinguished by

th(^ concentric wavy lines of pores in the summer
wood) (No. 57) Cherry.

i\ Pores minut(‘ or indistinct, neithei* conspicuously

larger nor more numerous in the spring wood

and evenly distributed.

1. Broad pith rays prescad.

a. All oj‘ most pith rays broad, numerous, and

crowded, (^specially on tangerdJal scudions,

medium heavy and hard, difficult to split

(Nos. 112 and 113) Sycamore.

h. Only part of the pith rays broad.

a\ Broad pith rays wcdl defincul, quite nu-

merous; wood reddish whiter to red-

dish (No. 47) Beech.

6'. Broad pith rays not sharply defined,

made up of many small rays, not

numerous. Stem furrowed, and there-

fore the periphery of section, and with

it the annual rings sinuous, bending in

and out, and the large pith rays gen-

erally limited to the furrows or concave

poitions. Wood whit(\ not i*eddish

(No. 52) Blue Beech.
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2. No broad pith rays present. '

a. Pith rays small to very small, but quite

distinct,

a'. Wood hard.

a". Color reddish white, with dark red-

dish tinge in outer summer wood

(Nos. 79-82) Maple.

6". Color white, without reddish tinge

(No. 76) Holly.

V, Wood soft to vciy soft.

a". Pores crowded, occupying nearly all

th(i sjiace between pith rays,

a'", (k)loryellowish whiter, often with

a greenish tinge in heartwood

(No. 115) Tulip Poplar,

(No. 116) Cucumber Tree.

5"'. Color of sapwood grayish, of

lu^artwood light to dark red-

dish brown

(No. 69) Sweet Gum.
6". Pores not crowded, occupying not

over one third the space between

pith rays; heartwood brovmish

white to very light brown

(Nos. 45 and 46) Basswood.

5. Pith rays scarcely distinct, yet if viewed with

ordinary magnifier, plainly visible,

a'. Pores indistinct to the naked eye.

a". Color uniform pale yellow; pith rays

not conspicuous even on the radial

section (Nos. 53 and 54) Buckeye.
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6". Sapwoocl yellcwish gray, heartwood

grayish brown; pitl^ mys con-

spicuous on tho radial . ection

(Nos. 67-68) Sour Gum.
' 6'. Pores s(^arcely distinct, but mostly visible

as grayish sp(‘cks on the cross sec-

tion; sapwood whitish, hcartw’oc(^ red-

dish (Nos. 48-51) Birch.

D. Pith rays not visible or else indistinct, even if viewed

with magnifier.

1. Wood very soft, white, or in shades of brown,

usually with a silky lust(?r

(Nos. 105-110) Cottonwood (Poplar).

Fio. 242.— Wood of beech, sycamore, and birch.

(For exiilanati<in of Iftters Fig.

Additional Notes for Distinctions in the Group

Cherry and birch are sometimes confounded, the high

pith rays on the cheriy on radial sections readily dis-

tinguishes it; distinct pores on birch and spring-wood

zone in cheny as wx‘ll as tlu^ darker vinous-brown color

of the latter will prove helpful.
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Two gi'oups of birches can be readily distinguished,

though specific distinction is not always possible.

1. Pith rays fairly distinct, the pores rather few

and not more abundant in the spring wood;

wood heavy, usually darker

(No. 48) Cherry Birch

and (No. 49) Yellow Birch.

2. Pith rays barely distinct, pores more numerous

and commonly forming a more i)orous spring-

wood zone; wood of medium weight

(No, 51) Canoe or Paper Birch.

Fig. 243.— Wood of maple.

The specie's of maple may be elistinguishe'el as feJlows:

1. Most of the^ pith rays broader than the pores and

very cemspicuous (No. 79) Sugar Maple.

2. Pith rays not or rarely broader than the pores,

fine but conspicuous.

a. Wooel he\avy anel harel, usually of elarker

reMlelish celor anel commonly spotte'd on

cross seTitiein (No. SO) Red Maple.
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b. Wood of medium weigld and iiardneKS, usu-

ally light colored (No, 82) Silver Maple.

Red ma{)le is not always safely distinguished from

soft maple. In box (‘Ider th('. por(‘s are fin^ r and more

numerous than in soft maple.

a

b

c

Fid. 244.— Wood of elm. a, red elm
;

h, white elm
;

r, winged elm.

The various species of elm may be distinguished as

follows: - -

1. Por(\s of spring wood form a Inmd band of

several rows; easy splitting, dark brown

heart (No. 64) Red Elm.

2. Pores of spring wood usually in a single row, or

nearly so.

a. Pores of si)ring wood larg(\ e.onsjiicuously

so (No. 62) White Elm.
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b. Pores of spring wood small to minute.

,
a'. Lines of pores in summer wood fine, not

as wide as the intermediate spaces,

giving rise to very compact grain

(No. 63) Rock Elm.

Fio. 245.— Walnut. /).r., pith rays; c.?., concentric lines; vessels or

pores; summer wood
;
sp.to,, spring wood.

6'. Lines of pores broad, commonly as wide

as the intermediate spaces

(No. 66) Winged Elm.

c. Pores in spring wood indistinct, and therefore

hardly a ring-porous wood

(No. 65) Cedar Elm.

Fig. 24i6.— Wood of cherry.
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List op the More Important Woods op the

United States

[Arranged alphabetically.]

A. — Coniferous Woods

Woods of simple ami uniform structure, generally

light^soft but stiff; abundant in suitable dimensions and

forming by far the greatest part of all the lumber used.

CEDAR. — Light, soft, stiff, not strong, of fine texture;

sap and heartwood distinct, the former lighter, the

latter a dull, grayish brown, or red. The wood sea-

sons rapidly, shrinks and checks but little, and is

veiy durable. Used like soft pine, but owing to its

great durability preferred for shingles, etc. Small

sizes used for posts, ties, ete.^ Cedars usually occur

scattered, but they form, in c(;rtaiii localities, forests

of considerable extent.

a. Whitp: Cedahs. — Heartwood a light grayish

brown.

1. White Cedar {Thuya occidenialis) (arbor vibe):

Scattered along streams and lakes, frequently

covering extensive swamps; rarely large enough for

lumber, but commonly used for posts, ties, etc.

Maine to Minnesota and northward.

2. Canoe Cedar {Thuya gigantea) (red cedar of th('

* Since almost all kinds of woods are used for fuel and charcoal,

and in the construction of fences, sheds, barns, etc., the enumera-

tion of these uses has been omitted in this list.
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West): In Oregon and Washington a very large

tree, covering (ixtensive swamps
;

in the mountains

much smaller, skirting the water courses; an im-

portant lumber tn^e. Washington to northern Cali-

* fornia and eastward to Montana.

3. White Cedar (Chamweyparis thyoides): Medium-

sized tree, wood very light and soft. Along the

coast from Maine to Mississippi.

4. White Cedar (Chamrecyparis laivnoniana) (Port

Orford cedar, Oregon cedar, Lawson’s cypress,

ginger pinci) : A very large tree, extensively cut for

lumlxT; heavier and stronger* than the preceding.

Along tlu‘ coast line of Oregon.

5. White Cedar (Lihocedrm decunem) (incense cedar):

A large* tiue, abundantly seatte‘re‘(l among pine

anel fir; wooel fine grainenl. Cascaeles anel Sierra

Newada of OiTgem anel California.

5. Red Cedars. — lleartwooel reel.

6. Red Cedar {Juniperm rirginiana) (Savin juniper)

:

Similar to white ee*elar, but of somewhat finer tex-

ture. Usenl in cabinetwork, in coopcTage, for veneeTS,

and especially fe^r leael pencils, for which purpose

alone seweTal million feet are cut each year. A small

to me*elium sizenl tree scattered through the forests,

or, in the W(*st, sparsely covering extemsive areas

(cedar brak(*s). The red cedar is the rnovst widely

distributcHl conifer of the United States, occurring

from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Florida

to Minnesota, but attains a suitable size for lumber

only in the Southern, and more especially the Gulf

States.
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7. Redwood {Sequoia mnperviren^): Wood in its qual-

ity and uses like whitf' cedar; the narrow apwood
whitish; th(i hoartwood light red, soon turning

to brownish red when exposed. A verj^ large tree,

limited to the coast range's of California, and forming

considerable forcKsts, which ar(', rapidly being con-

verted into lumber.

CYPRESS.

8. Cypress (Taxodhmi disfirhnm) (bald cyi:)ress; black,

white, and hmI cy{)ress): Wood in appearance,

quality, and us(\s similar to white ced.ir. Black

cyprc^ss” and ‘Svhite cypress’^ ar(‘. heavy and light

forms of th(^ same species. The cypress is a larg('

deciduous tree, occupying much of Ihe swam)) and

overflow land along the coast and rivers of the

8outh(‘rn States.

FIR. — This name is freciuently ai)|)lie(l to wood and to

trees which are not fir; most (commonly to spruc(',

but also, especially in English markets, to })ine. It

resembles spruce, but it is easily distinguivshed from

it, as well as from pine and lai'c.h, by the absence of

resin ducts. Quality, uses, and habits similar to

sjjruce.

9. Balsam Fir (Abies halsawea): A inedium-siz(?d

tree scatterecb throughout the Northern pineries;

cut, in lumber operations, whenever of sufficient

size, and sold with pine oi* spruce. Minnesota to

Maine and northward.

10. White Fir (Abies grandis and Abies concolor):

Medium to very large sized tree, forming an iiripor-

tant part of most of the Western mountain forests,
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and furnishing much of the lumber of the respective

regions. The former occurs from Vancouver to

central California and eastward to Montana; the

latter from Oregon to Arizona and eastward to

Colorado and New Mexico.

11. White Fir {Abies arnabilis): Good-sized tree, often

forming extensive mountain forests. Cascade Moun-

tains of Washington and Oregon.

12. Red Fir (Abies nobilis) (not to be confounded with

,
Douglas fir; see No. 37): Large to very large tn^e,

forming with A. amahilis ('xtcmsive foiests on the

slope of the mountains between 3000 and 4000 feet

elevation. Cascade Mountains of Oregon.

13. "Red "Bir (Abies viaqnijica): Very large tree, forming

forc^sts about the base of Mount Shasta. Sierra Ne-

vada of California, from Mount Shasta southward.

HEMLOCK. — Tight to medium weight, soft, stiff but

brittle, commonly crossgrained, rough and splintery;

sapwood and heartwood not well defined; the wood of

a light, reddish-gray color, free from resin ducts,

moderately durabk*, shrinks and warps considerably,

wears rough, retains nails firndy. Used principally

for dimension stuff and timbers. Hemlocks are me-

dium to large sized trees, commonly scattered among
broad-leaved tree's and conifers, 'but often forming

forests of almost pure growdh.

14. Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis): Medium-sized tree,

furnislu's almost all the hemlock of the Eastern

marked. Maine to Wisconsin; also following the*

Alleghanies southward to Georgia and Alabama.

15. Hemlock (Tsuga rnertensiana)

:

Large-sized tree,
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wood claimed to bo heavicT <md hauler than the

Eastern form and of sui)erior quality. Wasiilngton

to California and eastward to Montana.

LARCH or TAMARACK. — Wood Ukc the best of hard

pine, both in appearance, quality, and uses, and owing

to its great durability somewhat preferred in ship-

building, for telegraph poles, and railroad ties. In

its structure it resembles sjR-uce. The larches au^

deciduous trees, occasionally covering considerable

areas, but usually scattered among other coniferiL

If). Tamarack (Larix americana) (Hackmatack): Me-

dium-sized tree, often covering swamps, in which

case it is smallcT and of poor (juality. Maine to

Minnesota, and southward to Pennsylvania.

17. Tamarack (L. oceidentalis)

:

Large-sized trees, scat-

tered, locally abundant. Washington and Oregon

to Montana.

PINE. — Vh^ry variable, very light and soft in ^^soft'"

pine, such as white pine; of medium weight to heavy

and quite hard in pine, of which loiigleaf or

Georgia pine is the extr(»me form. ITsiially it is stiff,

quite strong, of even texture, and mor(‘ or less resinous.

The sapwood is yellowish white
;
the heart.wood, orange

brown. Pine shrinks moderately, S(\asons rapidly

and without much injury; it works (^asily; is never

too hard to nail (unlike oak or hickoiy); it is mostly

(piite durable, and if well seasoned is not subj(^ct to

the attacks of boring ins(*cts. The heavier thc^ wood

the darker, stronger, and harder it is, and the more

it shrinks and checks. Pine is used more extensively

than any other kind of wood. It is the principal wood
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in common carjx'ntry, as w('ll as in all heavy construe^

tion, bridges, trestles, etc. It is also used in almost

every other wood industry, for spars, masts, planks,

and timbers in shipbuilding, in car and wagon con-

struction, in cooperage, for crates and boxes, in

furniture work, for toys and patterns, railway ties,

water pipes, exccdsior, etc. Pines are usually large

trecis with few branches, th(‘ straight, cylindrical,

useful stem forming by far the greatest part of the

tree; tiny occur gregariously, forming vast forests,

a fact which greatly facilitates tlu^ir exploitation. Of

the many spcudal terms appli(‘d to pine as lumber,

denoting sonu^imes differences in quality, the follow-

ing deseiwe attention:—
White i)ine,^’ pumpkin pine,^^ ^^soft pine,^' in

the East('rn mai’kets rc‘f(‘r to th(^ wood Of the

white pine {Pinm strohus), and on the Pacific

(bast to that of the sugar pine (P. lamheriiana)

,

“Yellow ])in(‘ ” is applied in the trade to all the

Southern lumber pines; in the Northeast it is

also applied to the pitch j)ine (P. rigida); in the

West it r(‘f(*rs mostly to bull pine (P. ponderom).

“Yellow longleaf pine,'" “Georgia pine,” chiefly

us(»d in adv('rtisement, ref(»rs to longleaf pine

(I\ palustris).

“Hard pim^” is a common term in carpentry, and

appli(‘s to (werything except white ))ine.

“Pitch pine” includes all South(‘rn pines and

also the true pitch pine (P. rigida)^ but is mostly

applied, es])(T,ially in foreign markets, to the wood

of the longleaf pine (P. palvMris),
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For the gropt variety of (^onfusiiig lo(‘al iuidjos applied

to the Southern j)in(‘s in t!n‘ir homes, ])art of n hieli have

been adopted in ih(' inark(^ts of the iMlantic s, aboard,

see report of Chief Division of Forestly for 1891, page

212, etc., and also th(^ list below:--

a. Soft Pines.

18. White Pine {Pinm strohm): Large to veiy large

sized tree; for the last fifty years the most important

timber tree of the Union, furnishing the best quality

of soft pine. Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, New
England, along the Alleghanic^s to Georgia.

19. Sugar Pine (Pinus lambertimia)

:

A very large

tree, together with Abies concolor forming extensive

forests; important lumber tr(‘e. Oregon and Cali-

fornia.

20. White Pine (Pimis monticola): A large tree, at

home in Montana, Idaho, and the Pacific States;

most common and locally us(m 1 in north(‘rn Idaho.

21. White Pine (Pinus flexilis): A small tree, forming

mountain forests of considerable extent and locally

used; eastern Rocky Mountain slopes; Montana to

New Mexico.

b. Hard Pines.

22. Longleaf Pine (Pinus palustris) (Georgia pine, yellow

pine, long straw pine, etc.): Large tree; forms

extensive forests and furnishes the hardest and

strongest pine lumber in the market. Coast region

from North Carolina to Texas.

23. Bull Pine (Pinus ponderosa) (yellow pine): Me-

dium to very large sized tree, forming extensive

forests in Pacific and Rocky Mountain regions;
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furnishes most of tlie hard pine of the West; sap-

wood wide; wood very variable,

24. Loblolly Pine {Pinm twda) (slash pine, old field pine,

rosemaiy pine, sap pine, short straw pine, etc.):

Large-sized tree, forms extensive forests; wider

ringed, coarser, lighter, softer, with more sapwood,

than the longleaf pine, but the two often confounded.

This is the common lumber pine from Virginia to

South Carolina, and is found extensively in Arkansas

and Texas. Southern States; Virginia to Texas

and Arkansas.

25. Norway Pine (Pimis resinosa): Large-sized tree,

never forming forests, usually scattered or in small

groves, together with white pine; largely sapwood

and hence not durable. Minru^sota to Michigan;

also in New England to Pennsylvania.

26. Shortleaf Pine (Pinm echinata) (slash pine, Carolina

pine, yellow pine, old fitJd pine, etc.) : Resembles

loblolly pine; often ap])roachcs in its wood the

Norway pine. The common lumber pine of Mis-

souri and Arkansas. North Carolina to Texas and

Missouri.

27. Cuban Pine (Pinm cuhensis) (slash pine, swamp
pine, bastard pine, meadow pine) : Resembles long-

leaf pine, but commonly has wider sapwood and

coarser grain; does not enter the markets to any

great extent. Along the coast from South Carolina

to Louisiana.

28. Bull Pine {Pinm jeffreyi) (black pine) : Large-sized

tree, wood resembling bull f)ine (P. ponderosa);

used locally in California, replacing P. ponderosa at

high altitudes.
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The following are small to medium sized pines, not

coniinonly offered as lumber in the market ; used locally

for timber, ties, etc.:—
29. Black Pine {Pinm miirrayana) (lodge-pole pine,

tamarack) : Ro(*ky Mountains and Pacific regions.

80. Pitch Pine {Pinus rigida): Along the coast from

New York to Georgia and along the mountains to

Kentucky.

31, Jersey Pine {Pinus imps) (scrub pine) : As before.

82. Gray Pine {Pinus hanksiam.) (scrub pine) : Maine,

Vermont, and Michigan to Minnesota.

REDWOOD. {See Cedar.)

SPRUCE. — Resembles soft pine, is light, veiy soft,

stiff, moderately strong, less resinous than pine; has

no distinct heartwood, and is of whitish color. Used

like soft pine, but also employed as resonance wood

and preferred for paper pulp. Spruces, like pines,

form extensive forests; they are more frugal, thriven

on thinner soils, and bear more shade, but usually

require a more humid climate. Black ’’ and white

spruce,^’ as applied by lumbermen, usually refer to

narrow and wide ringed forms of the black spruce

(Picea nigra).

38. Black Spruce {Picea nigra): Medium-sized tree,

forms extensive forests in northeastern United

States and in British America; occurs scattered or

in groves, especially in low lands throughout the

Northern pineries. Important lumb(;r tree in east-

ern United States. Maine? to Minn(‘sota. British

America, and on the Alleghani(\s to North Carolina.

84. White Spruce {Picea alba): Generally associated
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with the preceding; most abundant along streams

and lakes, grows largest in Montana, and forms the

most important tn^e of the subarctic forest of

British America. Northern United States, from

Maine to Minnt^sota, also from Montana to Pacific,

British America.

35. White Spruce {Picen engelmanni): Meidium to

large sized tr(‘(s forming (^xtensivc' forests at eleva-

tions from 5000 to 10,0(K) fec't above sea level;

resembh^s th(‘ i)r(H*.eding, but occupies a different

station. A very important tiinlx^r tr(‘e in the central

and southc'rn parts of the Rocky Mountains. Rocky

Mountains from Mexico to Montana.

36. Tide-land Spruce {Pirea sitclumsis): A large-

' sized tr('e, forming an (extensive c^oast-belt forest.

Along the s('acoast from Alaska to Central Cali-

fornia.

BASTARD SPRUCE. — Spruce' or fir in name, but re-

sembling hard jaiieor larch in the appearance, quality,

and list's of its wood.

37. Douglas Spruce {PsendolHuga donglam) (yellow fir,

red fir, Oregon iiintO : One of the most important

trees of the wi'stern United Statt's; gi'ows veiy

large in tht' Pacific Statt's, to fair size in all parts of

the mountains, in Colorado iij) to about 10,000 feet

above sea level; forms (‘xtensive forests, often of

.

pure growth. Wood verj^ variable, usually coarse-

grained and hea\y, with veiy pronounced summer
wood, hard and strong retU^ fir), but often fine-

grained and light (“yellow^’ fir). It replaces hard

pine and is especially suited to hea\y construction.
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From the plains to the Pacific Ocean; froiti Mexico

to British America.

TAMARACK. (See Larch.)

YEW. — Wood heavy, hard, extremely stiff and strong,

of fine texture with a pale yellow sapwood, and an

orange red heart; seasons well and is quite durable.

Yew is extensively used for archery, bows, turner^s

ware, etc. The yews form no forests, but occur

scattered with other conifers.

38. Yew (Taxus brevifolia): A small to medium sized

tree of the Pacific region.

B. — Broad-leaved Woods (Hardwoods)

Woods of complex and very variable structure and

therefore differing widely in (juality, behavior, and con-

sequently in applicability to the arts.

ASH. — Wood heavy, hard, strong, stiff, quite tough,

not durable in contact with soil, straight gT*ained,

rough on the split surface' and coarse in teixture. The

wood shrinks moderately, seasons with little injury,

stands well, and takevs a good polish. In carpentry

ash is used for finishing lumber, stairways, panels,

etc.; it is used in shipbuilding, in the construction of

cars, wagons, carriages, etc., in the manufacture of

farm implements, machinery, and especially of furni-

ture of all kinds, and also for harness work; for bar-

rels, baskets, oars, tool handles, hoops, clothespins,

and toys. The trees of the several species of ash are

rapid growers, of small to medium height with stout
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trunks; they form no forests, but occur scattered in

almost all our broad-leaved forests.

39. White Ash {Fraximis arnericana): Medium, some-

times large sized tree. Basin of the Ohio, but

found from Maine to Minnesota and Texas.

40. Red Ash {Fraxinvs puhescens): Small-sized tree.

North Atlantic State's, but extends to the Missis-

sippi.

41. Black Ash (Fraxinvs mmbucifolia) (hoop ash,

ground ash): medium-sized tree, very common.

Maine to Minnesota, and southward to Virginia

and Arkansas.

42. Blue Ash {FraxinvH quadrangulata)

:

Small to

medium sized. Indiana and Illinois; occurs from

Michigan to Mimu^sota and southward to Alabama.

43. Green Ash (Fraxinus riruiis): Small-sized

New York to the Rocky Mountains, and southward

to Florida and Arizona.

44. Oregon Ash (Fraxinns oregano) : Medium-sized tree.

Western Washingt^on to California.

ASPEN. (See Poplar.)

BASSWOOD.
45. Basswood {Tilia arnericana) (lime tree, American

lind('n, lin, b(‘(' tree) : Wood light, soft, stiff but not

strong, of fine texture, and white to light browm

color. Th(' wood shrinks considerably in diying,

works and stands wtII; it is used in carpentry, in

the manufacture of furniture and w^ooden ware,

both turned and carved, in cooperage, for toys, also

for paneling of car and carriage bodies. Medium
to large sized tree, common in all Northern broad-
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leaved forests; found throughout the eastoi u United

Stages.

46. White Basswood {Tilia heterophylla)

.

A sniall-sized

tree most abundant in the Aheghany regiun.

BEECH.
47. Beech {Fagyfi ferruginea): AVood heavy, hard, stiff,

strong, or rather coarse texture*, white to light

brown, not durable in the ground, and subject to

the inroads of boring insects; it shrinks and checks

considerably in drjdng, works and stands well and

takes a good polish. Used for furniture, in turnery,

for handles, lasts, etc. Abroad it is very extertsively

omploycMl by the carj)enter, millwright, and wagon

maker, in turnery as well as wood carving. The

beech is a medium-sized tree, common, sometimes

forming forests; most abundant in the Ohio and

Mississippi basin, but found from Maine to Wiscon-

sin and southward to Florida.

BIRCH. — Wood heavy, hard, strong, of fine texture;

sapwood whitish, heartwood in shades of brown

with red and yellow; very handsome, with satiny

luster, ecjualing cheny. The wood shrinks consider-

ably in drying, w^orks and stands well and takes a good

polish, but is not durable if exposed. Bir(*h is used

for finishing lumber in building, in the manufacture

of furniture, in wood turnery for spools, boxes, woodc^n

shoes, etc., for shoe lasts and pegs, for wagon hubs,

ox yokes, etc., also in wood carving. The birches are

medium-siz(Ml trees, form extnisivc* forests northward,

and occur scatterc^d in all broad-leaved forests of the

eastern United States.
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48. Cherry Birch {Betula lento) (black birch, sweet

birch, mahogany birch): Medium-sized tree; veiy

common. Maine to Michigan and to Tennessee.

49. Yellow Birch (Betula lutea) (gray birch) : Medium-

sized tree; common. Maine to Minnesota and

southward to Tennessee.

50. Red Birch {Betula nigra) (river birch): Small to

medium sized tree; very common; lighter and less

valuable than the i)receding. N(^w England to

Texas and Missouri.

51. Canoe Birch {Betula pajygrifera) (white birch, paper

birch): Generally a small ire(^; common, forming

forests; wood of good (luality but lighter. All along

the northern boundaiy of United States and north-

ward, from th(^ Atlantic to the Pacific.

BLACK WALNUT. {See Walnut.)

BLUE BEECH.
52. Blue Beech {Carpinus caroliniana) (hornbeam, water

beech, ironwood) : Wood veiy heavy, hard, strong,

very stiff, of rather fine texture and white color;

not durable in the ground; shrinks and checks

greatly, but works and stands well. Used chiefly

in turnery for tool handles, etc. Abroad, much
used by mill and wheel weights. A small tree,

largest in the Southwest, but found in nearly all

parts of the eastern United States.

BOIS D^ARC. {See Osage Orange.)

BUCKEYE— HORSE CHESTNUT. —Wood light, soft,

not strong, ofti^n (juite tough, of firu* and uniform

t(»xtur(' and creamy white color. It shrinks consid-

erably, but works and stands well. Used for wooden-
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ware, artificial limbs, paper pulp, anti locally also for

building lumber. Small-sizcid trees, scatter(‘d

.

53. Ohio Buckeye {^Escidns glabra) (ietid buckeye):

Alleghanies, Pennsylvania to Indian Territory,

54. Sweet Buckeye {/Esculu^ flava ) : Alleghanies, Penn-

sylvania to Texas.

BUTTERNUT.
55. Butternut {Jiigla,7ix cinerco) (white walnut): Wood

very similar to black walnut, but light, quite soft,

not strong and of light brown (^oior. Used chiefly

for finishing lunibcT, cabinetwork, and cooperage.

Me^dium-sized tree, largest and most (*.ommon in the

Ohio basin; Maine to Minnesota and southward to

Georgia and Alabama.

CATALPA.
56. Catalpa (Catalpa speciom): Wood light, soft, not

strong, brittle, durable, of coarse texture and

brown color; used for ties and posts, but w^ell suited

for a great variety of uses. Medium-sized tree;

lower basin of the Ohio River, locally common.

Extensively planted, and therefore promising to

become of some importance.

CHERRY.
57. Cherry (Prunus serotina): Wood heavy, hard,

strong, of fine texture; sapwood yellowish white,

heartwHod reddish to brown. The wHod shrinks

considerably in drying, works and stands well,

takes a good ))olish, and is much estetmied for its

b(‘auty. Gh(*rry is chiefly us(‘d as a decorative finish-

ing lurnbc^r for buildings, cars, and boats, also for

furniture and in turnery. It is becoming too costly
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for many purposes for which it is naturally well

suited. The lumber-furnishing cherry of this coun-

try, the wild black cherry (Frunus serotina), is a

small to medium sized tree, scattered through many
. of the broad-leaved woods of the western slope* of

the Alleghanies, but found from Michigan to Florida

and west to Texas. Other spc‘cies of this genus as

well as the hawthorns {CraUvgus) and wild apple

(Pyrus) are not commonly offered in the market.

Their wood is of the; same character as cherry, often

even finer, but in small dimensions.

CHESTNUT.
58. Chestnut (Castanea vvlgariH var. americana) : Wood

light, moderately soft, stiff, not strong, of coarse

texture; the sapwood light, the heartwood darker

brown. It shrinks and checks considerably in

drying, works easily, stands well, and is very

durable. Used in cabinetwork, cooperage, for rail-

way ties, telegraph poles, and locally in heavy

construction. Medium-sized tree, very common in

the Alleghanies, occurs from Maine to Michigan and

southward to Alabama.

59. Chinquapin (Casianca pnwila): A small-sized tree,

with wood slightly heavier but otherwise similar

to the preceding; most common in Arkansas, but

with nearly the same range as the chestnut.

60. Chinquapin (Castanopsi^ chrysophylla) : A medium-

sized tree of the western ranges of California and

Oregon.

COFFEE TREE.

61. Coffee Tree (Gymnocladm canadensis) (coffee nut):
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Wood heavy, hard, strong, vciy stiff, of coarse

texture, durable; the sapwood yellow, the heart-

wood reddish brown; shrinks and check.; consiiier-

ably in drying; works and stands well and takes a

good polislu It is used +0 a iimit(‘d extent in cab-

inetwork. A medium to large sized tree; not com-

mon. Pennsylvania to Minnesota and Arkansas.

COTTONWOOD. (See Poplar.)

CUCUMBER TREE. (See Tulip.)

ELM. — Wood heavy, hard, strong, very tough; moder-

ately durable in contact with the soil; commonly

crossgrained, difficult to split and shape, warps, and

checks considerably in drying, but stands well if prop-

erly handled. The broad sapwood whitish, In^art,

brown, both with shades of gray and red; on split

surface rough; texture coarse to fine; capable of high

polish. Elm is used in the construction of cars,

wagons, etc., in boat and ship building, for agricultural

imph'inents and machinery; in rough cooperage,

saddlery and harness work, but particularly in tht^

manufacture of all kinds of furniture, where the

beautiful figures, especially those of the tangential

or bastard section, are just beginning to be duly ap-

preciated. The elms are medium to large sized trees,

of fairly rapid growth, with stout trunk, form no for-

ests of pure growth, but are found scattered in all the

broad-leaved woods of our country, sometimes forming

a considerable portion of the arborescent growdE.

62. White Elm ( Ulmus americana) (American elrn, water

elm) : Medium to large sized tree, common. Maine

to Minnesota, southward to Florida and Texas.
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63. Rock Elm (Ulmm raceinom) (cork elm, hickory

elm, white elm, cliff elm): Medium to large sized

tree. Michigan, Ohio, from Vermont to Iowa,

southward to Kentucky.

64. Red Elm ( Ulmus fulva) (slippery elm, moose
* elm): Small-sized tree, found chiefly along water

courses. New York to Minnesota, and southward

to Florida and Texas.

65. Cedar Elm {Ulmus crass ifalia): Small-sized tree,

quite common. Ai'kansas and Texas.

66. Winged Elm {Ulmus alata) (wahoo): Small-sized

tree, locally quite common. Arkansas, Missouri,

and eastern Virginia.

GUM. — This general t(‘rm refers to two kinds of wood

usually distinguished as sweet or red gum, and sour,

black, or tupelo gum, the form(‘r being a relative of

the witch-hazel, the latter belonging to the dogwood

family.

67. Tupelo {Nyssa sylvatlca) (sour gum, black gum):

Maine to Michigan, and southward to Florida and

Texas. Wood heav\’, hard, sti’ong, tough, of fine)

texture freciuc'utly (*rossgrain(‘d, of yellowish or

grayish white color, hard to split and work, trouble-

some in seasoning, warps and rtiecks considerably,

and is not durable if exposed; used for wagon

hubs, wooden ware, handles, wooden shoes, etc.

Medium to large sized trcKiS, with straight, clear

trunks; locally quite abundant, but never forming

forests of pure gi’owih.

68. Tupelo Gum {Nyssa unificyra) (cotton gum):

Lower Mississippi basin, northward to Illinois and
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eastward to Virginia, oth'Twise like preceding

species.

G9. Sweet Gum (Liquidamhar styraciftua) o'cd gain,

liquidainbar, bilsted): Wood rather lieavy, rather

soft, quite stiff and stjong, tough, eorninonly cross-

grained, of fine texture, the broad sapwood whitish,

the heartwood reddish brown; tiic wood shrinks

and warps considcM-ably, but do(\s not (;h('ck badly,

stands well when fully seasoned, and lakes good

polish. Sw(‘(^t gum is usefl in earpcmtiy, in the

inanufactun^ of furniture, for cut vcmecr, for wooden

plates, phniues, bask(^ts, etc., also for wagon hubs,

hat blocks, etc. A lai'ge-sizcnl tree, veiy abundant,

often the principal trec^ in the swamjiy parts of the

bottonjs of the lower Mississippi ValUy; occurs

from New York to Texas and from Indiana to

Florida.

HACKBERRY.
70. Hackberry (Celfis occideritaJis) (sugarberry) : The

handsome wood heavy, hard, strong, (juite tough,

of mode^rateJy fine textui'e, and grei'nish or yellow-

ish white color; shrinks moderately, works well,

and takes a good ]X)lish. 8o far but little used

in the manufacture of furniture. Medium to large

sized tree, locally ejuite common, largest in the

lower Mississippi Valley; occurs in nearly all parts

of the eastern United States.

HICKORY. — Wood very
,

heavy, hard, and strong,

proverbially tough, of rather coarse texture, smooth

and of straight grain. The broad sapwood white,

the heart reddish nut-brown. It dries slowly, shrinks
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and checks considerably; is not durable in the ground,

or if exposed, and, especially the sapwood, is always

subject to the inroads of boring insects. Hickory

excels as carriage and wagon stock, but is also exten-

sively used in the manufacture of implements and

machinery, for tool handles, timber pins, for harness

work, and cooperage. The hickories are tall trees with

slender stems, never form forests, occasionally small

groves, but usually occur scattered among other

broad-leav(Hl tr(H'-s in suitable localities. The follow-

ing sp(^ci(^s all contribute more or less to the hickory

of the markets :
—

71. Shagbark Hickory (Hicoria ovata) (shellbark hick-

ory): A medium to large sized tree, quite com-

mon; the favorite among hickories; best developed

in the Ohio and Mississippi basins; from Lake

Ontario to Texas, Minnesota to Florida.

72. Mocker Nut Hickory {Hicoria alba) (black hickory,

bull and black nut, big bud, and white-heart^

hickoiy) : A medium to large sized tree, with the

same range as the foregoing; common, especially

in the South.

73. Pignut Hickory {Hicoria glabra) (brown hickor}^

black hickory, switch-bud hickory): Medium to

large sizc^d tree, abundant; all eastern United

States.

74. Bitternut Hickory {Hicorm viinima) (swamp hick-

oiy): A m(Mlium-siz(Ml tree, favoring wet localities,

with 1h(* same range as th(^ pr(‘(^eding.

75. Pecan {Hicoria pecan) (Illinois nut): A large

tree, veiy common in the fertile bottoms of the
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Western streams. Indiana Nebraska and south-

ward to Louisiana and Texas.

HOLLY.

76. Holly {Ilex opaca): Wood of medium weight, hard,

strong, tough, of fine texture and wlnte color;

works and stands well, used for c'abinetwork and

turnery. A small tree, most abundant in the

lower Mississippi Valley and Gulf ^States, but occur-

ring eastward to Massachusetts and north to Indiana.

HORSE-CHESTNUT. {See Buckeye.)

IRONWOOD. {See Blue Beech.)

LOCUST. — This name applies to both of the following;

77. Black Locust (Robinia pseudacacia) (black locust,

yellow locust) : Wood very heavy, hard, strong, and

tough, of coarse tc^xture, veiy durable in contact

with th(^ soil, shrinks considerably and suffers in

seasoning; th(^ very narrow sapwood yellowish,

the heart;WOod brown, with shades of red and green.

Used for wagon hubs, treenails or pins, but especially

for ties, posts, etc. Abroad it is much used for

furniture and farm implements and also in turnery.

Small to medium sized tree, at home in the Allegha-

nies, extensively planted, especially in the W^ost.

78. Honey Locust {GJediUchia trincanthm) (black lo-

cust, sweet locust, three-thorned acacia): Wood
heavy, hard, strong, tough, of coarse texture,

susceptible of a good polish, the narrow sapwood

yellow, th(* heartwood brownish red. So far but

little appreciated except for fimcing and fuel;

used to some extent for wagon hubs and in rough

construction. A medium-sized tree, found from
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reimsylvaiiia to Nebraska and southward to Florida

and T(^xas; locally (juite abundant.

MAGNOLIA. {Sec Tulip Wood.)

MAPLE. — Wood heavy, hard, strong, stiff, tod tough,

fine texture, frequently wavy-grained, this giving rise

to curly and “blister'' figures; not durable in the

ground or otherwise exposed. Maple is creamy

white, with shades of light brown in the heart; shrinks

moderately, seasons, w^orks, and stands well, w^ears

smoothly, and takes a fin(^ polish. The w^ood is used

for ceiling, flooring, paneling, stairway, and other

finishing lumber in house, ship, and car construction;

it is used for the keels of boats and ships, in the manu-

facture of implements and machinery, but espcjcially

for furniture, wh(Te entire' chamber sets of maple rival

those of oak. Maple is also used for shoe lasts and

other form blocks, for shoe pegs, for piano actions,

for school apparatus, for wood type in show-bill print-

ing, tool handles, in wood carving, turnery, and scroll

wwk. The maples arc medium-sized trees, of fairly

rapid growth
;
sometimes form forests and frequently

constitute a large proportion of the arborescent growth.

79. Sugar Maple (Acer mccharwm) (hard maple, rock

maple) : Medium to large sized tree, very common,

forms considerable forests. Maine to Minnesota,

abundant, with birch, in parts of the pineries;

southward to northern Florida; most abundant in

the region of the Great Lakes.

80. Red Maple (Acer ruhrum) (swamp or water maple):

Medium-sized tree. Like the preceding, but scat-

tered along water courses and other moist localities.
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S]. Silver Maple {Acer mrcharinuw) {Fofi liinple, ail-

vor maple): Medium sized, corDiiiori; wood lighter,

softer, inferior to hard maple, and usually TiTered in

small quantities and held separate in the market.

Valley of the Ohio, but (»ccurs from Maine to Dakota

and southward to Florida.

82. Broad-leafed Maple (Acer macrophylluifi): Medium-

sized tree, forms considerable forests, and like the

preceding has a lighter, softer, and less valuable

wood. Pacific Coast.

MULBERRY.
88. Red Mulberry (Morus rubra): Wood moderately

heavy, hard, strong, rather tough, of coarse texture,

durable; sapwood whitish, heart yellow to orange

brown; shrinks and ch(‘cks considerably in drying;

works and stands well. Used in cooperage and

locally in shipbuilding and in the manufacture of

farm implements. A small-sizcHl tree, common in

the Ohio and Mississippi valleys, but widely dis-

tributed in the eastern llnited States.

OAK. — Wood veiy variable, usually very hea\y and

hard, very strong and tough, j)orous, and of coarse

texture; the sapwood whitish, the heart ^^oak^' brown

to reddish brown. It shrinks and checks badly, giv-

ing trouble in seasoning, but stands well, is durable,

and little subject to attacks of insects. Oak is used

for many purposes: in shipbuilding, for heavy con-

struction, in commoi) carpentry, in furniture, car,

and w^agon work, cooperage, turnery, and even in

wood carving; also in the manufacture of all kinds of

farm implements, wT)oden mill machinery, for piles
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and wharves, railway ties, etc. The oaks are medium

to large sized trees, forming the predominant part of

' a large portion of our broad-leaved forests, so that

these are generally ^^oak forests though they always

contain a considerable proportion of other kinds of

trees. Three well-marked kinds, white, red, and live

oak, are distinguished and kept s('parat(' in the market.

Of the two })rincipal kinds white oak is the stronger,

tougher, l(‘ss })orous, and more durable. Red oak

is usually of coarscT texture, inon^ porous, often brit-

tle, less durable^ and evcai mort‘ troublesome in sea-

soning than white oak. In carpentry and furniture

work red oak brings about the sairn^ price at present

as white oak. The red oaks everywhere accom-

pany the white oaks, and, like the latter, are usually

represented by several species in any give^n locality.

Live oak, once largely employed in shipbuilding,

possess(\s all the good qualities (except that of size)

of white oak, even to a grc'ater degree. It is one of the

heaviest, hardest, and most dui*able building timbers

of this country ; in structure it rc'sernbles the red oaks,

but is much l(*ss poro\is.

84. White Oak {Querevs alba): Medium to large sized

tree, common in the Eastern States, Ohio and Mis-

sissippi valleys; occurs throughout eastern United

States.

85. Bur Oak (Querem macrocarpa) (mossy-cu]) oak,

ov(‘r-cup oak) : Large-siz('d tree, locally abundant,

common. Bottoms west of Mississippi; range far-

ther west than preceding.

86. Swamp White Oak {Quercus hicolor): Large-sized
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tree, common. Most abundant in the Lake States,

but with range as in white oak.

87. Yellow Oak (Qtiercus prinoides (chesl:mt oak,

chinquapin oak) : Medium-sized tree. Southern

Alleghanies, eastward to Massachusetts.

88. Basket Oak (Quercvs mlchamd) (cow oak): Largo-

sized tree, locally abundant; lower Mississippi and

eastward to Delaware.

89. Over-cup Oak (Quercus lyrata) (swamp white oak,

swamp post oak): Medium to large sized tree,

rather restricted; ranges as in tlu' preceding.

90. Post Oak {Quercus obtusiloba) (iron oak): Medium

to large sized tree. Arkansas to Texas, eastward

to New England and northward to Michigan.

91. White Oak {Quercus durandii): Medium to small

sized tree. T('xas, eastward to Alabama.

92. White Oak {Quercus garryana): Medium to large

sized tree. Washington to California.

93. White Oak {Quercus lobata): Medium to large sized

tr<‘e; largest oak on the Pacific (^oast; California.

94. Red Oak {Quercus rubra) (black oak): Medium to

large sized tree; common in all parts of its range.

Maine to Minnesota, and southward to the Gulf.

95. Black Oak ( Quercus tinctoria) (yellow oak) : Me-

dium to large sizcul tree; very common in the

South('rn States, but occurring north as far as

Minnesota, and eastward to Maine.

96. Spanish Osik (Quercus falcata) (red oak): Mediurn-

siz(‘d tnH‘, common in th(‘ South Atlantic and Gulf

n^gion, but found from Texas to N(5W York, and

north to Missouri and Kentucky.
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97. Scarlet Oak {Qtiercus coccinea): Medium to large

»zed tree; best developed in the lower basin of the

' Ohio, but found from Maine to Missouri, and from

Minnesota to Florida.

98. Pin Oak (Quercus palustris) (swamp Sf)anish oak,

water oak): Medium to large sized tree, common
alqng borders of streams and swamps. Arkansas

to Wisconsin, and eastward to the Allcghanies.

99. Willow Oak (Quercu.H phellos) (peach oak): Small

to medium sized tn^e. New York to Texas, and

northward to Kentucky.

100. Water Oak {Quercus aquaiwa) (duck oak, pos-

sum oak, punk oak): Medium to largo sized tn^e,

of extrenu'ly rapid growth. Eastern Gulf States,

eastward to Delaware, and northward to Missouri

and Kentucky,

101. Live Oak {Quercus virens): Srnall-sized tree, scat-

tered along the coast from Virginia to Texas.

102. Live Oak {Quercus chrysolepis) (maul oak,

Valparaiso oak): Medium-sized tree; California.

OSAGE ORANGE.
103. Osage Orange {Madura aurantiaca) (Bois d^Arc):

AVood very hea^"y, ('xc(‘edingly hard, strong, not

tough, of moderately coarse texture', and very dura-

ble; saj)wood yellow, heart brown on the end, yellow

on longitudinal faces, soon turning grayish brown

if exposed; it shrinks considerably in drying, but

once dry it stands unusually well. Formerly much
used for wh(*(*l stock in the diy regions of Texas;

otherwise employed for posts, railway tics, etc.

Seems too little appn'ciated
;

it is well suited for
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turned ware and especiall}^ for wood carving, A

8mall“Siz(d tree, of fairly rapid grovlb, scattered

through the rich bottoms of ArkanKsas and Texas.

PERSIMMON.
104. Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana): Wood very

heavy and hard, strong and tough ; resembles hick-

ory, but is of finer texture; the broad sapwoocl cream

color, th(^ heart black; used in turnery for shuttles,

plane stocks, shoe lasts, (^tc. Small to medium

sized tree, common and best developed in the lower

Ohio Valley, but occurs from New York to Texas

and Missouri.

POPLAR and COTTONWOOD {nee also Tulip Wood).—
Wood light, very soft, not strong, of fine texture, and

whitish, grayish, to yellowish color, usually with a

satiny luster. Tin* wood shrinks moderately (some

ci'ossgrained forms warf.) excessively) but checks little;

is easily worked but is not durable*. Used as building

and furniture lumber, in cooperage for sugar and flour

ban*els, for crates and ))()Xi\s (esp(*cially crack(*r boxes),

for wood(‘n wan^ and ])aper jHilp.

105. Cottonwood (Populusmonilifera)

:

Large-sized tree;

forms considerabk^ forests along many of the West-

ern streams, and furnishes most of the cottonwood

of the market. Mississippi Valley and west; New
England to the Rocky Mountains.

106. Balsam {Popidus balsamifera) (balm of Gilead):

Medium to large sized tree; common all along the

northern boundary of the United States.

107. Black Cottonwood (Populus irichocarpa)

:

The

largest deciduous tree of Washington; very com-
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mon. Northern Rocky Mountains and Pacific

region.

108. Cottonwood (Po]>ulus fronontii var. widizeni):

Medium to large sized tre(^, common. Texas to

California.

109. Poplar (Fopulus grandidentata)

:

Medium-sized

tree, chiefly used for pulp. Maine to Minnesota

and southward along th(^ Alleghani(‘S.

110. Aspen (Populus irenndoideti): Small to medium

sized tree, often forming extensive forests and

covering burned areas. Maine to Washington and

northward, south in the Western mountains to

California and New Mexico.

RED GUM. (8ee Gum.)

SASSAFRAS.

111. Sassafras (Samifras sassafras): Wood light, soft,

not strong, brittle, of coarse texture, durable; sap-

w'ood yellow, heart orange browm. Used in coop-

erage, for skiffs, fencing, etc. Medium-sized tree,

largest in the lower Mississippi Valley, from New
England to Texas and from Michigan to Florida.

SOUR GUM. (See Gum.)

SWEET GUM. {See Gum.)

SYCAMORE.
112. Sycamore {Plataniis occidentalis) (buttonwood,

buttonball tro(\, water beech) ; Wood moderately

heavy, (piite hard, stiff, strong, tough, usually cross-

grained, of coarse texture, and white to light browm

color; the wood is hard to split and w^ork, shrinks

moderately, w^arps and checks considerably, but

stands w^ell. It is used extensively for drawers,
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backs, bottoms, etc., in cabinetwork, for tobacco

boxes, in cooperage, and also for finisbing lumber,

where it has too long been underrated. A largo

tree, of rapid growth, common and largest in the

Ohio and Mississippi valleys, at home in nearly all

parts of the eastcTii United States The California

species —
118. PlataniAs racemosa resembles in its wood the

Eastern form.

TULIP WOOD.
114. Tulip Tree (Liriodendron iulipifera) (yellow pop-

lar, white wood): Wood quite variable in weight,

usually light, soft, stiff but not strong, of fine texture,

and yellowish color; the wood shrinks considerably,

bui. seasons without much injury; works and stands

remai'kably w(^ll. Used for siding, for paneling and

finishing lumber in house, car, and ship building,

for sideboai-ds, and panels of wagons and carriages;

also in the manufacture of furniture, implements and

machinery, for pump logs, and almost ever}’’ kind

of common wooden ware, boxes, sln^lving, drawers,

etc. An ideal wood for the carver and toy man.

A largo tree, does not form forests, but is quite

common, especially in the Ohio Basin; occurs from

New England to Missouri and southward to Florida.

115. Cucumber Tree {Magnolia acuminaia) : A me-

dium-sized tree, most common in the southern

Alleghanies, but distributed from New’^ York to

Arkansas, southw^ard to Alabama and northward

to Illinois. Resembling, and probably confounded

with, tulip wood in the markets.
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TUPELO. {See Gum.)

WALNUT.
116. Black Walnut {Juglans nigra) : Wood heavy, hard,

strong, of coarse texture; the narrow sapwood whit-

ish, the heartwood chocolate brown. The wood

shrinks moderately in drying, works and stands well,

takes a good polish, is (iuite handsome, and has been

for a long time the favorite eabind wood in this

countjy. Walnut, foriiKaly uschI evcai for fencing,

has bocoiiKi too costly for ordinaiy uses, and is to-

day employ(Hl largc'ly as a vcskhu’, for inside finish

and cabinetwork; also in turnery, for gunsfocks,

etc. Black walnut is a larg(! tree, with stout trunk,

of rapid growth, and was formerly (piite abundant

throughout the Alleghany region, occurring from

New England to Texas, and from Michigan to

Florida.

WHITE WALNUT. (Nee Butternut.)

WHITE WOOD. (See Tulip, and also Basswood.)

YELLOW POPLAR. (Nee Tulip.)



APPENDIX B

Problems in Construction and Geometric

Helps

The order of tlie letters and figures in the following

indicates the order of construction and of reasoning in

discussing the figures*

283
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Vertical
(upright)

Intereectinq^

(Cutting through. Meeting)

Divergent
' (Spreading apart)

Fkj. 247.— Dilution of lilies.

Fig. — Line construction.
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Fig. 249.— Anifles,

Fig. 250. — Divisions and constructions of angles.



Perpendicutar
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Acute OMU«e
3. Isosceles
(equal lags) (Unequal legs and angles)

Fig. 251 .— Triangles

.
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Fig. 253.— Quadrilaterals.

3. rfnd ^rea of a pdratlelogram.

Fio. 254.— Construction and area of quadrilaterals.
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Dimensions Parts Concentric

(Touching) Anq1e-85" Bisect an arc and its chord.

Fi<;. 2r)5.— Circles.

I Draw a circle tangent to a z. Draw an arc or a circle 3. Inscribed circle,

given line at a given point. tangentloa right angle. Circumscribed square

Circumscribe a circle.

Fig. 256.— Construction of circles.
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Fi(i. 257.— Regular polygons.

u
Fig. 258.— Tlie octagon.
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AB Al'.fltc.* radium vwW.
Pitch- V-

Fio. 259.— Curves and sx>irals.

\ /jN /6-4k-»)fc \ '-.W \ I /^9
I \ du /T-thuii* \ ,X \ y/tack •-•triin. \ i yAtDratt*

CN^ Ncartre* tor I PtaT*,T^ ara 1 •iam,d pn
L-.-^ comiMM*. J— thafocfdoeuaa*;. ^

IWithcompMW^Approx. A. with string.' exact. 3. with tt^ammei

,
Three methods of drawing the 0llipse.(exampie, 4k' xe*)

^ Example, an avail

/ I \ X/ A. ak-ik«a
/ 1

^ \ x*a-4,thaieii9Uiif It

f- -[—

\

'] la be an ellipeeas

i
/ ^ ^ '' ^ ^ J ehown by brotan e^tme.

X.
1

Praceedaein ellipeeMfcl.

1 Wiwifgi^n 2. LengUi andin^h given

To draw an oval with compaeees.

/JX

Y :i^ ^

Fig. 200.— Ellix)se and oval.
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Ri^ht priftm Cylinder Pyramid

Qbllqut pn»m Prutium of pyramid aurfaca of cone

Fio. 2m.— Solids.

Cubic inches

or meieriel.

Scaler One-fourthMM
A five inch cube (jTxS'Vs’). Twenty-five cubic lnchesCdxaTxO.

Fig. 262.—The cube.
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Fio. 2(53. —Board measure.



APPENDIX C

UsKPUL Tablks

U. S. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

LOWG MEASURE (Measures of Length)

Ins. Foet Yartls Fath. Kods FurJ. Milo

12 = 1

30 = 3 = 1

72 = 0 = 2=1
198 = lOJ = 2} = 1

7920 = 000 = 220 = 110 = 40 = 1

03300 = 6280 = 1760 = 880 = 320 = 8 r 1

0080 20 Feet = 1.16 Statute Miles = 1 Nautical Mile or Knot.

SQUARE MEASURE (Measures of Surface)

Bq. Ins, hq. Fe<*t 8<j, Yards Sq. Uods Hoods Acre

144 = 1

1296 = 9 =1
39204 = 272} = 30J = 1

1668100 = 1081Ki = 1210 = 40 = 1

6272640 = 43600 = 4840 = 100 = 4 =1
640 Acres = 1 Square Mile.

An Acre = a square whose side is 69.67 Yards or 208.71 Feet.

CUBIC MEASURE (Measures of Volume)

Cn. InK. Cn. Fcot Cu. Yard

1728 = 1

46060 = 27 = 1

A Cord of Wood = 128 Cubic Feet, beinj^ 4 feet x 4 feet x 8 feet.

42 Cubic Feet = a Ton of Shippinf^.

1 Perch of Masonry = 24J Cubic Feet, being 16J feet x IJ feet x 1 foot

29.3
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LIQUID OR WINS MEASURE

The U. S. Standard Gallon measures 231 Cubic Inches, or 8.33888

Pounds Avoirdupois of pure water, at about 39.85 degrees Fahr., the

Barome'ter at SO Inches.

Cubic
Gills Pints Quarts Gallons Tierces Hogsheads Puncheons Pipes Tun Inches

4 = 1 28.876

8 = 2 = 1 = 67.75

32 = 8 = 4 = 1 = 281.

1344 386 168 = 42 = 1

2016 = 504 = 262 = 63 n = 1

2488 = 672 = 3.36= 84 2 = n = 1

4032 == 1008 504 = 126 3 = 2 = n = 1

8064 2016 = 1008 = 252 = 6 = 4 = 3 = 2 = 1

A Cubic Foot contains 7J Gallons.

The British Imperial Gallon contains 277.27 Cubic Inches and = 1.2

U. S. Gallons.

DRY MEASURE

The Standard Bushel contains 2150.42 Cubic Inches, or 77.627013

Pounds Avoirdupois of pure water at maximum density. Its legal

dimensions are 18J Inches diameter inside, 19J Inches outside, and

8 Inches deep
;
and when heaped the cone must be 6 Inches high,

making a heaped Bushel equal to 1} struck ones.

Pints Quarts (rallutis Pecks Bushel Cubic Inches

2 = 1 = 67.2

8 = 4 = 1 = 268.8

16 = 8 .-2 = 1 = 637.6 .

64 = .32 II11GOII = 2150.42

The British Imperial Bushel contains 2218.2 Cubic Inches and = 1.03

U. S. Bushels. .

AVOIRDUPOIS OR COMMERCIAL WEIGHT

The Grain is the same in Troy, Apothecaries, and Avoirdupois

Weights.

The Standard Avoirdupois Pound is the weight of 27.7015 Cubic

Tmdies of distilled water weighed in the air at .35.85 degrees Fahr.,

Barometer at 30 Inches. 27.343 Grains = 1 Drachm.
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Drachms

16 =
Ozs.

1

Lbs. Long Qrs. Long Cwt. l.oug Tor>

250 = 16 = 1

7108 = 448 = 28 = 1

28672 = 1702 = 112 = 4

573440 = 35840 = 2*240 = 80 = 20 = i

The above Table gives what is known as !,he Long Ton. The Short

Ton weighs 2000 Pounds.

TROT WEIGHT

For Gold, Silver, and Precious Metals.

Oralus Dwfs. Oz.s. Lb.

24 == 1

480 = 20 = 1

5760 = 240 = 12 = 1

175 Pounds Troy = 14 4 Avoirdupois.

Pounds Avoirdupois ~ .82280 = Pounds Troy.

Pounds Troy x 1.21 5;1 = Pounds Avoirdupois.

The Jewelers* Carat is equal, in the United State.s, to o.2 Grains; in

Loudon, to J.17 Grains; in Paris, to 8.18 Grains.

APOTHECARIES WEIGHT

United States and British.

Tn Troy and Apothecaries Weights, the (irain, Ounce, and Pound
are the same.

Grams Scruples Drachms Ozs. Lb.

20 = 1

60 = .8=1
480 = 24 = 8 = 1

5760 = 288 = m = 12 =s 1
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THE METRIC SYSTEM
WEIGHTS

Metric Bonuminations and Values. Equivalents in Denominations In use.

Weight of what quantity of Avoirdupois
Names. No. Grams. water at maximum density. Welgnt.

Millier or tonneau = 1,000,000 = 1 cubic meter =2204.6 pounds
Quintal = 100,000 = 1 hectoliter = 220.46 pounds
Myriagram = 10,000 = 10 liters = 22.046 pounds
Kilogram or kilo = 1,000 = 1 liter = 2.2046 pounds
Hectogram = 100 = 1 deciliter = .‘1.6274 ounces

Dekagram = 10 = 10 c. centimeters = 0.3527 ounce
Gram = 1 = 1 c. centimeter = 16.4.32 grains

Decigram = .1 = .1 c. centimeter = 1..64.32 grains

Centigram = .01 = 10 c. millimeters = 0.164.3 grain

Milligram = .001 = 1 c. millimeter = 0.0154 grain

MEASURES OF LENGTH

Metric Denominations and V'alues. Equivalents in Denominations In use.

Myriaineter = 10,000 meters = 6.2137 miles

Kilometer = 1 ,000 meters = 0.62187 mile, or 3,280 feet 10 in.

Hectometer =. 100 meters = 328 feet and 1 inch

Dekameter = 10 meters = 803.7 inches

Meter = 1 meter = 39.37 inches

Decimeter = .1 of a meter = 3.937 inches

Centimeter = .01 of a meter = 0.3i)37 inck

Millimeter = .001 of a meter = 0.0394 inch

MEASURES OP SURFACE

Metric Denominations and Values, Equivalents in Denominations in use.

Hectare = 10,000 square meters = 2.471 acres

Are = 100 square meters = 119.6 square yards
Centare = 1 square meter = 1.650 square inches

MEASURES OP CAPACITY

Metric Denominations and Values. Equivalents in Denominations in use.

Names No. Liters Cubic Measure Dry Measure Wine Measure
Klloliter = 1,000 e=i 1 cubic meter « 1,308 cubic yards = 264.17 gallons
Hectoliter = 100 * .i cubic meter = 2 bush. 3.3.*) pecks = 26.417 gallons
Decaliter «= 10 « 10 c. decimeters = 0.08 quarts = 2.6417 gallons
Liter » 1 = 1 c. decimeter = O.OOS quart = 1.0507 quarts
Deciliter .1 « .1 e. decimeter « 6.1022 cubic Inches =* 0.845 gill

Centiliter = .01 « 10 c. centimeter.s = 0.6102 cubic Inch = 0.338 fluid oz.

Milliliter .(KU « 1 c. centimeter *» 0.061 cubic Inch « 0.27 fluid dr.
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“UNITED CTATES” AND “METRIC” CONSTANTS
LONG MEASURE

Millimetors x .08037 — inches

Millimeters -h 25.4 = inches

Centimeters x .8087 = inches

Centimeters ~ 2.54 — in ;hes

Meters 89.87 = inc'ies (Aci. of Congress)

Meters x 3.281 ~ feet

Meters x 1.004 — yards

Kilonietei’s x .621 ~ miles

Kilometers 3280.7 =: feet

Kilometers -r- 1.6008 = miles

SQUARE MEASURE

Square millimeters x .0155 =• square inches

Square millimeters -=•- 645.1 = square inches

Square centimeters x 1.55 = square indies

Square centimeters 6.451 = Kijuare inches

Square meters x 10.764 =r square feet

Square kilometers x 247.1 = acres

Hectares x 2.471 = acres

CUBIC MEASURE

Cubic centimeters -f- 36.383 .= cubic inches

Cubic centimeters -i- 8.60 = fluid drachms (U. S. P.)

Cubic centimeters 4- 20.57 fluid ounces (U. S. P.)

Cubic meters X 35.815 = cubic feet

Cubif! meters x 1 .308 = cubic yards

Cubic meters X 264.2 = gallons (231 cubic inches)

Liters X 61.022

Litera X 33.84

Liters x .2642

Liters 4- 3.78

Liters x 28.316

Hectoliters x 3.531

Hectoliters x 2.84

Hectoliters x .131

Hectoliters 4- 26.42

LIQUID MEASURE

= cubic inches (Act of Congress)

= fluid ounces (IT. S. Phar.)

= gallons (231 cubic inches)

= gallons (231 cubic inches)

= cubic feet

= cubic feet

= bushels (2160.42 cubic inches)

= cubic yards

= gallons (281 cubic inches)
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WEIGHTS

Grammes x 16.432 = grains (Act of Congress)

Grammes x 981 = dynes

Ijramines (water) -i- 29.57 =: fluid ounces

Grammes 4- 28.36 = ounces avoirdupois

Grammes per cubic centimeter -4- 27.7 = pounds per cubic inch

Joule X .7373 = foot jjounds

Kilograms x 2.2046 = pounds

Kilograms x 36.3 = ounces avoirdupois

Kilograms ~ 1102.3 = tons (2,000 pounds)

Kilograms x per scpiare centimeter 14.223 = pounds per square inch

CONTENTS (BOARD MEASURE)

OF ONE LINEAL FOOT OF TIMBER

TiIU’KNKHH in Inciikk

2 V,

2 8 4 '“f (i 7 s 1) 10 11 12 18 14

18 3. 4.6 6. 7.6 9 10.6 12 13.6 16 16.5 18 19.5 21

17 2.83 4.25 5.66 7.08 8.5 9.92 11.33 12.76 14.17 15.58 17 18.42 19.83

16 2.67 4 5.33 6.67 8 9.33 10.67 12 13.38 14.67 16 17.33 18.66

15 2.5 3.75 Li 6.25 7.6 8.76 10 11.26 12.5 13.75 15 16.25 17.5

14 2.33 3.5 4.67 6.83 7 8.17 9.33 10.6 11.67 12.83 14 16.17 16.33

13 2.17 3.26 4.33 6.42 6.5 7.68 8.67 9.75 10.83 11.92 13 14.08

12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

11 1.83 2.75 3.67 4.58 5.5 6.42 7.38 8.25 9.17 10.08

10 1.67 2.5 3.33 4.17 5 6.83 6.67 7.5 8.33

9 1.6
j

2.26 3 3.75 4.6 5.26 6 6.75

8 1.33 2 2.67 3.33 4 4.67 6.33

7 1.17 1.76 2.38 2.92 3.5 4.08

6 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

6 .83 1.26 1.67 2.08

4 .67 1 1.33

3 .5 .75

2 .33

To a.scert€ain the contents of a piece of timber, find in the table the

contents of one foot and iiuiltiply by the length, in feet, of the piece.
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Example: What is the Contend (Board Meat,ure) of a piece ot

timber 10 in. x 7 in., 20 ft. long ?

Answer : 6.83 x 20 = 116.6 feet Board Measure.

PROPERTIES OF TIMBER

Dksckiption

Weight
PER Cubic

IToot
Lns.

Tknhii.b
Strength
PER S<i. In.

IN Lbs.

CurSHING
Sl'KBNGTH
PER Sq. In.

IX Lbs.

1{ki.\tivb
Strength
FOR Cross
Uheaking.
White
Pink

MciCAL 10(»

1

Shearing
Strength
*V1TH THE
Qr.vin.
Lbs, per
Sg* In.

Ash 4.‘1 to S.’i.S 11,000 to 17,207 4,4(X) to 9,363 i;X) to 180 45‘ito7(X>

Beech . . . 43 to .53.4
1 11,500 to 18,000 5,8(K)to 9,;it{3 l(X)to 144

Cedar. . . 50to5fl.8 10,300 to 11,4tK) 5,(KX) to 6,000 55 to 63 —
Cherry . .

— —
1

130

Chestnut. 10,.500 5,:i50 to r),(KX) 9(>t() 133
1

Elm . . . 34to3(j.7 15,400 to 13,489 6,8.31 to 10,331 %
Hemlo(jk

.

— 8,700 5,700 88 to 95 —
Hickory . — 12,800 to 18,000 8,925 1.50 to 210
I/JCUSt . . 44 20,500 to 24,800 9,113 to 11,700 132 to 227

Maple . . 46 10,500 to 10,.584 8,150 122 to 220 ;X57to647
Oak, white 45 to 54.5 10,253 to 19,500 4,684 to 9,509 i;X)tol77 752totKi6

Oak, live

.

70 — 6,850
1

155 to 189
i

—
Pine, white

Pine,

30 10,000 to 12,000

1

5,000 to 6,650 100 225 to 423

yellow . 28.8 to 33 12,600 w» 19,200 5,4(K)to 9,.500 98 to 170 28(>to415
{Spruce . .

Walnut,

— 10,000 to 19,500 5,0.50 to 7.850 86toll0 253 to .374

black. . 42 9,286 to 16,(XK) 7,r)(K)
1

^ —

The above table should be taken with caution, as there is often very

wide variations in any species.

CUT NAILS AND TACKS

THE TERM “PENHY ” AS APPLIED TO NAILS

The origin of the terms “ six-penny/’ “ ten-penny,’’ etc., as applied
to nails, though not commonly known, is involved in no mystery
whatever. Nails have been made a certain number of pounds to the
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thousand for many years, and are still reckoned in that way in

England, a ten-penny being a thousand nails to ten pounds, a six-

penny a thousand nails to six pounds, a twenty-penny weighing

twenty pounds to the thousand
;
and, in ordering, buyers call for the

three-pound, six-pound, or ten-pound variety, etc., until, by the

Englishman’s abbreviation of “pun” for “pound,” the abbreviation

has been made to stand for penny, instead of pound, as originally

intended.

LENGTH AND NUMBER OF CUT NAILS TO THE POUND

Size H
O
V.

o
5*

'iP.

H
V:

o

u
'r,

V,
ta
«

OD
fi

<

8
<
tt

&
’H

5 'I c, d & H 0

\ • •

2d .

in.

i

1

— — — — — 800

500

376

— — — —

800 I 1100 IKK)

3d , li 480 —

•

— 720 760 224 — — — —
4d . H 288 — 523 3(58 180 398 — — —
6d . n 200 — — 410 — — — 130 —
6d .

'

2 168 90 84
1

268 — — 224 126 96 —
7d . n 124 74 64 188 — — — 98 82 —
8d . 88 62 48 146 — 128 75 68 —
yd . 2| 70 53 ’

36 130 — no 65 — —
lOd . 3 58 46 30 102 — — 91 55 — 28

12d . H 44 42 24 76 — — 71 40 — —
16d . H 34 38 20 62 — __ 54 27 22

20d . 4 23 33 16 54 — — 40 — —
14i

80d . 41 18 20 — — — — 33 — —
12i

40d . 6 14 — — __ — — 27 — —

-

50d . 10 — — — — — — — — 8

60d . 0 8 — — — — — — — — 6

— 61 — — — — — — — — — H
7 — — — — — — — — —

— 8 — — — — — — — — —
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TABLE FOR ESTIMATKia QUANTITY OP RAILS

Matkrial SiZK OK Nau, J Iif‘. RKtiUIKEn

1000 shingles 4d 5

1000 laths 3d 7

1000 sq. ft. beveled siding .... fid 18

1000 sq. ft, sheathing 8(1 20

1000 sq. ft. sheathing .... lOd 25

1000 sq. ft. flooring 8d ;«)

1000 sq. ft. flooring lOd 40
1000 sq. ft. studding lOd 16

1000 sq. ft. studding ....
;

20d 5

1000 sq. ft. furring 1 x 2 in. . lOd 10

1000 sq. ft. finished flooring,
J

in. . 8d to lOd fin. 20

1000 sq. ft. finished flooring, 1| in. . lOd fin 30

TABLE OF DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF SCREW GAUGE
FOR MACHINE AND WOOD SCREWS

The difference between consecutive sizes is .0131G".

Nu. of
S<Tew
(jaiig'c

Size of
^

Number in

Decimals

No. of
Screw
Outige

Size of
Number in

Decimals

No. of
Scirew
(iHUge

Size of
Number in

Decimals

000 .03162 16 .26840 34 .60628

00 .04480 17 .28156 36 .61844

0 .06784 18 .29472 36 .63160

1 .07100 19 .30788 37 .64476

2 .08416 20 .32104 38 .55792

3 .09732 21 .33420 39 .67108

4 .11048 22 .34736 40 .68424

5 .12364 23 .36062 41 .69740

6 .13680 24 .37368 42 .61066

7 .14996 26 .38864 43 .62372

8 .16312 26 .40000 44 .63688

9 .17628 27 ,41316 46 .66004

10 .18944 28 .42632 46 .66320

11 .20260 29 .43948 47 .67636

12 .21676 30 .46264 48 .68962

13 .22892 31 .46680 49 .70268

14 .24208 32 .47896 50 .71684

16 .25624 33 .49212
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dikfp:kent standards for wire gauge in use in

THE UNITED STATES

^ DIMENSIONS OF SIZES IN DECIMAL PARTS OF AN INCH

t; ?c bi>

b o

u
5

1

I 2I
1 ^ t.

1
0

C u

1 i
S «’

rtl
2 C u
< £ t,

^ 1

Imperial

Wire

Gange

Stubs’

Steel

Wire

U.

8.

Stand,

for

Plate

Number

of

Wire

Gauge

000000 — .464 .46876 000000

00000 — — .432 — .4375 00000

0000 .40 .464 .400 .40(526 0000

000 .40964 .426 .3626 .372 .376 000

00 .3(548 .38 .3310 .5148 — .34375 00

0 .32486 .34 .30(56 .5124 —
j

.iU25 0

1 .2893 .3 .2830 .300 .227 .28125
j

1

2
j

.26763 .284 .2625 .276 .210
'

.266ti25
'

2

3 .22042 .260 .2437 .262 .212 .26 3

4 .20431 .238 .2263 .232 .207 .284376
1

4

5 .18104 .22 1 .2070 .212 .204 .21875 6

() 1 .16202 .203 .15)20 .102 .201 .203126 6

7 .14428 .18 .1770 .176 .100 .1876 7

8 .12840 .106 .1620 .160 .197 .171876 8

9 1 .11443 .148 .1483 .144 .104
i

.16626 0

10 !
.10180 .134 .1360 .128 .191 .140626 10

11 .0510742 ,12 .1206 .116 .188 .126 11

12 : .080808 .100 .1066 .104 .186
j

.109376 12

n .071901 .096 .0915 .092 .182 .00375 13

14 .064084 .083 .0800 .080 .180
j

.078126 14

16 .067008 .072 .0720 .072 .178 .0703125 16

10 .06082 .006 .0626 .064 .175 .0626 16

17 .046257 .068 .0640 .066 .172 .06626 17

18 .040303 .040 .0475 ,048 .168
i

.06 18

19 .03680 .042 .0410 .040 .1(54
1

.04375 10

20 .031001 .036 .0348 .0:16 .1(51 .0375 20

21 .028462 .032 ,03176 .032 .167 .034376 21

22 .026347 .028 .0286 .028 .165 .03125 22

28 .022671 .026 .0258 .024 .153 .028125 28
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DIFFERENT STANDARDS FOB WIRE GAUGE IN USE IN

TUE UNITED STATES— UoHhxwprf

DIMENSIONS OF SIZES IN DECIMAL FARTS OF AN UCR

9)

American

or

Brown

A

Sharpf

i ^
I e ^ ®

II s
^ jj

ill

i" '

j

1
«/

_ Ui
!

08 - 1

i ‘C « “rjl jT

fA ®
1

^
1

t

j

I

I

'*p-

1

1 6

O tl/

1

24 ,0201 .022 .0230 .022 .Ihl .025 24

26 .0179 .02 .0204 1
1 .020 .148 .021876 25

2f^ .01694 .018 .0181 .018 .146 .01876 26

27 .014196 .016 .0173 .0Ui4 .143 .0171876 27

28 .012641 .014 .0162 .0149 .189 .016626 28

20 .011257 .013 .0160 .0130 ! .134 .0140626 29

;]() .010025 .012 .0140 .0124 .127 .0126 SO

31 .008928 ,01 .0132 .0116 .120
j

.0109375 81

32 .00706 .009 I .0128 .0108 .116 .01016626 82

38 .00708 ! .008 .0118 .0100 .112 .000376
!

33

84 .0fM)304 .007 ,0104 .0092 .110 .00859376 84

36 .005614 .006 .0095 .0084 .108 .0078125 86

80 .006 .004 .0090 .0076
!

.106 .00703125 86

87 .004463 — — .0068 .103 .006640625 37

38 .003965 —
i

.0060 .101 .00625 88

39 .003631 — 1

.0062 .099 — 89

40 ,003144 —
1

.0048 .097 — 40

SIZES OF NUMBERS OF THE U. S. STANDARD GAUGE

FOR SHEET AND PLATE IRON AND STEEL

An Act Establishing a Standard Gauge for Sheet and Plate Iron and Steel

lU' it enacted hy the Semite and House, of Representatives of the

Uffited States of America in Comjress assemhUd

:

^riiat for the puri)o.se of semiring uniformity tlie following is estab-

lished as the only gauge for sheet and plate iron and steel in the United

States of America, namely

:
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Number of
Gauge

Approximate
Thickness in
Fractions of
an Inch

Approximate
Thickness in
Decimal Parts
of an Inch

Weight per
Square Foot
in Ounces
Avoirdupois

Weight per
Square Foot
in Pounds
Avoirdupois

0000000 1-2 .5 .320 20.00

000000 16-32 .46876 300 18.76

00000 7-10 .4375 280 17.50

0000 33-32 .40625 260 16.26

000 3-8 .375 240 16

00 11-32 .34375 220 13.76

0 6-10 .3125 200 12.60

1 9-32 .28125 180 11.25

2 17-64 .265625 170 10.626

3 1-4 .25 100 10

4 16-()4 .234376 150 9.376

5 7-32 .21875 140 8.75

(} 13-64 .203125 130 8.125

7 3-16 .1875 120 7.5

8 ll -(!4 .171876 no 6.876

0 5-32 .15625 100 6.25

10 9-04 .140625 90 6.625

11 1-8 .125 80 5

12 7-64 .109375 70 4.375

i :] 3-32 .09375 60 3.76

14 6-64 .078126 60 3.125

16 9-128 .0703126 45 2.8126
10 1-16 .0626 40 2.6

17 0-160 .05625 36 2.25

18 1-20 .05 32 2

19 7-100 .04376 28 1.75

20 3-80 .0375 24 1.60

21 11-320 .034375 22 1.375

22 1-32 .03126 20 1.25

23 9-320 .028125 18 1.125

24 1-40 .026 16 1

26 7-;i20 .021876 14 .875

20 3-160 .01876 12 .76

27 11-640 .0171875 11 .6875

28 1-64 .015625 10 .625
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Number of
Gauge

Approximate I

Thickness in
j

Fraction b of
,

an inch

ApproximaU
Thi'ikness in

Decimal Parts
of an Inch

Weigntj'er
|

Square Fo<ft
,

in Ounce-.
Avoirdupois 1

Weight .)or

Square Fooi
lu Pounds
/ voirdui»oifc.

29 9-040
*

.0140625 .5626

30 1-80 .0125 8 .6

31 7-fi40 .0109375 7 .4376

32 13-1280 .01015625 .40626

33 3-320 .009375 6 376

34 11-1280 .00859376 .34375

35 5-640 .0078125 5 .3125

36 9-1280 .00703125 U .28125

37 17-2560 .006640626 .266625

38 1-160 .00626 4 .25

And on and after July first, eighteen hundred and ninety -three, the

same and no other shall be used in detennining duties and taxes levied

by the United States of America on sheet and plate iron and steel.

But this act shall not be construed to increase duties upon any articles

which may be imported.

8bci’ion 8. That in the practical use and application of the standard

gauge hereby established a variation of two and one-half per cent,

either way may be allowed.

Approved March 3, 1893.

FORMULA FOR MAKING BLUE PRINT PAPER

Solution A
Citrate of iron and ammonia oz.

Water 10 oz

Solution B
Red pmssiate of potash li oz.

Water 10 oz.

Solution C
Gum arabic . • i oz.

Water . 2 oz.

X
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IJUiEOTIONFi

Use equal parts of solutions ^1 and II and add a few drops of solu-

tion C. Mix well and apjdy a thin even coat over the surface of the

paper, using a wide, soft brush. This should he done by a very dim

light. The coated ]>aper will dry in a few minutes and should then be

wrapped up secuiely so the light cannot get to it until used for print-

ing. The printing is done in the sunlight, and then the paper is

washed in clean cold water.

Solutions A and B are sensitive to light and should he kept in

colored bottles.
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(The names of the awthorities eiloil io the text are printed in bmat.l capitals)

Activities of race classified, 5.

Anvil, 85.

Ap]>endix A, Ivey to the more im-
portant woods of iNorth America,

233 to 282.

Aj»pendix H, Problems in eonstruc-

tion, 283 tr; 202.

Appendix C', I seful tables, 2t)3 to

306.

Arrow, bow and, 3, 4.

Auger, 72.

Auger bit gauge, 75.

Auger bits, 73.

JiACiLKY, William Ciiandi.eii,

quoted, 14.

IJaii.ey, IIkmiy Tornek, quoted,

7.

Ihuid saw, 104.

lied marker, 193.

licit hooks, 1 18.

I^elt lacings, 115.

licit punch, 86,

llelts, 112; formultc used in

selecting, 114.

lleneh brush, 95.

Benches. 21.

Bench work, 174.

Bennett, Charles A., quoted, 13.

Bevel, 27.
'

Bird's eye Tnai>le, 20,

Blotter j)ad, 185; decorations for,

186.

Blue prints, 18 ;
how to make, 305.

Board measun*, 292, 298.

Bookcases, 196, 202.

Book racks, 182, 183, 189, 195,

203, 205.

Boring tools, 72.

Bottom of block, 19.

Bow and arrow, 3, 4.

Brac(‘ or bit. bnu c, 76.

Brace measure, 32.

Bt tchek, (’arl, (piotcd, 6.

Cabinet s<Taper, 94.

(^nlipors, 37.

(.^amp stool, 190.

(’arborumlum stories, 91, 92.

(Urlyle, Thomas, quoted, 6.

C^arpenter's stjuare, 28.

C^arvers’ fiimcb, 87.

(3u*( ks, in wood, 20.

Ch.essbonrd, 200.

Chisels, .so<‘k(‘t firmer, 39 ;
corner,

40
;
tiing firmer, 39, 40

;
turn-

ing, 41
;

carving, 46.

(’ircular saws, 107; speed of, 109;
rules for spewed, 110.

Clamping tools, 79.

(Wt hangers, 175, 176.

Combination saw^ bench, 106,

Combination stones, 91.

Compasses, 36, 37.

Coniferous triH's, 119.

C(>riier siielf, 194.

(VjnntfTsink, 75.

Counting board, 188.

Cutting with knife, 167.

Dado heads, 107.

Desk and bookcase, combination,

211 .

Dewey, John, quoted, 8.

Dicotyledonous trees, 120.

Dividers, 36, 37.

Dopp, Katherine Elizabeth,
quoted, 2.

Double hinge lace, 118.

I

Dovetail box, 189.

307
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Dovetail Joint, end, 212,; half, 213.

Dowel bits, 74.

Dress down surface, 19.

Drills, 74.

Dutch plate rack, 198.

Edge tools, how to sharpen, 92, 93,

94.

Energy, 99.

English measure, 23, 24, 25

;

tables, 293.

Essex board measure, 33.

Fastening devices, 129 to 148.

File cleaner, 72.

Files, 70, 71.

I*’iHers, 155.

I^^loor broom hoUh^r, 206.

Folding screens, 190.

Footstools, 199, 204.

Fonnuhe for color decorations, 151.

Framing s(|UHr(‘, 28 ;
history of,

34.

Gauge attachments, 30.

Gimlet bit, 75.

Glue, 141 to 140; kinds of, 141,

142; how inan\ifa«d\ired, 141,

142; uses, 142, 14.3; heaters,

143; methods of gluing, 144,

145.

Gouges, turning, 40, 41 ;
carving,

42, 43, 44, 45.

Grain of wood, 12.

Grindstone, S7.

Grindstone truing dcNUce, 89.

Grij)piiig tools, 79.

Hammers, S3, 84.

Handles, 95, 90.

Hand screw, 79,

II.^.NKV, .lAMJis P., (|uoted, 12.

Indian triht‘s, rules regarding bow
and arrow. 4.

Inkstaml, 191.

Institutions of society, 6.

James, Profes.sor, quoted, 12.

JardinieVe stand, 206.

Jointer, 111.

Joints and wood fastenings, 147.

Karr, Grant, quoted, 9.

Key rack, 187.

Key to the more important woods
of North America, 233.

Knife box, 195.

Knife, sloyd, 38, 39.

Knife work, 163 to 174.

Lathe, woodturning, 111, 112, 113,

215, 210.

J..ay out work, 19.

I..(itters and figures, 96.

Lumbering, 121.

Magazine rack, 208.

Mail(‘t., S5.

Man, a tool-u.sing animal, 1.

Manual training, defined, 1 ;
its

placid in education, 1 to 15.

Marking gaug(', 35.

Match box, 170, 171.

Mat<*h strike, 105 to 169.

Maydole, Davul, 83.
Mtvisure, long, 293

;
square, 293

;

ctibic, 293 ;
liquid, 294 ;

dry, 294.

Mefisuring arid lining, 163, 164, 165.
Metric system, 25; tables, 296.
Miter box, 68, 69.

Miter planer, 69.

Model, 19.

Monocotyl<Hiono\is trees, 120.

Morris, Wiixiam, cpioted, 14.

Mortise-aiul-t enon Joint, tlirough,

214.

Mortise gauge, 35, 30.

Nails and nailing, 129 to 135.

Nails, history of, 129, 130 ;
kinds

of, 130, 131
;
penny, 130 ;

names
of steed wire, 131, 132, 133; cut,

132; us€»s, 134 ;
steel wire brads,

135; tables. 299, 300, 301.
Nail set, 86.

New style lace, 116.

Object, 19.

Octagon “eight-square*' scale, 32.
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Oiler, 95.

Oil slip, 91.

Oil stone, f*0.

OUl.styh ^ace, 115.

0*Shea, M. V., quoted, S.

Parker, Col. F. W., quote<l, 10, 11.

Parting tool, 41 ,
47.

Picture frames, J8S, 207.

Pigments, 152.

Planes, 48 to 53.

Plant marker, 193.

Plato iron gauge, 304, 305.

Plato racks, 198, 208.

Pliers, flat nose, ro\in(l nose, 82.

IMug cutter, 78.

Plumb and level, 34, 35.

Polishing in the lathe, 158.

Pounding tools, 8(».

Power, 90 to 104.

Problems in (construct ion and
geometric helps, 283 to 290.

Project, 19.

Punching tools, 80.

Rafter table, 28 to 31

.

Rasps, 70, 71, 72.

Rule, 20.

Rttskin, John, quoted, 14.

Saw bencli, 106.

Saw guard, 107.

Sawing exorcise, 21 1

.

Saws, their construction, 55; rip,

57; how to sharpen, 57; cross-

cut, 62; how to sharpen, 62;

back, 66 ;
bracket, 67 ;

hack,

68 ;
miter, 69 ,

swing, 105.

Schedule of work, 15, 16.

Screw clamp, 79.

Screwdriver, 77.

Screwdriver bit, 77.

Screw and plug bit, 78.

Screws,* definition of, 136 ;
history

of, 137; classification of, 137;

uses of, 137, 138; how to drive,
' 139, 140; gauge, 301.

Scribe, 20.

Scripture, Edward W., quoted,

13.

SheiHc, 154, 155.

Shelves, 174, 175, 187. '

Single hinge lace. U2-
Sleevc board, 193.

SJo3-d knilc, 3S, 39.

Snips, 54.

Spok««have, 54.

Sq lure, or st(!i‘l square, 28 to 34.

S<iuarjiig a block, 19,

Stains, Imw to prepare, 153.

Steel bar clamp, 8o.

SnoKi-Ki', Gustav, quolcd, 12.

Stock, 18.

Sugge.slions to students, 15, 16.

Surfacer, single, 110.

Sweetr-pea mi k, 201.

Tabourets, 190, 192, 197.

Technical terms, 18.

'rimher, properties of, 299
Tool li.st,, 20.

'Pootlibnish holder and shelf, 178,

179.

Towel rollers, 179, 180, 181, 191,

194.

Trees, decay of, 121.

'rrinimer, 97, 98.

Try-s<piare, 27.

Umbrella rack, 209.

Varnishes, 153.

V'ehiclcs, 152.

Vise, stationary iron, 80; picture

frame, 83 ;
saw, 82.

IV eights, avoirdupois, 294; troy,

295; apothecaries, 295.

Wliisk-broom holders, 172, 173,

184.

Wilson, Thomas, quoted, 4.

Windmill vanc‘, 210.

Wire gauge, 38 ;
tables, 303.

Wood, outline study, 1 19 ;
corripfi-

sition of, 121
;
Y>roperties of, 121 ;

weight, 121, 122; seasoning, 122,

123; shrinkage, 123; stiffness

or elasticity, 123; laws of, 124;

j

table of, 125; cross-breaking or

1

binding strength, 125; laws of,
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125, 126; table of, 126; tension

and compression, 127 ;
table of,

127, 128; shearing, 128; cleav-

' ability, 128; flexibility, 128;

toughness, 128.

Wood-(^arving tools, 42,

Wood drills, 74.

Wood fastenings, dowels, pins,

cleats, keys, wedges, 146, 147.

Wood finishing, 149; specifications

for, 156 to 158.

Woods, non-porous, 234, 236 to

240; ring-porous, 234, 240 to

246 ;
diffuse-porous, 235, 246

to 252
;

list of the more impor-
tant woods of the United States,

253 to 282.

Wood turning, 215 (sec Lathe, 111) ;

history of, 216; directions for,

216, 217; exercises, 217 to 232;
tools, 42

;
positions of tools, 218

to 221, 226.

Work, 99
;
schedule of, 15, 16.

WoHK, Crke T., quoted, 18.

Working face, 18.

Wrench, 81.
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